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INTRODUCTION 
THE EMERGENCE OF THE PHENOMENON OF SPIRITUALITY IN 
PSYCHOLOGY: A PERSPECTIVE ON THE PRESENT STUDY 
In order to have a proper perspective on the problem of 
present study, it is imperative to trace the development of 
the psychology of religion and spirituality. Religiosity and 
spirituality are not synonymous, though they are interlinked. 
William James' "Varieties of Religious Experiences" 
(1902) laid the foundation and established the framework for 
the study of religions as set by the personality sciences. 
Before James, religion as a field of study was taken by up 
philosophers like Hume, Kant and Schleiermacher. 
Essentially James was attempting to incorporate all of 
man's experiences within the scope of psychology. Explicitly, 
he contended that the mystic and ascetic could not be 
explained merely by attributing some form of psychopathology 
to them. A neurotic temperament might well furnish the chief 
condition for a person's receptivity to so called divine 
inspiration but in and of itself he did not think could 
result in a full understanding of the religious individuals. 
James suggested that psychologists concern themselves with 
what there was in religion that was of value to man. It was 
his belief that deep religious feelings were not always 
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explicable as fanaticism but that at time they were a sign of 
the steady growth of the personality into a wider se"f. a 
maturing and flowering of the whole person, a broademnc and 
deepening of fullness of experience that might be cultivated 
profitably by each one of us. 
The pioneers of the empirical experimental approach to 
human behaviour jaw religion as a subject fit to stud/, ana 
eagerly wanted to prove that even this area of study ca-^  ze 
studied scienti f 1 ca'ly. But after the rapid growth for '^a'~ a 
century, the movement began to decline leading to its --ra' 
extinction. 
Freud's book 'The Future of an Illusion' (1?2") 
represents one of the most serious efforts made zy a 
scientist of the 20th century, to think through the quesfcn 
of religion. Freud saw in religion and its beliefs a prc-ZL'~c 
wish fulfilment that seemingly obsessed the human race - an 
illusion that bordered at least at times on the delusicral. 
He viewed religion as a neurotic relic of the past whose own 
time had now passed. (1927 pg. 44) . Many modern thin-'ers 
however do not agree with Freud's viewpoint. 
Roy et al., (1981) has no hesitation in saying tha- in 
his opinion religion not only has a place, but is actua"'/ a 
necessity for the human race in its efforts for survi\a' :n 
the modern world. He feels that only religion is a st-o^g 
enough human force to guide technology (1981b). His book 
'Experimenting with Truth: The Fusion of Religion with 
technology, needed for humanities survival', makes positive 
expression that technology and science were not only 
eliminatTig religion, but actually making it an imperative 
for the survival of the human race. Roy's own views call for 
the integration of religion, science and technology in a 
truly meaningful synthesis. The road to personal hea'th and 
social solution begins with the construction of an accurately 
integrated image of reality. This action develops a 
distinct!/e position on the nature of the complementarity 
between science and 'religion'. They are presented not as 
dealing with different realms of Reality eg. nature and the 
person, but rather as differences in, focus. Religior deals 
with the Dig picture, setting a context, interrelating small 
units of reality; science deals, by definition, in a 
reductiorist mode of isolating a small area for de-ailed 
study without references to it context. Thus to be aole to 
begin sucn an interaction i,e. science and religion work hard 
in hand, it requires a degree of mutual knowledge and 
understanding which simply does not exist, and if it dees, is 
almost unnoticable. 
MJcnael Murph/, one of the co-founders of Esalen, (an 
institute in California for exploring the human potential) in 
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an i n t e r v i e w w i t h C a l v i n Tomk ins , a j o u r n a l i s t says (Tomkins 
w r o t e as f o l l o w s ) : 
" C a r r i e d f o r enough, t h e human p o t e n t i a l i dea leads t o 
s p e c u l a t i o n a b o u t t h e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n (3'f fnan and s o c i e t y . 
A c c o r d i n g t o Murphy and o t h e r s we a r e on t h e v e r g e o f 
t r e m e n d o u s s o c i a l c h a n g e s Wha t i s n e e d e d , t h e 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n a l •: s t s say , i s new parad igms - new models or 
»> 
looking at the nature of man and the universe The myths 
of antiquity recur; the new journey, one hears, will be 
inward, into the depths of our conscious and unconscious 
powers. The new science will be closer to religion than to 
Technology" (1976, p.30). 
Murphy's comments are reminiscent of Maslow, for Maslow 
in emphasizing the sense of awe and of epiphany that often 
goes along with the peak experience suggested that religious 
metaphors are as appropriate as scientific ones for 
understanding such an experience. Hence the point made by 
many that we seem to be in the midst of a revolution of 
consciousness this time a spiritual consciousness, not wholly 
different from the revolution in sexual consciousness, not 
wholly different from the revolution in sexual consciousness 
prefigured by Freud, the first psychoanalyst, during the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century. 
The humanistic spirit promoted by William James was 
revived in the contemporary humanistic psychology. Some of 
the main concerns of humanistic psychology are: a centering 
of attentions on the experiencing person, and thus on 
experience as primary phenomenon in the study of man, an 
emphasis on distinctly human qualities: an allegiance to 
meaningfulness in the selection of problems for study. These 
are meant to help one to discover his own being ana to 
realize'tc other persons and social group. 
This humanistic psychology of religions makes a fresh 
attempt to take hold cf that which is existential ly valid, 
namely, the subjective meaning of life. This enlargement of 
the field of interest widens the scope of the Psychology of 
Religions, The humanistic thrust also forced a restructuring 
of the discipline itse'f. Gorden Allport (1950) calls for a 
broadening of prospective. A narrowly conceived science can 
never do business with a narrowly conceived religion. Only 
when both parties broaden their prospective will the way to 
understanding and cooperation open. In line with the 
principle Allport proposes to study the place of subjective 
religion in the structure of personality. 
A third phase in the development of the Psychology of 
religion, is the interest evinced by personality science in 
determining the role religion plays in shaping interests. 
attitudes, value, goals, behaviours and relationship. Here 
the goal of psychology of religion merges with that of 
religious Psychology. The inter relation between religion and 
personality development becomes a fruitful area of 
investigation for humanistic psychology. The assumption is 
that bot'r personality and religion have the same roots, 
namely, tne life principlej|discovering the obscure aspects of 
one will lead to greater insights into the other. James 
stated that the Me or Empirical self was composed of three 
selves, -irst, the material self, whicr. consist of tne 
person s oody, clothing, family, home and property, seconcJ, 
the social self, which is the recognition we receive frcm 
others. James pointed out that we have different social 
selves (Psychologists today might use the term roles) wi^h 
different individual and different grouo of individuals, 
since w'th each set, we must confo'"m to different 
requirements of conduct. Third, the spiritual self, which is 
the person's psychic faculties and cisposition, his 
conscience or morality, and his will. One of the issues in 
which soTie of the contemporary theologians take the 
personality scientist to task is the question of attainment 
of wholeness through a process of integrafon independent cf 
religion. Jung postulates two autonomous centers of psyche, 
namely the self, the ordering and unifying center of the 
total psyche (conscious and un-conscious "> and the ego, the 
centre of conscious personality. The latter is the seat of 
subjective identity while the former is the se^ t of objective 
identity. The self is born, but the ego is made and in the 
beginning all is self. The self is most simply described as 
the inner empirical deity and is identical with Image Dei 
(Edinger, 1972). In terms of christian belief "a christian 
personality is a new and special manifestation of Christ that 
aid not exist before him and will not repeat after him, that 
is being a religious personality is being most truly Christ 
and most truly oneself. The born self and created ego 
dichotomy is yery well exemplified here in the self or the 
I.Tiago Dei, or symbolic images or mandalas or Christ figure or 
c^oss.'^he ego finds its centre of gravity or discover its 
unifying force. The unitive religious experience is preceded 
bj a dark night of the soul (St. John of the cross) or 
despair (Kierkegaard, or a state called Qabz (sufism) or 
defeat of the ego (Jung) or in other words, a death or 
merging of the ego in the unifying centre. This explains the 
need for the alienation experience as a prelude to the 
numinous or religious experience. It brings purpose and unity 
ir the life of those who have failed to find them. Jung says 
t-at he has never seen a patient past the age of thirty five 
w-o was cured without finding a religious attitude toward 
1-fe. The core of this religious attitude consist in 
accepting a transcendent unique centre in one's psyche. 
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Frank!'s (1967) view of psychological health stresses 
the importance of the will to meaning. Indeed, this is the 
framework within which everything else is organized. The name 
he has given his system is logotherapy. The word "logos'", 
taken from the Greek, translates as "meaning". Logotherapy, 
then, deals with the meaning of human existence and the human 
need for meaning, as well as with specific therapeutic value 
for finding meaning in life. 
Frankl believes that three factors comprise the 
essence of human existence: spiritual/by; freedom anc 
responsibility. According to Frankl spirituality is a 
difficult concept to define^it is irreducible. It cannot be 
explained in material terms. While it can be affected by the 
material world, it is not caused or produced by that world, 
perhaps we can best think of it as the spirit or the soul. 
In Frankl's view, our major motivation in life is to 
search not for self but for meaning; this involves in a 
sense, "forgetting" ourselves. The psychologically healthy 
person has moved beyond or transcended the focus on self. 
Being fully human means relating to someone or something 
beyond one's self. Frankl compared this quality of self 
transcendence with the ability of the human eye to see the 
world outside itself which is directly related to the eye's 
inability to see anything within itself. In fact, in 
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situations where the eye does see itself for example, when it 
is covered by a cataract which becomes the only thing it can 
see, it is unable to see anything beyond itself, sight, then, 
is self transcendent; it must deal only with something beyond 
itself in order for it to function. 
Abraham Maslow was highly concerned with genuine 
spiritual values. In his book Religious values and peak 
experiences (1970), he writes: 
"I want to demonstrate that spiritual values have 
naturalistic meaning, that they are not the exclusive 
possession of organized churches, that they do not need 
supernatural concepts to validate them, that they are well 
within the jurisdiction of a suitably enlarged science, and 
that, therefore, they are the general responsibility of all 
mankind". 
Dewey (1934) was also strongly committed to the view 
that spirituality is a human phenomenon and that it is more 
basic than, prior, and different from traditional expression 
of reli g iosi ty. 
An enlarged definition and understanding of 
spirituality would recognize its human and universal nature 
and would extricate it from the narrow definition sometimes 
assigned to it by traditional religion. 
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In a recent study of psychologists and spirituality, 
Shafranske and Malony (1985) found that 71^ considered 
spirituality to be personally relevant; yet only 9% reported 
a high level of involvement with traditional religion, and 
74% indicated that organized religion was the primary source 
of their spirituality. In an earlier study, Shafranske and 
Gorruch (1984) had also noted the personal spirituality of 
psychologists, along with their noninvolvement in trac'ticnal 
religion. This led them to say: 
"The present study illustrates that if the criteria -or 
spirituality are broadened beyond the measures of 
institutional affiliation, sectarian beliefs and practices, 
the data then suggest a higher level of religiosity tnan had 
been previously reported (p. 235)". 
We are living in a time of spiritual disorientation. 
Many have noted the breakdown of a spiritual perspective "n 
Western Culture. Carl Jung (1964) lamented, "We have 
stripped all things of their mystery and numinosity; -^othmg 
is holy any longer" (p.84) Frankl (1963) and other 
existential psychologists have emphasized that sp-^itual 
conflict and distress are at the root of many of the 
clinical "pathology" of our day. Thus therapeutic psycnology 
cannot afford to ignore the spiritual dimension. If tre loss 
of a spiritual perspective produces psychological prcolems, 
then the recovery of a spiritual perspective would seem to be 
n 
the most obvious cure. Jung (1933) recognized this and said 
that he was able to those midlife patients who recovered a 
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spiritual orientation to life. InmoAef^ay transpersona1 
psychologists such as Wilber (1980, 1982), Vaughan (1986), 
and others have attempted to call attention to this important 
but neglected area in psychology. Maslow (1962) said that 
"the human being needs a framework of values, a philosopny 
of life, a religion or religion-surrogate to live by ana 
understand by, in about the same sense he needs sunlight, 
calcium, or love" (p.206). 
Elfins, Hedstrom, Hughes, Leaf and Saunders (1988'> 
believed that there was a need for humanistic understanding 
of spirituality. They elaborated their view point as follows 
"In our view a humanistic approach to spirituality is 
not an attempt to invalidate religion. Religion has been tne 
mother of the world's greatest spiritual giants, the best of 
the species' in the area of spirituality. At the its best, 
religion is the incubator and reservoir of the world's most 
vital sp-^itual values. A humanistic approach to spirituality 
is at variance only with narrow religion that would claim a 
monopoly or\ spirituality and would refuse to recognize its 
human and universal nature. 
Four major assumptions formed the foundation of their 
work. These were as follows: 
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1. There is a dimension of human experience which includes 
certain values, attitudes,perspective , beliefs, 
emotions, and so on which can best be described as a 
"spiritual dimension" or "spirituality". 
2. Spirituality is a human phenomenon and exists, at least 
potentially, in all persons. 
3. Spirituality is not the same as religiosity, i* 
religiosity is defined to mean participation in the 
particular belief, rituals, and activities of 
traditional religion. Therefore, it is possible for 
persons tobe "spiritual" even though not affiliated 
with traditional religion. 
4. By means of theoretical and phenomenological approaches, 
It IS possible to define and describe spirituality and 
to develop an approach to its assessment. 
Based on the vast literature survey as well as 
interview with known spirituals of different religions, 
nlkins et al worked out a humanistic phenomenological 
aefinition of spirituality as well as nine components of 
spirituality. They defined spirituality as, "Spirituality 
which comes from the Latin, spirits meaning "breath of 
life", IS a way of being and experiencing that comes about 
through awareness of a transcendental dimension and that is 
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characterized by certain identifiable values in regard to 
self, others, nature, life and whatever one considers to be 
the ultimate". 
The nine components of spirituality deduced by Elkins 
et al. are as follows: 
1. Transcendent dimension. The spiritual person has ar 
exper1ent1al 1 y based belief that there is a 
transcendent dimension to li-e. The actual content of 
this belief may range from the traditional view o-
personal God to a psychological view that the 
"transcendent dimension" is simply a natural extension 
of the conscious self into the regions of the 
unconscious or Greater Self. But whatever the content, 
typology, metaphors, or models used to describe the 
transcendent dimension, the spiritual person believes 
in the "more" - that what is "seen' is not all there 
is. He or she believes in an "unseen world and that 
harmonious contact with, and adjustment to this unseen 
dimension is beneficial. The spiritual person is one 
who has experienced the transcendent dimension, often 
through what Mas 1ow referred to as peak experiences 
and he or she draws personal power through contact with 
th1s dimension. 
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Meaning and purpose in life. The spiritual person has 
known the quest for meaning and purpose and has emerged 
from this quest with confidence that life is deeply 
meaningful^ and that one's own existence has purpose. 
The actual ground and context of this meaning vary from 
person to person, but the common factor is that each 
person has filled the "existential vacuum" with ar 
authentic sense that life has meaning and purpose. 
Mission in life. The spiritual person has a sense of 
"vocation". He or she feels a sense of responsiblity to 
life, a calling to answer, a mission to accomplish, or 
in some cases, even a destiny to fulfill. The spiritual 
person is "metamotivated" and understands that it is in 
"losing one's life" that one "finds it". 
Sacredness of life. The spiritual person believes life 
IS infused with sacredness and often experience a sense 
of awe, reverence, and wonder even in "nonre1igious" 
settings. He or she does not dichotomize life into 
sacred and secular, holy and the ordinary. The spiritual 
person is able to "sacralize" or "religionize" air of 
1 ife. 
Material values. The spiritual person can appreciate 
material goods such as money and possessions but does 
not seek ultimate satisfaction from them nor attempt to 
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use them as a s u b s t i t u t e f o r f r u s t r a t e d s p i r i t u a l needs. 
The s p i r i t u a l person knows t h a t " on to l og i c i aT t h i r s t " 
can on ly be quenched by the s p i r i t u a l and t h a t u l t i m a t e 
s a t i s f a c t i o n i s found no t i n m a t e r i a l s b u t s p i r i t u a l 
t h i n g s . 
6. A l t r u i s m . The s p i r i t u a l pe r son b e l i e v e s we a re our 
" b r o t h e r ' s keeper" and i s t o u c h e d by t h e p a i n and 
s u f f e r i n g of o t h e r s . He or she has a s t rong sense of 
soc"'al j u s t i c e and i s committed t o a l t r u i s t i c love and 
a c t i o n . The s p i r i t u a l person knows t h a t "non man i s an 
i s l a n d " and t h a t we are a l l " p a r t of the c o n t i n e n t " of 
common humani ty . 
7. I d e a l i s m . The s p i r i t u a l person i s a v i s i o n a r y committed 
to -he bet terment of the w o r l d . He or she loves t h i ngs 
f o r what they are ye t a lso f o r what they can become. 
The s p i r i t u a l person i s committed to h igh i dea ls and to 
the a c t u a l i z a t i o n of p o s i t i v e p o t e n t i a l i n a l l aspects 
of l i f e . 
8. Awa-eness o f t h e t r a g i c . The s p i r i t u a l p e r s o n i s 
so lemn ly consc ious o f the t r a g i c r e a l i t i e s o f human 
e x i s t e n c e . He or she i s d e e p l y aware o f human p a i n , 
s u f f e r i n g , and death. This awareness g ives depth to the 
s p i r i t u a l p e r s o n and p r o v i d e s him o r he r w i t h an 
e x i s t e n t i a l s e r i o u s n e s s t o w a r d l i f e . Some-what 
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p a r a d o x i c a l l y , however , awareness o f t h e t r a g i c enhances 
t h e s p i r i t u a l p e r s o n ' s j o y , a p p r e c i a t i e n , and v a l u i n g c-
l i f e . 
9 . F r u i t s o f s p i r i t u a l i t y . The s p i r i t j a l p e r s o n i s one 
whose s p i r i t u a l i t y has borne f r u i t "in h i s o r her l i f e . 
True s p i r i t u a l i t y has a d i s c e r n i b l e e f f e c t , upon c n e ' 3 
r e l a t i o n s h i p t o s e l f , o t h e r s , n a t u r e , ' i r e 3.nc wha teve -
one c o n s i d e r s t o be u l t i m a t e . 
Mulay a l - a r a b i a d - d a r q a w i , t h e f o u n c a r o f ZarwawT o r d s -
o f S u f i s i n M o r o c c o d e f i n e d s c i r i t u a l i t ) ' as a g a i n s " 
s e n s u a l i t y . S e n s u a l i t y i s used h e r e i n t h e fcrcadest sense 
i . e . , a t t a c h m e n t t o s e n s o r y e x p e r i e n c e . He a d v i s e s t n e 
seeke r t o a lways f r e e f r o m s e n s u a l i t y . He a c v i s e s the seeke-
t o a lways f r e e f r o m s e n s u a l i t y , f c r i t i s t h e oppcsT te c-
s p i r i t u a l i t y and o p p o s i t e do n o t meet . 
y 
A c c o r d i n g t o Bhushan ( 1 9 7 0 ; " R e l i g - c s T t . . has t h r e e 
i m p o r t a n t a s p e c t s : t h e o r e t i c a l , p . - a c t i c a " anc e m o t i o n a l . 
T h e o r e t i c a l l y i t r e f e r s t o i n d i v i d u a l ' s f a i t h i n G o d . 
E x p e r i e n c e o f o r b e l i e f i n nearness t o Gcd c c r s t i t L ^ t e s the 
c o r e o f t h e t h e o r e t i c a l a s p e c t o f re ^ i g i o s ' t^ ••sh-ch has t.vc 
i m p o r t a n t d i m e n s i o n s ; Communion w i t n God anc i c e n t i f i c a t i c r 
wTth God. The p r a c t i c a l a s p e c t o f .--el i g i cs i t y r e f e r s t c ar 
i n d i v i d u a l ' s f a i t h i n obse rvance of e t h i c a " ^nd rzra] duties? 
and r i t u a l s as d i v i n e c o m m a n d s . T h e y a ' e c -, - c l u d o t h e 
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religious customs, ntuals and ceremomes. Quite related to 
the theoretical and the practical dimensions is the emotional 
aspect, which is reflected in the feeling of devotion ana 
dedication to God and experience of pleasure, delight and 
satisfaction in the observance of religious practices". 
Spirituality is the spirit of religion and ^t has tc ::o 
more with the faith aspect than anything e'se. The faitn can 
be weak, or strong, it can be merely theoretical (basec on 
reason and existing materials) or it, may ce exper i en t - a' 
reality. By experiential reality of faitn, we mean t'-33e 
subjective experiences of a person wmch maKe nis faith seei, 
lived and experienced. 
Mystic experiences are always "iinned up tc 
spirituality, be it a "response" to prayers or some cr-e-
miracle. 
Three capacities, Ghazzali contencs, go with S^f^ 
know!edge. 
1. The power of extraperception, con scicusly extended; 
2. The ability to move bodies outside their own mass; 
3. The capacity to acquire, by direct awareness, knowlecg. 
otherwise obtained only through much labour (Shah, 13^3 
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All this means Lhat in any discussion of spirituality, 
the mention of experience of a transcendental nature are a 
must. 
The practical aspect and the emotional aspect of 
religiosity may also be and usually are present in 
spirituality; with the important difference being in tne 
meaning of these aspects. It is believed that, there is a 
formal aspect of every religion e.g., Prayers ; 
fasting etc. But there is also a reality of these forma" 
just 
aspects of religion. Those who associate them selves^ with 
the formal aspects are religious and those who have attained 
the meaning and reality (Haqiqat) of these religious acts are 
spi ri tual. 
Thus a h i g h l y , r e l i g i o u s person i s n o t n e c e s s a r i l y a 
s p i r i t u a l p e r s o n . 
A c c o r d i n g t o S u f i s m D i v i n e B a r a k a t ( g r a c e ) - ' lows twc 
s t r o n g l y i n t h e a r t e r i e s o f t h e u n i v e r s e ana o f t e n i t is 
c a p t u r e d ( t o u c h e d ) by t h e o r d i n a r y peop le ( N a s r , ^932 ) . i n 
o t h e r w o r d s t h e i n c i d e n c e o f t h e e y . p e r - e n c s s o f a 
t r a n s c e n d e n t a l n a t u r e a r e n o t q u i t e unccmmcn even among 
o r d i n a r y p e o p l e i . e , t h o s e who are n o t S u f i s , - h e r e iz y e t 
a n o t h e r s a y i n g t h a t i n t u i t i v e e x p e r i e n c e s c c . e t o e / e r y 
p e r s o n ^ • t i s o r l y a few who g rasp i t . 
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The u l t i m a t e g o a l o f Yoga d i s c i p l i n e i s t r u e 
t r a n s c o r u i o t i t a 1 s e l f r e a l i r a t i o n and p e a c e f u l G c l f 
s u f f i c i e n c y . T h i s e n t a i l s t r a n s c e n d e n c e o f a l l p s y c h i c 
p o l a r i t i e s such as l o v e and h a t e , p l e a s u r e and p a i n , c rea t - :on 
and d e s t r u c t i o n and consequen t i n d i f f e r e n c e (udoGina t ! ^ ; t 
t h e a f f a i r s o f t h e w o r l d . 
For t h e s p i r i t u a l p s y c h o l o g i e s , t h e n , consc iousness anii 
e x p e r i e n c e and l i f e become b a s i c f a c t o r s , r a t h e r t h a n 
r e l a t i v e l y u n i m p o r t a n t d e r i v a t i v e s , i n u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e 
un i v e r s e . 
R e c e n t l y a b ranch o f psycho logy c a l l e d " T r a n s p e r s o n a ' 
p s y c h o l o g y " has been e s t a b l i s h e d t o s tudy t hese e / p e r i e n t i a l 
d i mens i o n s . 
S u t i c h ( 1 9 6 9 ) c o n t r a s t e d 11 a n s p e r s o n a 1 p s y c h o l o g y 
( " f o u r t h f o r c e " ) , w i t h p o s i t i v i s t i c or b e h a v i o u r i s t i c theor> 
( " r i r s t > f o ( . o " ) , c l a s s i c a l p s y c h o a n a l y t i c t h e o r y ( "second 
f o t c o " ) .tnd h u m a n i s t i c p s y c h o l o g y ( " t h i r d f o t c e " ) . Seme 
q u a l i f i c a t i o n , however , seen necessa ry i n v i e w i n g psychology 
as d i v i d e d i n t o f o u r f o r c e s . F i r s t , t he f o u r f o r c e s r e p r e s e n t 
a v e r y b road o v e r v i e w o f t h e h i s t o r y o f p s y c h o l o g y , o t h e r 
s c h o o l s and s y s t e m s o f p s y c h o l o g y a r e a l s o h i s t o r i c a l l y 
i m p o r t a n t . S e c o n d , s i n c e t h e e m e r g e n c e o f t r a n s p e r s o n a 1 
p s y c h o l o g y , t i u m a n i s t i c p s y c h o l o g y h a s p r o g r e s s i v e l ) 
i n c o r p o r a t e d t r a n s p e r s o n a l e l e m e n t s . T h i r d , t h e f o u r f o r c e s 
a p p r o a c h t a k e s i n t o a c c o u n t o n l y t h e f o r m a l p r o f e s s i o n a l 
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emergence o f t he t r a n s p e r s o n a l movement begun i n the l a t e 
1960 's . The e s s e n t i a l e x i s t e n t i a l con ten t o f t ranspersonal 
psychology has e x i s t e d f o r m i l l e n n i a i n both East and West. 
The t ranspe rsona l v i s i o n a l so holds f o r t h the promise 
o f advanc ing psycho logy beyond t h e mere a c q u i s i t i o n o f 
knowledge to the s tudy o f wisdom. Modern western psychology 
has emphasized the s tudy o f n e i t h e r wisdom nor t h e w i s e . 
E x t e n s i v e p r a c t i c e w i t h s t a t e s o f m e d i t a t i o n and p u r e 
awareness can open wide the d o o r s t o p r o f o u n d i n s i g h t , 
wisdom and en l i gh tenmen t . Wonder, awe and j o y can then be 
exper ienced a t any and every moment, as one p a r t i c i p a t e in 
the e t e r n a l r e - c r e a t i o n of ex i s t ence . F i n a l l y , i n profound 
l e v e l s of s e l f r e a l i z a t i o n , any d i s t i n c t i o n between happiness 
and unhappiness, samsara and n i rvana may cease t o e x i s t . / 
With the scope o f t ranspersona l psychology are inc luded 
" t r a n s p e r s o n a l p r o c e s s , v a l u e s and s t a t e s , u n i t i v e 
c o n s c i o u s n e s s , m e t a - n e e d s , peak e x p e r i e n c e s , e c s t a s y , 
m y s t i c a l e x p e r i e n c e , b e i n g , e s s e n c e , b l i s s , awe, wonder , 
t ranscendence o f s e l f , s p i r i t , s a c r a l i z a t i o n o f eve ryday 
l i f e , oneness, cosmic awareness, cosmic p l ay , i n d i v i d u a l and 
s p e c i e s - w i d e s y n e r g y , t h e t h e o r i e s and p r a c t i c e s o f 
m e d i t a t i o n , s p i r i t u a l p a t h ' s compassion, t ranspersona l co-
o p e r a t i o n , t ranspersona l r e a l i z a t i o n and a c t u a l i z a t i o n and 
r e l a t e d concepts , exper ience and a c t i v i t i e s . 
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From the above discussion, it becomes apparent that 
spirituality is a human phenomenon and self-transcendence is 
the capacity of human beings. The first objective of the 
present study is to test this very assumption which has also 
been put forward by Elkins et al . If we assume that 
spirituality is a dimension of human experience, we should 
be able to find at least some of these experiences in the 
normal population i.e., among those who are not ascetics, 
mystics, or Sufis. 
The concept of motivation is central to a theory of 
personality. One of the basic assumptions of Roger's theory 
e.g. has to do with motivation. He believes that people have 
from birth an inherent tendency to develop all 
"capacities which serve to maintain or enhance the organism", 
he calls this an "actualizing tendency". Rogers clear in 
saying that is motive is the only motive operative, however, 
it finds expression in a variety of ways. Specifically, tne 
actualizing tendency include what the others have understood 
in terms of deficiency or drives for tension reduction. 
Maslow came up with a distinction between motivation 
and metamotivation. He also made distinctions between needs 
and metaneeds, and between D-values (Deficit-Values) and B-
Values (Being-Values). Generally, Maslow (1971) meant by 
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motivation deficit states, and by metamotivation tendencies 
too seek certain growth ends, such as truth, goodness, 
beauty, and order. Metamotives do not involve reduction or 
tension, rather they may increase tension when they are 
satisfied. These metamotives have been variously described as 
spiritual, moral, transpersonal the eternal van ties. 
Maslow (1971) proposed the challenging hypothesis tha*: 
metaneeds are rooted in man's biology, that they are an 
essential aspect of his very nature. 
Maslow discovered that he termed 8-balues in his stud> 
of "peak experiences", peak experiences are states of being 
or experiencing which may be described as the highest human 
experiences. They are states of mind that are not means tc 
anything else but are complete in themselves. They cannot be 
appreciated by anyone who has not expenencea them, any more 
than one can taste chocolate by description. Maslow founc 
that his self actualizing people reported having such 
experiences rather frequently. 
In the early formulation of his theory, Murray (1938) 
stressed the role of needs as determinants of behaviour, but 
later he emphasized the "end state" of needs which he terms 
values (Murray 1951). Alter the need structure of a person 
and you alter his whole personality and its relation to his 
environment. Murray describes the role of needs in the 
following passage: 
"A need is a construct which stands -or "orce in 
the brain, a force which organises perception, appe-'cep-i on 
intellection Conation and action is s^ch a way as to 
transform in a certain direction an existing unsatisfying 
situation. A need is sometimes provoked interna- process of 
a certain kind...but, more frequently (when in a state of 
readiness) by the occurrence of a new ccnmonly effective 
press Thus, it manifests itself by leading the c-gamsm 
to search for or to avoid encountering or when enco'^ntered, 
to attend and respond to certain kind of p'"es.... Each need 
is characteristically accompanied by a particular fee'^ng or 
emotion and tends to certain modes.... to *jrther its trend. 
It may be weak or intense, momentary or endu'"ing. But usually 
it persists and gives rise to a certai'- course or over 
behaviour, which changes the initiating c i'"cumstance in 
such a way as to bring about an end situation which stills 
(appeals or satisfies) the organisms". 
The two major classes of needs are the v i see f-ocen i c 
which relate to bodily functioning, and t^e psychrgemc, 
which are qualities of the personality. The two classes are 
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i n t e r d e p e n d e n t . C u l t u r e has t h e g r e a t e s t i n f l u e n c e on t h e 
p s y c h o g e n i c needs ( M u r r a y , 1954) . 
Needs may f u s e and o p e r a t e as v i r t u a l l y one m o t i v a t i o n 
u m t . B e h a v i o u r i s u s u a l l y t h e outcome o f a f u s i o n o f needs 
( M u r r a y , 1 9 3 8 ) . 
A n o t h e r o f M u r r a y ' s i d e a s , wh ich s h o u l d a s s i s t m s e ^ f 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g , i s h i s v i e w o f t h e c o m p l e x i t y o f t " -e 
ego .Mu r ray does n o t v iew t h e ego as a u n i t a r y agen t as c~d 
Freud and many o t h e r s . The ego i s m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l ; t h e r e 
a re many a s p e c t s t o i t because t h e r e a r e d i v e r g e n t needs "n 
t h e same p e r s o n . I t i s more l i k e a cong ress t h a n a s i n g l e 
a g e n t . T h e r e a r e many f a c t i o n s , some o f w h i c h a r e ' n 
d i a m e t r i c o p p o s i t i o n . I n t h e ego c e r t a i n n e e d s d o m i n a t e 
o t h e r s a n d d e t e r m i n e t h e d i r e c t i o n s o f j u d g e m e n t s a'^ d 
d e c i s i o n s . S e l f - i m p r o v e m e n t may be t h o u g h t o f i n p a r t , as 
chang ing t h e i n f l u e n c e o f c e r t a i n needs and s t r e n g t h e n - '-g 
o t h e r s i n t h e i r p l a c e . 
Of t h e v a r i o u s g roups i n wh ich needs were p l aced by 
M u r r a y , t h e psycho g e m c ( s o c i a l ) needs have been o f p r i r e 
conce rn f o r t h e p r e s e n t s t u d y because b e i n g i n t e r p e r s o n a l 
t h e s e n e e d s a r e b e l i e v e d t o be s a t i s f i e d o n l y t h r o u g h 
a t t a i n m e n t o f a s a t i s f a c t o r y r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h p e o p ' e 
( S c h u l t z , 1 9 6 0 ) . 
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According to yoga psychology there are three kinds of 
motivation; instinctual, cultural and pure spiritual or 
ontoaesthetic. Instinctual motivation again are of three 
kinds according to three modalities of nature, rajos, tamas, 
and sattva. The power drive, the domineering urge, the 
aggressive impulse, and the will to overcome and conquer from 
the group of motivations which might be called self-assertive 
(rajosic). Inertia, the tendency to follow the line of least 
resistance, preoccupation with personal safety, security and 
creature comfort, and excessive fear of risk, danger, and 
death from the group of motivations which are called self-
protective (tamasic). The desire to know, striving for 
growth and perfection, search for truth, freedom, justice and 
harmony and altruistic and humanitarian impulses of sympathy 
ana fellow feeling belong to the group of motivations which 
may be called transpersonal or self-transcending (sattvic). 
The gratification of lower order needs is not a basic 
requirement for Sufis. It is observed that they sublimated 
and sometimes even neglected the gratificafon of needs. Here 
we may recall an incident from the life of Hazrat Nizamuddin 
Aulia. It IS said that when Hazrat was a child and there was 
nothing for h's mother to feed hin, she used to tell the 
young Hazrat N.A. that today we are guest o' Allah. And when 
Hazrat grew up and faced similar situation he used to recall 
his mother's words that he is the guest of Allah and used to 
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feel great pleasure in it. It is quite an unusual 
satisfaction (to gain pleasure in the persistence of needs) 
from a behaviouristic stand point. 
Sheikh Ali Hujwari , one of the great sufi masters 
maintain that there are two basic needs around which the 
world revolves (1) Sex motive (2) Power motive. Both type of 
needs are considered to be /eil in the way of spiritual 
progress. In a compar'^son of the two neecs, the power needs 
are supposed to be a thicker veil and a greater hindrance in 
attaining the spiritual goal because the person dominated by 
sex need does harm to his own self. But a person dominated by 
power needs spoils the generation. 
This, however, should not give the impression that all 
needs are to be sacrificed for the attainment of 
spirituality. Islam from which Sufism has emerged stressed a 
balanced (Aetedal) approach to life and healthy 
channelization of needs as an ideal condition. However, since 
it is difficult 'to be in the world and still out of it', 
some of the Sufis have preferred to renunciate the world. 
Just as needs are there for the nourishment of physical 
body, there are needs which wnen satisfied give nourishment 
to the spirit or "Ruh". Some of these higher order needs 
i.e., needs of spirit (Ruh) are need endurance, need for 
knowledge and understanding, yearning and longing for God 
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(Shauq and Dhawq), and Love (Love of Gcc and Love of fellow 
beings). 
About endurance Hazrat All, one of the four Caliphs of 
Islam and Spiritual heir to prophet of Is'am says, "encurance 
is of two kinds, when you endure unpleasant things coming to 
you and when you bear refusal of th'igs pleasing you" 
(Behzadnia & Denny, 1984). 
Endurance is in fact one of the stations (Macam) in 
spiritual path (Suluk). 
The creation o^ the Adam in the Quranic legend reveals 
the importance of knowledge. The Quran sa)s: 
"When thy Lord said to the Angels, "Verily I am about 
to place one in my stead on earth", the/ sa";d, "Wilt thou 
place there one who will do ill and s'-ed b'ood, w*~en we 
celebrate thy praise and extol thy holiness?" God said, 
"Verily I know what ye known not!" And ^e taught Adam the 
names of all things, and then set them before the Angels, and 
said, "Tell me the names of these if ye are endowec with 
wisdom". They said, "Praise be to ~hee! We ha\e to 
knowledge but what thou last given us to know. Thou art the 
knowing, the wise". He said, "0 Adam i-form them cf the 
names". And when he informed them of the narries, God said, 
"Did I not say to you that I know the hidden things o* the 
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Heavens and of the earth and that I know what ye bring to 
light and what ye hide?" (Quran, 2:28-31). 
The point of these verses is that man is endowed with 
the faculty of naming things, that is to say,forming concepts 
of them, and forming concepts of them is captur-ng them.Thus 
the character of man's knowledge is conceptual ard it is with 
the weapon of this conceptual knowledge that man approaches 
the observable aspect of Reality. 
The second episode of the Quranic legend '-egarding the 
fall of Adam reveals the power and sex mo'ive in Adam. 
But Satan whispered him(Adam): Said he, 0 Adam shall I 
show the tree of Eternity and the kingdom that faileth net? 
and they both ate thereof (the forbidden fruit', and their 
nakedness appeared to them, and they began tc sew of the 
leaves of the garden to cover them, and Adam disobeyed his 
lord, and went-astray. Afterwards his lord chcse him far 
Himself, and was turned toward him, and guided hi" (20:114). 
The central idea, here according to Iqbal ,'1934") is to 
suggest life's irresistible desire for a lasting cominicn, an 
infinite career as a concrete individual. As temporal being, 
fearing termination of its career by death, the only course 
open to it is to achieve a kind of collective immortality by 
self-multiplication. The eating of the forbidden fruit of 
the tree of eternity is life's resort to sex-differentiation 
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by which it multiplies itself with a view to circumvent total 
extinction. 
Madame Balvatski tells us in her book, called "Secret 
Doctrine", that, with the ancient the tree was a cryptic 
symbol for occult knowledge. Adam was forb'dden to test t^e 
fruit of this tree obviously because this f'nitude as a se'-, 
his sense-equipment, and his intellectual faculties we^e, en 
the whole, attuned to a different type of_krowledge, i.e. f-e 
type of knowledge which necessitates t-e toil patient 
observation and admits only of slow accumulation. Satan, 
however, persuaded him to eat the forbidden fruit of occu't 
knowledge and Adam yielded not because he was elemental'/ 
wicked, but because being 'hasty' (ajul) by nature he soug-.t 
a short cut to knowledge. The only way to correct th"3 
tendency was to place him in an environment which however 
painful, was better suited to the unfolding of his 
intellectual faculties. Thus Adam's insertion into painful 
physical environment was not meant as a punishment, it was 
meant rather to defeat the object of Satan who, as an enemy 
of man, diplomatically tried to keep him ignorant of joy of 
perpetual growth and expansion. 
Love is generally recognized by all Sufis as the force 
behind all spiritual endeavours. 
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For Iqbal, "Love is a dynamic force. It enables the ego 
to come in contact with the infinite ego. It shows the patn 
of infinite progress to the ego and also gives it an urge to 
follow that path. Thus, the love of the in-inite ego, frcn 
whom the finite ego proceeds and receives ' ts purpose a.rz 
guidance, is necessary for the onward marcn and creative 
unfolding of the ego". (Iqbal, 1934) 
The station (Maqam) of Fana (extinct: en of the lowe-
self) is considered as the highest spiritua" attainment z_-
most Sufis and Love being the prime mover. However, Ibn-Ara::-
known as "Sheikh Akbar" (The great guide) cc-siders Love as 
the highest station of the soul and subordinates to it ever,. 
possible perfection. Thus for Ibn-Arabi Love 's an end state. 
A story is associated with Rabia Bas-i, one of the 
women Sufi Saints, once she was going on the street with a 
cup of water in one hand, and in the other ha.-d she had fire. 
She is supposed said to be in an altered state of 
consciousness at that time. The particular state is known in 
sufism as "Jadhb" which is literally translated as being 
attracted towards God. When people asked her as to what she 
was doing? She replied, I will burn the hea/en with this 
fire, and extinguish the hell fire with this water. Because 
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p e o p l e pray t o A l l a h f o r the reward of heaven, and f e a r o f 
h e l l . No body p r a y s o u t of Love f o r Him. 
I n d i a i s a land o f Seers , myst ics and Suf-'s who have 
c o n t r i b u t e d t o t h e r i c h c u l t u r e o f I - i d i a a - d g w e n a 
p h i l o s o p h y (as w e l l as p s y c h o l o g y ) o f t h e s e l f . Yet " t i s 
s u r p r i s i n g t h a t I n d i a n p s y c h o l o g i s t s have o n l y r e c e n t l y shown 
i n t e r e s t i n s t u d i e s w h i c h t a k e i n t o c o n s i d e ' - a t i c n t h e 
phenomeno log i ca l a s p e c t s o f s e l f . 
The p r e s e n t s t u d y i s a m o d e s t a t t e m p t t o w a r d s a 
h u m a n i s t i c phenomenolog i c a l s t u d y o f s p i r i t u a l i t y . Re^- 'g ion 
has been s t u d i e d f r o m d i f f e r e n t p e r s p e c t i v e s i n I r c i a as w e " ! 
' as a b r o a d . However t h e e s o t e r i c o r deeper t r u t h s o f luman 
e x p e r i e n c e wh ich we have c a l l e d s p i r i t u a l i t y ha \6 no t been 
s t u d i e d e a r l i e r . 
T h e r e f o r e t h e f i r s t m a j o r o b j e c t i v e o f t h e p r e s e n t 
s t u d y i s t o e x p l o r e t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f s p i r i t u a l i t y among 
p e o p l e o f d i f f e r e n t age , sex and r e l i g i o n . 
The second ma jo r a s p e c t o f t h i s s t u d y i s concerned -v i th 
t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n s p i r i t u a l o r i e n t a t i o n a n d 
p e r s o n a l i t y n e e d s b a s e d on M u r r a y ' s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n o f 
p s y c h o g e n i c n e e d s . The t e n n e e d s w h i c h a r e s t u d - e d a^e -
A c h i e v e m e n t , A f f i l i a t i o n , Autonomy, A g g r e s s i o n , N u r t u r a n c e , 
Endurance , Succo rence , Abasement, E x h i b i t i o n and Dominance. 
This aspect is undertaken to explore Maslow's view that 
higher order needs are based on the satisfaction of the lower 
order needs, Tl^erefore, our concervi is to explore how these 
higher order needs are related to other needs. Among the 
various dimension of spirituality are included meaning -=rz 
purpose in life, transcendence, mission in life, saceaness 
etc. These are also related to the Maslow's concept of se'--
actuali zation. 
Another thirg which inspires the study of relat'onsn-p 
between spirituality and other needs is the assumption of the 
many spirituals, mystic and sufis of the world that in order 
to atrain a spirituality one has to undergo a process of 
self-discipline which essentially includes neglecting and 
sublimating the lower needs. In other words people with high 
spiritual orientation should have lower scores on certain 
lower needs (e.g. aggression and dominance) than people with 
low spiritual orientation. 
Yet another objective of the study is to find cut 
whether needs are differentially related to religiosity and 
spirituality. Effort is also made to test the assumption made 
by Elkin's et al. that spirituality is not the same as 
religiosity if religiosity is defined to mean participation 
in the particular beliefs, rituals and activities of 
traditional religion. Therefore relationship between 
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spirituality and religiosity was also an objective of the 
present study. 
Spiritual orientation inventory which has been used in 
the present study has its limitations. This limitation ^s 
due to the fact that we are trying to measure, the phenomena 
quantitatively. A qualitative analysis will enable one tz 
reach at far deeper understanding of the phenomena. 3^ 
special interest and importance is the qualitative anal/s-3 
of the transcendental dimension of spirituality for examc'e 
the nature of transcendental experiences and the conditions 
which produce them. 5eta<-t ©^ -^his is beyond the purview of 
present study. However, a compilation work with special 
reference to Sufism has been done on this issue. Attempt nas 
also been made to relate some of the theoretical aspects with 
clinical observations made in the west. 
The Yoga psychology which quite pertinently is related 
to the issue is not discussed in the present work, since 
already lot of literature exists in this field. The field c-' 
Sufism has been scarcely incorporated in psychology. Hence a 
special reference though far from being exhaustive has been 
made to Sufism in the present work. 
CHAPTER-II 
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PREVIOUS STUDIES OH RELIGIOSITY AND NEEDS 
The last two decades of the 19th century and the f^rsz 
quarter of the 20th were marked by a special determination to 
apply the modern critical and empirical methods to the stuc-
of religion. During this period vigorous attempts have been 
made to use the resources of scientific Psychology in tie 
investigation of religion. 
Various theories have been presented by psychologists 
with regard to religious behaviour. Such diverse theorists as 
Allport (1956), Frankl (1967) and Jung (1938) suggest 
religion may have a positive effect on psychological well-
being by forming a basis of integration for the differen-
facets of life, thereby providing meaning and initiating 
greater emotional stability. An alternate position has bee^ 
suggested by Freud (1953), Jones (1923) and Reik (1951). The-
see a relationship between religious behaviour anc 
psychoneurosis. Religious behaviour is interpreted within ar 
obsessive-compulsive paradigm and can be related to a 
delusional effort of wish fulfillment. In light of tns 
contradictory theoretical system it seems appropriate to 
e/amine the research investigating the personality correlates 
of religious behaviour. 
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According to Allport (1967) religious orientation can 
be defined within two basic categories: extrinsic and 
intrinsic. The extrinsic religious orientation describes 
religious belief and concomitant behaviour which is primarily 
a function of utilitarian motivation; religion is expedTent. 
The intrinsic religious orientation describes religious 
belief that forms the basis or central focus for l-'fe; it, is 
personal and tends to determine the consistent parameters of 
appropriate behaviour. Perhaps the briefest way to 
characterize the two poles of subjective religion is to say 
that, the extrinsical1y motivated person uses his religion, 
whereas the intrinsically lives his religion (Allport and 
Ross, 1967). 
People with an extrinsic religious orientation are 
significantly more prejudiced than people with an intrinsic 
religious orientation (Streuning, 1963, Holtzman, 1956, 
Allport and Ross, 1967). Religious Ss tend to be more 
conservative than non-religious Ss (Barton and Vaughan, 1976; 
Eysenck, 1970; and Hamby, 1973) with extrinsically religious 
Ss less conservative than intrinsically religious Ss (Tate 
and Miller, 1971). Religious Ss seem to be less dominant than 
non-religious Ss (Barton and Vaughan, 1976; and Hamby, 1973). 
However, intrinsically religious Ss are more submissive and 
trusting, while extrinsical1y religious Ss tend to be more 
dominant, self-assertive and suspicious (Hamby, 1973, Kahoe, 
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1974 and Tate and Millter, 1971). Non-religious Ss tend to be 
more intelligent than religious Ss (Brown & Lowe, 1951 ard 
Kahoe, 1974). Intrinsically religious Ss tend to be more 
dependent and sociable, extrinsical1y religious and nor-
religious Ss are more self-sufficient and aggressive. 
Researcn concerning emotional stability has yielae:: 
contradictory results. Religious Ss have in some stuaies 
been found to te more emotional, tense and insecure than n c -
religious Ss (Barton and Vaughan, 1976 and Slater, 194^ . 
However Brown and Lowe (1951) report non-religious Ss as more 
insecure and tense. In addition, extrinsically religious aro 
non-religious Ss tend to be more emotional than those who a^e 
intrinsically religious (Hamby, 1973 and Kahoe, 1974). 
An examination of the research reveals an interestirg 
trend in terms of personality and religious orientation. 
Extr1ns1ca11y religious Ss tend to be similar to non-
religious Ss but different from intrinsically religious Ss. 
Ken and Roland (1980) compared personality profiles of 
158 male and female Canadian university freshmen across 
religious oriertation and religious affiliation. It was 
hypothesized that the profiles of extrinsical1y religious and 
non-religious Ss would correlate significantly with eacn 
other, and that both would differ significantly from 
intrinsically religious Ss. Both hypotheses were supported by 
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t h e d a t a . The p e r s o n a l i t y v a r i a b l e s f o r wh i ch t h e hypo theses 
w e r e s u p p o r t e d i n c l u d e d s u p e r e g o s t r e n g t h , e m o t i o n a l 
s e n s i t i v i t y and l i b e r a l i s m . D i f f e r e n c e s w e r e a l s o f o u n d 
a c r o s s r e l i g i o u s a f f i l i a t i o n f o r c e r t a i n p e r s o n a l i t y 
v a r i a b l e s . I n t r i n s i c a l l y r e l i g i o u s Ss t e n d e d t o h a v e a 
g r e a t e r c o n c e r n f o r m o r a l s t a n d a r d s , c o n s c i e n t i o u s n e s s , 
d i s c i p l i n e , r e s p o n s i b i l i t y and c o n s i s t e n c y t h a n t h o s e who a re 
e x t r i n s i c a l 1 y r e l i g i o u s o r n o n - r e 1 i g i o u s . I n t r i n s i c a l l y 
r e l i g i o u s Ss a l s o appeared t o be more s e n s i t i v e , dependen t , 
e m p a t h e t i c , and open t o t h e i r e m o t i o n s . I n a d d i t i o n , t h e y 
t e n d e d t o r e f l e c t -nore c o n s e r v a t i v e a n d t r a d i t i o n a l 
a t t i t u d e s . A l t h o u g h t h e s e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s h a v e p o s i t i v e 
f e a t u r e s , t h e y can d e g e n e r a t e i n t o p a t h o l o g i c a l r i g i d i t y 
w h i c h m i g h t l e a d t o a n e u r o t i c s t y l e o f l i v i n g , s u c h as 
o b s e s s i v e c o m p u l s i v i t y . 
E x t r i n s i c a l l y r e l i g i o u s and n o n - r e l i g i o u s Ss seemed t o 
r e f l e c t g r e a t e r s e l f - i n d u l g e n c e , i n d o l e n c e , a n d 
u n d e p e n d a b i 1 1 t y . They t e n d e d t o be more f l e x i b l e , s e l f -
r e l i a n t , s k e p t i c a l , p r a g m a t i c , and l e s s s e n t i m e n t a l . They 
a l s o seem t o have been more i n n o v a t i v e , a n a l y t i c a l , and f r e e 
t h i n k i n g . They t e n d e d t o be l e s s r i g i d , and t h i s tendency may 
d e c r e a s e t h e i r p r o p e n s i t y t owa rds p a t h o l o g y . 
Cowen ( 1 9 5 4 ) ' o u n d t h a t a s i g n i f i c a n t n e g a t i v e 
c o r r e l a t i o n e x i s t s be tween o r t h o d o x r e l i g i o u s b e l i e f and 
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s e l f - e s t e e m . T h i s f i n d i n g has been c o n t r a d i c t e d by more 
recent research (Heintzelman and Fehr, 1967). The ques t ion 
t h a t must be answered r e l a t i v e t o se l f - es teem, as we l l as 
o ther components o f a p e r s o n a l i t y p r o f i l e o f the ' r e l i g i o u s ' 
i n d i v i d u a l , i s as f o l l o w s : what c o u l d be the s o u r c e or 
sources of the equ ivoca l f i n d i n g s t h a t have plaguec t h i s area 
of research f o r severa l decades? 
Many t h e o r i s t s (Brogden, 1952; C l a y t o n and Gladden 
1974.) have main ta ined t h a t r e l i g i o s i t y i s a umcimensi onal 
t r a i t t h a t can a c c u r a t e l y be r e l a t e d v i a a s i n g " e s c o r e . 
Other t h e o r i s t s (Ashbrook, 1966; King and Hunt, 1975) have 
mainta ined t h a t r e l i g i o s i t y i s m u l t i - d i m e n s i o n a l . 
Lawrence and Mark (1977) a d m i n i s t e r e d the A l l p c r t -
Verncn-Lindzey Study of Values and the Brown m o d i f - c a t i o r of 
the ' h o u l e s s Tes t o f R e l i g i o u s Or thodoxy t o 120 male and 
female s t u d e n t s i n i n t r o d u c t o r y p s y c h o l o g y . Measure o f 
a n x i e t y , s e l f - e s t e e m , a u t h o r i t a r i a n i s m and human-tan anism 
were a lso admin is te red to the Ss in an e f f o r t to determine 
whether the two measures of r e l i g i o s i t y would y i e l d d i f f e r e n t 
p e r s o n a l i t y and a t t i t u d e p r o f i l e s o f t h e ' r e ' i g i o u s ' 
i n d i v i d u a l . A s i g n i f i c a n t p o s i t i v e c o r r e l a t i o n was f o u n d 
between a u t h o r i t a r i a n i s m and the Thouless Test and between 
humam t a n a m s m and the Study of Values r e l i g i o u s measure. 
A l l o t h e r c o r r e l a t i o n s i n v o l v i n g t h e 2 m e a s j r e s o f 
r e l i g i o s i t y were found to be i n s i g n i f i c a n t . These f i n d i n g s 
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lend suppor t t o the n o t i o n t h a t using 2 d i ve rgen t measure of 
r e l i g i o s i t y , does r e s u l t i n t h e f o r m a t i o n o f d i f f e r e n t 
p r o f i l e s of the ' r e l i g i o u s ' i n d i v i d u a l . I t i s l o g i c a l t h a t 
the or thodox i n d i v i d u a l would have respect f o r a u t h o r i t y and 
t h a t a p e r s o n who s c o r e s h i g h on t h e S t u d y o f V a l u e s 
r e l i g i o u s measure, which p u r p o r t s t o be i n d i c a t i v e Q- our 
a b i l i t y to get a long w i t h our f e l l o w man, would score h-gh ly 
on a humamtar ian ism s c a l e . The most impor tan t c o n t r i b u t i o n 
o f t h e s e f i n d i n g s i s t h a t t h e y s h o u l d s e r v e t o a ' e r t 
r e s e a r c h e r s t o t h e i n a d v i s a b i 1 i t y o f u s i n g measures of 
r e l i g i o s i t y i n t e r changeab l y . I f we were to present a p r o f i l e 
o f the " r e l i g i o u s " i n d i v i d u a l based on a c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f 
c o r r e l a t e s on the Thouless Tes t , we would conclude t h a t the 
" r e l i g i o u s " i n d i v i d u a l i s a u t h o r i t a r i a n i n n a t u r e , w h i l e 
c o r r e l a t e s o f t he Study o f Va lues r e l i g i o u s measure wou ld 
lead us t o conc lude t h a t t he " r e l i g i o u s " i n d i v i d u a l i s a 
human i ta r ian . I t i s t h e r e f o r e obvious t h a t us ing these two 
sca les as general measures of r e l i g i o s i t y can on ly lead to 
the fo rmat ion of c o n t r a d i c t i n g p r o f i l e s of the " r e l i g i o u s " 
i n d i v i d u a l . 
The Eyes inck ian neu ro t i c i sm scale prov ides an index of 
e m o t i o n a l s t a b i l i t y a g a i n s t w h i c h two c o n f l i c t i n g 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l accoun ts o f t he f u n c t i o n o f r e l i g i o n i n a 
normal popu la t i on can be t e s t e d . The f i r s t account suggests 
t h a t r e l i g i o n e i t h e r f o s t e r s o r i s an e x p r e s s i o n o f 
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instability (Vine, 1978) thus, expectation that positi/e 
correlation between scores of neuroticism and religiosity 
should be found. The second account suggests that religicn 
fosters stability (Allport 1957). Thus, negative correlation 
between these variables should be expected.! 
Previous research studies, using a variety cf .ndices 
of stability, self-concept and anxiety, have offerea suppc--
to both of the contradictory hypotheses. For example, t^e 
findings of Brown and Lowe (1951), Bender (1958) Stan'e. 
(1964) and Mcclain (1978) suggest that religios-ity -5 
associated with greater personal stability and adjustment. Cn 
the other hand, Cowen (1954) Roberts (1965) and Wilson arc 
Miller (1968) suggest that religiosity is associated wit-
lower se'f-esteem, greater anxiety and high neuroticism. 
Meanwhile Brown (1962) and Heintzelman and Fehr (1975) fine 
no significant correlation in either direction. Verma (1985 
made an attempt to investigate the relationship betweer 
religiosity and anxiety. The result indicated (1) The 
religiosity and anxiety were negatively correlated and (ii~ 
people having higher level of religiosity d^splayea 
correspondingly lower level of anxiety. Choudhary ^1989), 
administered Eyesenck's Modsley personality Inventory and 
Deka's Rel-giosity scale to a group of volunteer of 90 Delhi 
Universit> College students, both males and females, in order 
to examine two conflicting psychological accounts of the 
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relationship between religiosity and neuroticism. The main 
findings is - there is no relationship between religiosity 
and neuroticism. The data support neither the hypothesis 
that religiosity is an expression of instability nor the 
hypothesis that religiosity fosters stability. 
Lansky and Pihl (1976) studied the performances on 
measures of field dependence, locus of control, tolerance for 
ambiguity, and autonomic perception in 11 members of the Hare 
Krishra movement, 15 Divine Light Mission members, 22 high 
and low marijuana placebo responders, and 16 university 
students. The members of the religious group were less 
tolerant of ambiguity than the other groups. An hypothesis 
that the religious subjects would score like the high placebo 
respcnders, reflecting a similar reliance on external cues to 
define internal state was rejected. Members of the religious 
movement, however, did have drug-related experience similar 
to those of the volunteers for the drug study and unlike 
those of the college students. 
-rancis, Pearson, Carter and Kay (1981) reported a 
significant negatv/e correlation between religiosity and 
extroversion. This is consistent with Eyesenck's (1954) 
theory of the relationship between personality and social 
attrib'Jtes that predicts that introverts will be more 
religiojs on the grounds that they condition more easily. 
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In Eyesenck's earlier scale, extroversion had two main 
components, impulsivity and sociability (Eysenck and Eysenck, 
1963). It has been shown that impelsivity alone is 
responsible for the negative correlation between extroversion 
and conditionabi1ity (Eysenck and Levey, 1972). In the more 
recent editions of Eyesenck's scales, extra-version has been 
purified of the impulsivity items (Pearson, 1979). In a 
study by Francis and Pearson (1983) it was found that the 
correlations between religiosity and the three scales of 
extroversion decreased in the predicted direction. The 
strongest correlation was with the Junior Eysenck Personality 
Inventory, there was no significant correlation with the 
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire and the Junior Eysenck 
Personality Questionnaire occupied a midway position. These 
differences can be accounted for in terms of a variation in 
the impulsivity content of the extroversion scales. 
Fromm differentiates between "authoritarian" and "non-
authoritarian" religions. In authorian religion, man escapes 
isolation by surrender to a powerful transcending figure who, 
in turn provides the illusion of protection in exchange of 
obedience. In humanistic religious experience, the identity 
of man & God is affirmed out of love, not power. Here God 
could be understood as a symbol of man's higher self, power 
and capacity for self-realization. The more authoritarian 
the religion, Fromm alleged, the more man projects onto God 
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the richest possibilities of his own nature. This submission 
dictates man's "alienation from him self". 
Maslow (1973) found a fairly definite tendency for low-
dominance women to be more religious than high-dominance 
women. The subjects were not from a very religious group, bu:: 
practically all who called themselves religious were at the 
middle of the distribution or below. The findings calls to 
mind the distinction that William James made between the 
'tender-minded' and the 'tough-minded'. It is the tender-
minded person who needs religion. The study showed that 
religious faith is a definite support for low-dominance 
women. Two low cases who were only vaguely religious were 
definitely suicidal in their fantasies. None of the religious 
ones were. Probably the best way to describe the low cases 
who were devoutly religious is to call them 'secure'. In the 
high cases practically none of them were religious except 
sometimes in a very vague sense; where it was found, it 
tended to be intellectualized and social-ethical rather than 
dogmatic and submissive. They did not seem to need religion 
the same way as the low cases did. Generally they tended to 
be 'tough-minded' about it, especially in the higher levels 
of the distribution. 
Enayatullah (1985) conducted a study on prejudice among 
Hindus, Muslims and Christians. The data revealed that the 
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Muslims, the Christians and the Hindus in this order scored 
on authoritarianism. Authoritarianism and religion were 
significantly and positively correlated in all the three 
religious groups. 
Dhawan and Sripath (1986) tested the hypothesis that 
fear of death will differentially influence need -cr 
affiliation scores in Ss with high and low religiosity. 40 
undergraduates were administered measures of fear of death 
and religiosity and responded to card of the (TAT) as a 
measure of the need for affiliation. Results show that 3s 
with induced fear of death obtained higher need for 
affiliation scores. Religiosity and fear of death were not 
related, 
Johnson and Mullins (1909) analyzed the relationship 
between the subjective and the social dimensions of 
religiosity and loneliness among the elderly, with the 
effects of involvement in various types of family and 
friendship relations controlled and compared with the effects 
of religiosity. Analysis showed that greater involvement in 
the social aspects of religion was significantly related to 
less loneliness than involvement in the various family and 
friendship relations. In contrast, the subjective dimension 
of religiosity (i.e. the personal importance of religion and 
prayer) was not significantly related to loneliness. 
^b 
Serod (1987) examined t h e meaning o f r e l i g i o n f o r a 
group of e l d e r l y , p ious Jewish women (aged 58-SO years) in 
the o r i e n t a l ( e . g . , Ku rd i sh , T u r k i s h , I r a n i a n ) neighbourhood 
in I s r a e l . Ss r e l i g i o u s l i f e was c o n d u c t e d i n t h e ^female 
d o m a i n , among o t h e r women. These Ss , whose r e l i g i o u s 
a t t i t u d e s was s e v e r a l l y sexua l l y suggested, be l ieved t h a t the 
essence of female r e l i g i o s i t y i s i n t e r p e r s o n a l (he lp ing and 
ca r i ng f o r o t h e r s ) , wh i l e the essence of male r e l i g i o s i t y is 
r i t u a l i s t i c ( p r a y i n g and s t u d y i n g ) . 
Sapp and Waddin (1989) i n v e s t i g a t e d t h e v a l i d i t y o-
Baston 's 3-d imensional model of r e l i g i o u s o r i e n t a t i o n , whicn 
i s based on t h e d i m e n s i o n s o f means ( e x t r i n s i c ) , ends 
( i n t r i n s i c ) , and quest ( dea l i ng w i t h e x i s t e n t i a l ques t i ons ) . 
64 graduate s tuden ts completed a r e l i g i o u s l i f e inven to ry by 
Baston and Ven t i s (1982) , a sca le of r e l i g i o s i t y , and the 
d e f i n i n g issue t e s t . Data i n d i c a t e a r e l a t i o n s h i p between 
quest d imens ion scores and Ss l e v e l o f mora l j u d g e m e n t . 
F i n d i n g s s u p p o r t B a s t o n ' s c o n t e n t i o n t h a t t h e q u e s t 
o r i e n t a t i o n d e f i n e s a p s y c h o l o g i c a l l y a d a p t i v e model o f 
r e l 1g i on. 
Watson, Hood and M o r r i s (1988) i n v e s t i g a t e d whe ther 
r e l i g i o u s i n t r i n s i c n e s s among 94 male and 107 f e m a l e 
undergraduate would p r e d i c t a f a i l u r e to c o n f r o n t e x i s t e n t i a l 
problems, whereas an i n t e r a c t i o n a l o r i e n t a t i o n would promote 
t h e o p p o s i t e i n f l u e n c e . C o r r e l a t i o n s o f measures o f 
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r e l i g i o s i t y and e x i s t e n t i a l a v o i d a n c e d e m o n s t r a t e d t h a t 
i n t r i n s i c n e s s was assoc ia ted on ly w i t h t r a d i t i o n a l r e l i g i o u s 
r e s o l u t i o n s of such d i f f i c u l t i e s and t h a t the i n t e r a c t i o n a l 
approach was u n r e l a t e d t o c o n f r o n t a t i o n w i t h e x i s t e n t i a l 
r e a l i t i e s . R e s u l t s i l l u s t r a t e t h e need t o d i f f e r e n t i a t e 
thought con ten t f rom thought process, when analyze r e l i g i o u s 
i n f l uences on psycho log ica l f u n c t i o n i n g . 
S i n g h ( 1 9 8 2 ) f o u n d a p o s i t i v e anc s i g n i f i c a n t 
c o r r e l a t i o n between Anx ie ty and r e l i g i o u s p r e j u d i c e scores 
f o r a l l s u b j e c t s . S i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e i n anx ie ty scores 
was found between Hindus and Musl ims. S i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e 
be tween H i n d u s and M u s l i m s was a l s o o b s e r v e d t o t h e - r 
r e l i g i o u s p r e j u d i c e scores . Subjects of both sexes of the two 
communities a lso d i f f e r e d on r e l i g i o n s p re jud i ce and anx ie ty 
scores. 
^1 
Maslow (1954, 1962) postulated the concept of self-
actualization. A psychologically healthy person is an 
efficient and better worker in any working position, "^ he 
level of self-actualization as related to other personality 
variables has been explored exclusively among women teacrers 
by Satapathy and Mathur (1982). They investigated the 
relationship between psychological health ana achievement 
value (VAch) among women teachers of higher secondary schools 
in Delhi. Shostrom's (1966) Personal Orientation Inventory 
(POI) and Mukherjee's (1964) Sentence Completion Test (SCT' 
were used to measure the dimensions of psychological health 
and achievement value respectively. Results indicated 
significant positive relationships between achievement value 
of women teachers and Time Competence (Tc), Inrer 
directedness (I), Feeling Reactivity (Fr), Spontaneity (3), 
Self Regard (Sr) Acceptance of Aggression (A) and capacity 
for Intimate Contact (C) 
Pratap and Srivastava (1982) studied the need pattern 
and values of technical persons belonging to various economic 
groups. There were statistically significantly differences 
among the value patterns but not among the 3 groups (upper, 
middle and lower SES) in the need patterns. 
Sinha and Ojha (1982) determined the extent to which 
the college boys differ in their n-Ach level due to their 
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religious and caste backgrounds. The first hypothesis that 
Hindu boys would be higher in n-Ach than Muslim boys was not 
confirmed. The second hypothesis that higher caste boys would 
show a greater n-Ach level than lower caste boys were 
confi rmed. 
The study by Sharma, Singn, and Yashvir M 9 8 5 ) was 
"proposed" to examine the effect of social status on the need 
patterns of tribal youths. Tnpathi's personal preference 
schedule and Kulshrestha's SES scale was administered on 
sample of 80 higher secondary students of Mandia Dist. M.P. 
The results showed that on 5 needs ie. autonomy, 
interception, nurturance, change and Heterosexuality, out of 
15 needs significant differences exist. Differences were 
wider between high and low SES groups. High and low SES 
groups show an inverse relationship. The needs on which low 
SES group scored higher, high SES group scored lowest and 
vice versa. Pupils of average and low SES had scores higher 
on need intraception than the high SES pupils. Pupils of low 
SES had scores highest on need nurturance than the rest of 
the 2 SES categories. Pupils of high SES had higher needs of 
autonomy and change than the low SES and average SES pupils 
respectively. 
The study by Dhawan, and Sripat (1985) tested the 
hypothesis that fear of death will differentially influence 
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need for aff i 1 iatio,). 40 undergraduates were administered 
measures of fear of death and religiosity and responded to 
card 10 of the TAT as a measure of the need for affiliation. 
Results show that SS with induced fear of death obtained 
higher need for affiliation scores. Religiosity and fear of 
death were not related. 
Marvin & Schroth (1979) conducted a study to 
investigate the development of need achievement (nAch) need 
for affiliation (nAff) and need for power (nPow) among 80 
children between the ages of 6-10. A primary goal was to 
cetermine whether these motives are interdependent. The 
methodology involved the scoring of stories told to the 
picture of the children's appreciation test (CAT). The 
results showed that boys had a higher nPow scores while girls 
indicated more nAff; no differences were found in regards to 
nAch. In addition the strength of these motives was found to 
increase with age. The motives were found to be uncorrelated 
among boys, but not for girls. The findings were discussed in 
terms of conceiving future investigations of motivation in 
terms of patterns of needs. 
A study was conducted by Schroth and Marvin (1985) to 
(1) determine whether the need for achievement (nAch) 
affiliation (nAff) and power dominance (nPow-Dom) are 
independent and (2) Compare two measures of these needs. 45 
males and 45 females (undergraduates) were administered the 
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TAT and EPPS t o de te rm ine the s t r e n g t h o f t h e s e m o t i v e s . 
F i n d i n g s s u g g e s t t h a t t h e s e p s y c h o g e n i c needs a re n o t 
i n d e p e n d e n t o f each o t h e r . W h i l e t h e r e s u l t showed no 
s i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n between t h e s e needs among men, a 
s i g n i f i c a n t one emerged f o r women. S i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n 
were found f o r nAch, nAf f and nPow-Dom on the TAT. The nAch 
vs nAf f c o r r e l a t i o n was a lso s i g n i f i c a n t on the EPPS: nAff 
vs nPow-Dom approached s i g n i f i c a n c e . The nAch and nPcw-Dom 
d id not s i g n i f i c a n t l y c o r r e l a t e on e i t h e r t e s t . With rsgarc 
t o sex d i f f e r e n c e s , females had h igher nAf f . On both t e s t s , 
wh i l e males had h igher nAch and nPow-Dom. There were a lso 
s i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n between the 2 techniques o f measuring 
the mot ives . 
A s tudy o f achievement m o t i v a t i o n and i t s r e ' a t e d 
v a r i a b l e s was c a r r i e d on by C h r i s t i a n ( 1 9 7 9 ) . The s t u d y 
a d m i n i s t e r e d a b a t t e r y o f t e s t s (eg TAT, s o c i o - e c o n o m i c 
s t a t u s sca le ) t o 500 females 17-28 y r s . of age. The r e s u l t s 
-nd ica ted t h a t the sub jec t s need f o r achievement was high and 
was una f fec ted by age, socio-economic s t a t u s , r u r a l / u r b a n 
background, f ea r o f f a i l u r e , hope of success or concern. 
Dersas and Janabandu (1979) s tud ied adjustment in o l d 
age. A group of 50 o l d / r e t i r e d sub jec ts be longing to the 
rr.iddle socio-economic s ta tus responded to a q u e s t i o n n a i r e . 
Tne survey aimed a t u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e o p i n i o n s r e g a r d i n g 
satisfactory adjustments in old age. A majority of the 
subjects expressed the need for pension, regular food, family 
life and proximity of friends. In 38% of the cases, 
religiosity increased in old age; 64% reported anxiety and a 
feeling of insecurity. While 58% opined that they were fully 
prepared for death, 20% expressed fear or anxiety regarding 
death. 
Paintal (1979) studied factors pertaining to health, 
socia" relationships, leisure and recreation, economic 
security and religion which distinguished the better adjusted 
male medical professionals from the poorly adjusted ones in 3 
age groups -15 to 54, 55 to 64 and 65 to 74 years. One third 
of the sample was poor adjusted. Adjustment decreased with 
age. Good physical health was related to better adjustment 
particularly after 55 years. Economic security did not 
discriminate the two adjustment groups in any of the age 
groups. However, the reduced sense of economic security due 
to aging was accepted only by the well-adjusted subjects. 
A study by Tiwari, Mathur and Morbatt (1980) on 
subjects (20-51 yrs of age) who completed the attitude scale 
of religion, indicated that younger females expressed a more 
religious attitude than older females, but all females were 
more religious than males of the same age. 
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Hasnain and Adhikari (1982) studied 20 nurse trainees, 
20 BTC trainees and 20 Intermediate girls. These subjects 
were administered Bhushan's religiosity scale in Hindi. The 
group of Intermediate girls served as control group. The 
educational level, cultural background, age and socio-
economic background of the 3 groups of subjects were matcned. 
It was found that nurse trainees obtained s i gn i f "i cant 1 y 
highest ranks on the religiosity scale -ollowed by the BTC 
trainees. Intermediate girls obtained significantly lowest 
ranks on religiosity scale. The results were discussed in 
terms of the influence of different types of trainings on 
reli gi osity. 
Lai (1987) sought to investigate the difference between 
the needs, as conceptualized by Murray of creative and non-
creative adolescents. The subjects were within the age range 
of 17-20 years. The results of the study revealed that high 
and low creative groups differed significantly in respect of 
eight psychogenic needs viz., n ach, n def, n abase, n auto, 
n aggr, n dom, n nurtu, and n succ. The analysis of results 
showed that high creatives accomplish something difficult. 
They manipulate or organize physical objects, human beings or 
ideas rapidly and as independently as possible. They oyercome 
obstacles and attain a high standard. High creative 
adolescents try to increase self regard by the successful 
exercise of talent. Exhibiting the need for autonomy, high 
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creatives resist coercion and restriction. They quit 
activities prescribed by domineering authorities. They try to 
be independent and free to act according to impulse. They 
also want to be unattached, unconditioned and irresponsible. 
The other chief characteristics of high creative acolescents 
showing need for aggression are their efforts to overcome 
opposition forcefully, to fight, to revenge an irjury, to 
belittle and censure. They influence or direct the behaviour 
of organisms by suggestion, seduction, persuasion or command. 
They want to be nursed, supported, sustained, surrounded, 
protected, loved, advised, guided, indulged, forgiven and 
consoled. They do not conform to custom. They do not admit 
inferiority, error, wrongdoing or defeat. 
Sarkar (1987) identified the dominating need(s) among 
the adolescents who were of lower middle and lower socio-
economic background and students of semi-urban a-^ d rural 
schools. Out of 4 needs (achievement, affiliation, change and 
order), the score in affiliation need (mean = 5.8) is 
comparatively consistent in most of the cases (SD = 2.71). 
The recessive need is 'order' (Mean = 4.5, SD = 1.7). 
Sscial conformity was studied in relation to 3 
psychogenic needs; n Arch, n Aff, n Dom and three r^ ypes of 
situat", oris -- achievement related, morale and general 
situations by Singh (1988). It was found that in general 
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psychogenic needs do not c o n t r i b u t e s i g n i f i c a n t l y t o var iance 
in c o n f o r m i t y . 
Prasad (1988) i n v e s t i g a t e d the r o l e o f socio-econormc 
s t a t u s on the p e r s o n a l i t y development. The r e s u l t s i n d i c a t e 
t h a t soc io -economica l l y advantaged and d is-advantaged grouc 
d i f f e r e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n te rms o f d i f f e r e n t p e r s o n a l i t y 
dimensions such as dec i s i veness , r e s p o n s i b i l i t y , emotiona" 
s t a b i l i t y , m a s c u l i n i t y , f r i e n d l i n e s s , h e t r o - s e x u a l i t y , ego-
s t r e n g t h , c u r i o s i t y and dominance. 
M a r v i n ( 1 9 8 5 ) c o n d u c t e d a s t u d y t o ( " ) d e t e r m i n e 
whether the needs f o r ach ievement (n A c h ) , a f f i l i a t i o n (n 
A f f ) , and power dominance (n Pow-Dom) are independent and (2^ 
compare 2 measures o f these needs . 45 male and 45 f ema le 
u n d e r g r a d u a t e s were a d m i n i s t e r e d t h e TAT and EPPS t c 
determine the s t r e n g t h o f these mot ives . F ind ings suggest 
t h a t these psychogen ic needs a re n o t i n d e p e n d e n t o f each 
o the r . While no s i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n were found between 
these needs among men a s i g n i f i c a n t one emerges f o r women. 
S i g n i f i c a n t c o r r e l a t i o n were found f o r nAch, nAff and nPow-
Dom on the TAT. The nAch vs n A f f c o r r e l a t i o n was a l s o 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t on the EPPS; n A f f vs nPow-Dom approached 
s i g n i f i c a n c e . The nAch and nPow-Dom d id not s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
c o r r e l a t e on e i t h e r t e s t . Wi th r e g a r d t c sex d i f f e r e n c e s , 
f e m a l e s had h i g h e r nAch and nPow-Dom. T h e r e were a l s o 
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significant correlation between the 2 techniques of measuring 
the motives. 
Maslow's (1970) theory of motivation suggests that 
there are 5 basic classes of needs and that they are 
hierarchically organized as follows: physiological, security, 
belongingness, esteem and self-actualization. Each need level 
is prepotent to the next higher need level. This means that 
an individual initially attempts to satisfy his or her 
physiological needs, and only when they are satisfied does 
the individual attempt to satisfy security needs. Once 
security needs are satisfied the individual attempts to 
satisfy belongingness needs and so on. Although a number of 
studies have shown that satisfaction of physiological (Cofer 
& Appley, 1964), security (Maslow, Birsh, Honigmann, McGrath, 
Plason & Stein 1952) belongingness (Rogers & Dymond, 1954) 
and esteem needs (Maslow 1939; 1940; 1942) facilitates self-
actualization, there is no evidence demonstrating that these 
lower needs form the hierarchy specified by Maslow. 
Mathes and Edwards (1978) tested the hierarchical 
aspect of Maslow's theory of motivation. To accomplish this 
end, student suDJects (36 fmales, 76 females) were given 
self-report inventories: the Security-Insecurity Scale of 
Maslow et al. ('952); a belongingness scale devised by the 
authors; Rosenberg's (1965) Self-Esteem Scale; and Shostrom's 
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(1965) measure of self-actualization, the Personal 
Orientation Inventory (POI). Physiological need satisfaction 
was not measured because it was assumed that the subjects 
physiological needs were satisfied. It was hypothesized the 
subjects scoring above the median on one of these measure of 
need satisfaction would obtain significantly higher average 
scores on all of the measures of need satisfaction further up 
the hierarchy than subjects scoring below the median. 
Specially, three hypotheses were made: 
Hypothesis 1. Subjects scoring above the median on the 
measure of security need satisfaction would obtain 
significantly higher average belongingness satisfaction, 
esteem satisfaction, and self-actua1ization scores than 
subjects scoring below the median on the security measures. 
Hypothesis 2. Subjects scoring above the median on the 
measure of belongingness need satisfaction would obtain 
significantly higher average scores on the measures of esteem 
need satisfaction and self-actualization than subjects 
scoring below the median on the belongingness measure . 
Hypothesis 3. Subjects scoring above the median on the 
measure of esteem need satisfaction would obtain a 
significantly higher average score on the measure of self-
actualization than subjects scoring below the median on the 
esteem measure. 
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The results show that although the secure men scored 
significantly higher on the POI than the insecure men, 
significant differences were not found for the other 2 
scales. To test the second hypothesis, subjects were split 
into belonging and non-belonging groups. Hypothesis 2 was not 
supported. To test the third hypothesis, subjects were split 
into high and low self-esteem groups. The Hypothesis 3 was 
not supported too. 
The results of this study suggest that Maslow's 
hierarchical theory of motivation should be modified to 
include only 2 or 3 levels. Security was shown to be a 
prerequisite to self-actualization, while belongingness and 
esteem were showing not to be essential prerequisites. 
Man's essential nature, for Frankl (1969) is not found 
specifically in a biological rooting but rather than in his 
relation with the world (or environment). The biological self 
IS presupposed but becomes unimportant in the face of man's 
task - the requiredness of self-transcendence or discovery of 
meaning in the world. "The essential se1f-transcendent 
quality of human existence renders man a being reaching out 
beyond himself. The frustration of this search results in a 
generalized feeling of purposelessness or existential vacuum. 
In interaction with psychological problems, this frustration 
may comprise and maintain "neogenic neurosis" (le. the 
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Prometh ian p u r s u i t o f f a l s e , u n o b t a i n a b l e g o a l s ) w h i c h 
renders an i n d i v i d u a l s d i s t a n t from h i s own beingness. 
An impor tan t cons ide ra t i on f o r Frankl (1966) i s t h a t 
se l f - t r anscendence be seen as a d i s t i n c t l y human phenomenon, 
S e l f - t r a n c e n d e n c e i s d e r i v e d n o t f r o m t h e f u l f i l m e n t o f 
organismic p o t e n t i a l but from man's consciousness in r e l a t i o n 
w i t h the w o r l d and h i s a b i l i t y t o f i n d pu rpose ceyond 
h i m s e l f , t h e r e i n . P l e a s u r e , h a p p i n e s s , j o y , and 
" a c t u a l i z a t i o n o f the s e l f " are seen by Frankl (1969) as s ide 
e f f e c t s on u n i n t e n t i o n a l f o l l o w i n g s from the i n t e n t i o n a l i t y 
o f l i f e i n t he a t t a i n i n g o f mean ing . These u n i n t e n t i o n a l 
e f f e c t s cannot be d i r e c t l y sought , as t h i s " s e l f - s e e k i n g " 
v i o l a t e s man^s e s s e n t i a l d i rec tedness t o the w o r l d , ^ rank l 
emphasizes t h a t i t i s the wor ld which i s exper ienced w i t h 
j o y , p leasure and the o ther "emot ional s t a t e s " which Maslow 
sees as end exper iences . To concent ra te on the expression of 
a r e a l s e l f F r a n k l ( 1 9 6 7 ) n o t e s c r e a t e s a s t a t e o f 
" h y p e r i n t e n t i o n " on the s e l f which b locks the p o s s i b i l i t y of 
what i s sought ( s e l f - f u l f i l l m e n t ) . " S e l f - a c t u a l i z a t i o n " , i f 
made an end i n i t s e l f , c o n t r a d i c t s t h e s e 1 f - t r a n s c e n d e n t 
q u a l i t y o f human e x i s t e n c e . L i k e h a p p i n e s s , s e l f -
a c t u a l i z a t i o n i s an e f f e c t , t h e e f f e c t o f mean ing 
f u l f i l m e n t " . In sum, only to the ex ten t t h a t man f u l f i l l s a 
meaning in the w o r l d , does he f u l f i l h i m s e l f . 
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The e s s e n t i a l c o n t r a s t between Maslow's theory of s e l f -
a c t u a l i z a t i o n and F r a n k l ' s t h e o r y o f s e l f - t r a n s c e n d e n c e 
a r i s e s from the fundamental d i f f e r e n c e in the d e s c r i p t i o n of 
t h e d i r e c t i o n a l i t y be tween t h e s e l f and t h e w o r l d or 
envi ronment . Maslow descr ibes an uncover ing or un fo ld i ng of 
an i n s t i n c t o i d " r e a l s e l f " which i s e s s e n t i a l l y complete in 
i t s e l f . The " r e a l s e l f " f i n d s express ion in the envi'•onment, 
whose fundamenta l r o l e i s t o c r e a t e t he a rena f o r t h a t 
exp ress ion . Frankl descr ibes the complet ion of the s e l f in 
the wor ld by se l f - t r anscendence to the ob jec t !veness of the 
w o r l d . The d i scove ry of a meaning or purpose i s an aspect of 
man's consc iousness which i s a s e p a r a t e r ea lm f rom t h e 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l and b i o l o g i c a l and i s n o t e s s e n t i a l l y 
con t ingen t on envi ronment c o n d i t i o n s . 
For Maslow, the l i f e task f o r one who i s to beccne s e l f 
a c t u a l i z e d becomes the a c t u a l i z i n g o f p o t e n t i a l s which w i l l 
f u l f i l l h i s p e r s o n a l i t y t o t h e g r e a t e s t e x t e n t . S e l f -
a c t u a l i z a t i o n , t h e r e f o r e , depends on the p o t e n t i a l s r e a l i z e d , 
the p o t e n t i a l i t i e s of l i f e f o r F r a n k l . 
P h i l l i p s e t a l . (1974) examined the ex ten t t o wh^ch the 
pe rsona l o r i e n t a t i o n i n v e n t o r y (POI ) based on Mas low 's 
t h e o r i z a t i o n , and purpose in L i f e t e s t based on F r a n k l ' s 
concepts do i d e n t i f y the same f u l l y f u n c t i o n i n g i n d i v i d u a l 
and (b ) t o examine any d i s c r e p a n c y i n t he l i g h t of t he 
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i n d i v i d u a l ' s personal ph i losophy was analyzed in terms of i t s 
concepts , goals and d i r e c t i o n a l i t y between the s e l f and the 
n o n - s e l f . Four i ns t r umen ts , were used t o measure (a) s e l f -
a c t u a l i z a t i o n , ( b ) e x i s t e n t i a l vacuum ( l a c k o f 
pu rpose fu lness ) , ( c ) personal ph i losophy i n agreement w i t h 
e i t h e r M a s l o w ' s o r F r a n k l ' s t h e o r i e s , and d) o p e n -
mindedness. 
The f i n d i n g s i n d i c a t e t h a t F r a n k l and *^aslow (and 
P e r l s ) were most l i k e l y d e s c r i b i n g i d e n t i c a l i n c ' v i d u a l s as 
the models f o r t h e i r t h e o r e t i c a l f o r m u l a t i o n s (as t h e s e 
measures are p o s i t i v e l y r e l a t e d ) but t h a t being i c e n t i f i e d on 
a s e l f - r e p o r t sca le i s a l so a f u n c t i o n of conscious agreement 
w i t h the concepts used i n the c o n s t r u c t i o n o f the sca le . That 
i s , t he b i o l o g i c a l n o m i n a t i o n o f f u l l y f u n c t ' o n i n g , as 
" i n s p i r i t e d " i s a f f e c t e d by the soc i a l i d e n t i f : c a " i o n which 
i s made w i t h the r o l e o u t l i n e d by the t h e o r i s t . 
The s i m i l a r i t i e s and d i f f e r e n c e s f o u n d between t he 
o p e r a t i o n a l d e f i n i t i o n s and s e 1 f - a c t u a l i z a t i o n and s e l f -
transcendence are not the same s i m i l a r i t i e s and : ; ' f ferences 
which e x i s t i n t he t h e o r e t i c a l f o r m u l a t i o n s of '•'aslow and 
F r a n k l . This study has i n d i c a t e d t ha t these t h e c r i s t s have 
been d e s c r i b i n g b a s i c a l l y t he same i n d i v i d u a l s who a re 
" i n s p i r i t e d " beyond the r e a c t i v e sphere of behaviOL'-. 
CHAPTER-III 
t j l 
MYSTIC EXPERIENCE, SELF-TRANSCENDANCE AND SUFISM 
Normal Consciousness as Sufis (mystics) believe is onl^ ^ 
a transient point within the unbounded process of awareness. 
Human experience seems to extend over a transcendental 
dimension of awareness much beyond its specifiable cognitive 
processes. The Sufi psychology recognizes the limitation of 
our sense organ in apprehending reality. The awareness 
according to the Sufis is an overgrowing process. This 
growing awareness, or the reach to the deeper layers of 
"unconscious" makes it possible for them to understand the 
transitoriness of this world, and hence detach themselves in 
the remembrance of God. This detachment in Sufism does not 
mean a solitude from other fellow being, it simply means the 
freedom from the ego-bound perceptions. It also leads to a 
selfless attachment and service to humanity. Since the ego 
becomes subdued and a 'self develops with much broader 
dimensions, it enhances the individual's capacities. One such 
capacity which also has therapeutic implications, is the 
capacity for transcendence of dichotomies which are 
responsible for many of our conflicts and mental aberrations. 
Further, such intricate and fundamental crisis of human 
existence i.e., his struggle for existence or his anxiety of 
death is given new meanings and wider horizons. 
Regarding mystic experiences, it is said that there are 
three types of people: Aam (common men) who occasionally have 
some experience, khas (special ones) who struggle in His way 
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with sincerity, have special experiences, and Akhasul khas 
(special among specials) whose experience are also very 
special. 
It is said that divine grace (barkah) flows too 
strongly in the arteries of the universe not to touch 
occasionally even men who are not following the way. Maslow's 
self actualizer's characteristics of transcendence, William 
James, 'flow of consciousness', and Freud's "oceanic feeling" 
are all psychologica'' states which from sufistic orientation 
can be seen as glimpses of divine grace. "Khas" are those 
sufis who get the illumination of divine attribute - Tajalli-
e-Sifat (epiphany of attributes). Here the sufi experiences 
and witnesses the divine attributes which are at work within 
his own self as well as outside in the universe. Tnis may be 
associated with some "^ ife events of the experienc-ng person 
himself e.g. a mystic who is frustrated (not satis-ied) with 
motherly love may experience the love of God in an intense 
manner. The total situation which produces this awareness is 
such that the sufi sees it as real and all ""evels of 
analytical thinking completely rejects the possibility of the 
experience being imaginary or wishful thinking. Another and a 
higher level of mystic awareness is attained only oy a very 
few over the century are the experiences of Tajalli-Dhat 
(epiphany of Being or awareness of the Being), "hose who 
attain it are called Akhasu1-khas (special among the 
specials). 
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Indo-Pakistani Sufism is rooted in the classical 
tradition of Islamic mysticism as it developed in the Arab 
and Persian culture between the ninth and eleventh centuries 
and was codified in the writing of the major Sufi masters by 
the twelfth century (Nicholson 1962, Arberry 1950, Milson 
1975). It is through the great sufi orders which were foundec 
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Trimingham 1971 
that Sufi teachings and culture spread into India. (Rizv-
1978, Schimmel 1975). 
Sufi ideology represents the esoteric and intellectual 
side of Islam emanating from its very tenets. The core of 
Sufism IS, however, experiential for in the words of the 
great Sufi teacher al Ghazali "what is most essential tc 
Sufism cannot be learned, but can only be reached by 
immediate experience and ecstasy and inward transformation 
(Nicholson 1962, 29). Mystical love, to become the dynamic 
force of both maqam and hal, must be cultivated spiritually 
and aroused emotionally. This is achieved through ritual or 
devotional practice, in particular the reciting or 
recollection of God's name (zikr) and the listening to 
spiritual music (sama). Zikr, the constant recollection of 
God, consists of the repetition - silent or voiced - of 
divine names or religious formulae. Its particular form and 
emphasis are part of the teaching tradition of the various 
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Sufi orders, and it is often practised collectively in 
special gatherings led by a spiritual leader. 
The expression dhikr in the Qur'an means 'memory' in 
the Platonic sense. Plato talks about 'Ideas' or archetypes 
which he compares to real objects of which the prisoners, n^ 
his parable of the cave, perceive only the shadows. However. 
the difference between the Quranic meaning of dhikr ana 
Plato's ideas is.,that the word dhikr means literal'/ 
'mention'. Thus the Quranic phrase fadhkuruni adhkurkum (i", 
152) can be translated either as 'Remember Me and I wi i "1 
remember you' or as 'Mention me and I will mention you'. It 
is also by an inner 'mention' that a memory is evoked. 
Archetypes assume an important place in Sufi theory. As far 
as the Sufis talk of archetypes, they are all p^ liacoQ-ists. The 
'principal possibilities' or 'immutable essences' (al a'yan 
aththabitah), are contained in the Devine Essence, are also 
reflected in the form of archetypes or 'Ideas', According to 
Jami a famous Iranian sufi, the true essence of everything 
always abides, though unmanifest in the inner depths of£,very 
Being, while its sensory qualities appear outwardly". 
Dhikr plays an important part in the language of 
sufism, for Its connects the 'evoking' of essential Realities 
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with the sonorous symbolism of the formulas of 'invocation' 
(dhikr) - analogous to the mantra-yoga (Japa). 
The ' rememberance' of Sufism, like the platomc 
'reminiscence' is intellectual. Therefore it can take for its 
supports things of an elemental orde-- and in particular 
bodily forms. Yhere is a link of inverse analogy between the 
most elemental cosmic order and the mcst lofty spiritual 
order and it is on this account that supports which help to 
transform normal consciousness into higner forms of 
consciousness (which is called the world of spirit in 
Sufism, which is beyond form), are allied to great rythms of 
nature, the movements of the stars, the «vaves of the sea, or 
the spasms of love and dying. (Burckhardt 1976). 
Modern psychological findings (clinical findings -
discussed in the next chapter) show that a human being 
consists within his own self, the true e'ssence of everything 
which are called archetypes or ideas. These archetypes 
project (reflect) themselves symbolicall> -in different ways, 
dreams being the common medium. 
The concept of sama in sufism comprises first and 
foremost that which is heard, the divine message which stirs 
the heart to seek God (Hujweri 1970, 40^). That message is 
t'^ 
normally assumed to consist of a poetic text which is set to 
music, that is, a mystical song. Indeed, Sufism considers 
poetry to be the principal vehicle for the expression of 
mystical thought and feeling; thus its musical rendering 
becomes the means for turning his expression into a spiritual 
and emotional experience for the sufi listener. Ultimately, 
then, the sama concept is focussed on the listener - inaccord 
with its literal meaning (listening or audition) and on his 
spiritual capacity for receiving what he hears, including, al 1 
the implications of an ecstatic response. This means that, 
even where Sufism permits music for the purpose of sama, it 
invariably places constraints on the listening process. 
Sufism achieves this primarily by placing the entire practice 
of sama firmly within the hierarchical structure of spiritual 
authority (e.g. Hujweri 1970: Ch.25). Accordingly, the 
prototypesetting for sama is an assembly of mystics under the 
guidance of a spiritual master. Until fully initiated he is 
to listen under spiritual guidance and in the presence of 
his sheikh or a spiritual superior. For cultivating the 
spiritual delight of a mystical arousal and allowing it to 
progress to the point of ecstasy is a gradual process 
achieved only by the spiritually advanced. The dynamic of the 
process is conceptualized in what amounts to stages in a 
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continuum ranging from the normal unaroused inner state to 
the state of ecstasy. 
According to Hazrat Nizam uddin Auliya, there are three 
types of graces which an adept can receive: Anwar 
(illumination), Ahwal (states) and Aasar (effect on body). 
When the illumination comes to the adept, the recepient is 
the soul of the adept. Due to these Anwar the soul feels 
pleasure. After this the Qalb (heart) goes through certain 
experiences which are called Ahwal (states). The effect of 
these IS produced on the parts of the body (jawareh). This 
effect on the body is most marked at the Sama, when the Sufi 
starts ecstatic dancing (Fuwad-ul Fuwad). 
Within the orders, when the disciple has been accepted 
for a training course under a master, he has to be prepared 
for the experiences which his unaltered mind is incapable of 
perceiving. This process, which follows the dissipating of 
conditioning, or automatic thinking, is termed the 
"activation of the subtleties" (Shah, 1977). There is no 
word in English which can be used as a true equivalent of the 
technical term "subtlety". The original word is latifa 
(plural lataif). It has been rendered "purity spot", 'place 
of illumination", "center of reality". The latifa is 
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t h e o r e t i c a l l y c o n s i d e r e d t o be " a n i n c i p i e n t o r g a n o f 
s p i r i t u a l p e r c e p t i o n " . 
The d i s c i p l e has t o awaken f i v e l a t a i f , r e c e i v e 
i l l u m i n a t i o n t h r o u g h f i v e o f t h e seven s u b t l e c e n t e r s of 
communicat ion. The method, pres ided over by the i n s t r u c t o r 
( s h e i k h ) , i s t o concen t ra te the consciousness upon c e r t a i n 
areas o f the body and head, each area being l i n ked w i th the 
l a t i f a f a c u l t i e s . 
As each l a t i f a i s a c t i v a t e d t h r o u g h e x e r c i s e s , t he 
consc iousness o f t h e d i s c i p l e changes t o accommodate the 
g rea te r p o t e n t i a l i t i e s o f h i s mind. He i s break ing through 
the b l indness which makes the o r d i n a r y man c a p t i v e to l i f e 
and being as i t o r d i n a r i l y seems t o be. 
The idea t h a t a human be ing i s composed o f s e v e r a l 
l e v e l s i s deeply roo ted i n Suf i t hough t . These va r ious l eve l s 
have been expressed by va r ious terms der i ved from the Quran 
and the Hadi th - such as soul ( n a f s ) , s p i r i t ( r u h ) , hear t 
( q a l b ) , i n t e l l e c t ( a q l ) , and mystery ( s i r r ) , hidden ( k h a f i ) , 
and deeply h idden ( I k h f a ) . These r e f e r t o t h e ascend ing 
l e v e l s o f human r e a l i t y which a re a l s o r e f e r r e d t o as 
" l a t a i f " . 
C h i t t i k (1991) has mentioned Na jm-a l -d in Kubra, Kasham 
and Mir v a l i u d d i n and o ther speaking of these " l a t a i f " . 
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An-nafs is the seat of the ego (sanskrit Ahankara) and 
is opposed to the heart or Qalb in as much as the latter is 
the organ of ar ruh. An-nafs in short signifies the ego-
centric passionate soul. 
In order to secure a complete vision of Reality, sense-
perception Ts to be supplemented by the perception of what 
the Quran describes as Fuad or Qalb. The 'heart' is a kind cf 
inner irtuition or insight which, brings us into contact wi.h 
aspects cf Reality other than those open to sense-percepti o'-. 
It is, according to the Quran, something which 'sees', a'^ d 
reports, and if properly interpreted, are never false. '»^e 
must not, however, regard it as a mysterious special facult>; 
it is rather a mode of dealing with Reality in whicn 
sensation, in the physiological sense of the word, does net 
play any part. Yet the vista of experience thus opened to us 
IS as real and concrete as any other experience. To 
describe it as psychic, mystical, or supernatural does net 
detract from its value as experience (Iqbal 1934). 
Heart is endowed with the capacity of "Khyal" whicn 
comes under "wahm". Al-Wahm means both illusion anJ 
imagination, that is to say arbitrary imagination whicn 
obsecures and misleads, whereas Al-khayal often designates 
imagination as a normal faculty of the soul, receptive of 
archetypal forms; transposed into vedantic concepts, these 
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are the two aspects, positive and negative, of maya which 
simultaneously veils and reveals. 
The spirit (ar-Ruh) and the soul (an-nafs) engage in 
battle for the possession of their common son the heart (al-
qalb). By ar-Ruh is here to be understood the intellectual 
principle which transcends the individual nature. It 's said 
that the heart takes on the nature of that one of the twc 
elements generating it which gains the victory in this 
battle. Inasmuch as the nafs has the upper hand the heart ^s 
'veiled' by her, for the soul, which takes herself to be an 
autonomous whole, in a way envelops it in her 'veil' (hijao). 
At the same time the nafs is an accomplice of the 'world' in 
its multiple and changing aspect because she passively 
espouses the cosmic condition of form. Now form divides and 
binds whereas the Spirit, which is above form unites and at 
the same time distinguishes reality from appearance. On the 
contrary, the Spirit gains the victory over the soul, then 
the heart will be transformed into Spirit and will at the 
same time transmute the soul suffusing her with spiritual 
light. Then too the heart reveals itself as what it really 
is, that is as the tabernacle (mishkat) of the Divine Mystery 
(si rr) in man. 
In essence ar-Ruh is identified with the Divine Act or 
Order (al-Amr) which is symbolized in the Qur'an by the 
creating Word 'Be' (kun) and is the immediate and eternal 
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' e n u n c i a t i o n ' o f t he Supreme B e i n g : ' . . . and t hey w i l l 
q u e s t i o n you about t he S p i r i t ; s a y : The S p i r i t i s o f t he 
Order o f my Lord , but you have rece ived but l i t t l e knowledge' 
(Qur ' an , x v i i , 8 4 ) . 
In the Quranic commentary J a ' f a r as -sad iq holds t h a t 
the nafs i s p e c u l i a r t o the Za l im, " t y r a n t " , the qalb to the 
m u q t a s i d , "modera te " and the ruh t o t h e s a b i q , " p r e c e d i n g 
one, w i n n e r " ; t he z a l i m l oves God f o r h i s own sake , t he 
muqtasid loves Him f o r H imse l f , and the sabiq a n n i h i l a t e s h i s 
own w i l l i n G o d ' s w i l l . B a y a z i d B i s t a m i , a l - H a k i m a t -
T i r m i d h i , and J u n a y d have f o l l o w e d t h i s t r i p a r t i t i o n 
(Schimmel, 1975). 
Nuri one o f the Su f i s a i n t s saw in man fou r d i f f e r e n t 
aspects o f the h e a r t , which he der i ved in an ingeneous way 
from the Koran: (Schimmel, 1975) 
Sadr, " b r e a s t " , i s connected w i t h Is lam (Sura 39 :23) ; 
q a l b , " h e a r t " , i s the seat of imarr, " f a i t h " (Sura 49 :7 ; 16: 
106); f u ' a d , " h e a r t " , i s connected w i t h m a ' r i f a , "gnos is" 
(Sura 5 : 1 1 ) ; and Lubb, " i n n e r m o s t h e a r t " , i s t h e s e a t o f 
t a u h i d (Sura 3:190) . 
The Su f i s o f t e n add the element o f S i r r , the innermost 
p a r t o f t h e h e a r t i n w h i c h t h e d i v i n e r e v e l a t i o n i s 
exper ienced. J a ' f a r i n t r o d u c d , in an i n t e r e s t i n g comparison, 
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reason, 'aql, as the barrier between nafs and qalb - "the 
barrier which they both cannot transcend" (Sura 55:20), so 
that the dark lower instincts cannot jeopardize the heart's 
purity. 
In the same way, the different kinds of revelation 
(kashf) that are granted to the Sufis have been classified on 
the basis of the different levels of consciousness on which 
they occur and whether they lead to intellectual or intutive 
knowledge of the divine. A late mystic, Dard (1891, 1892) 
relying upon the traditional terminology, classifies the 
revelations as fol lows: (^  S^i^'^'*''^^^? •'^'^^ 3 
(a) Kashf kauni, revelation on the plane of the created 
things, is a result of pious actions and purifications of the 
lower soul; it becomes manifest in dreams and clairvoyance. 
(b) Kashf ilahi, divine revelation, is a fruit of constant 
worship and polishing of the heart; it results in the 
knowledge of the world of spirits and in cardiognosy ["soul-
reading"] so that the mystic sees the hidden things and reads 
the hidden thoughts. 
(c) Kashf "aqli, revelation by reason, is essentially the 
lowest grade of intuitive knowledge; it can be attained by 
polishing the moral faculties, and can be experienced by the 
philosophers as well. 
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i d ) \ a s h f i m a n i , r e v e l a t i o n t h r o u g h f a i t h , i s t h e f r u i t o f 
p e r T ^ e c t f a i t h a f t e r man has a c q u i r e d p r o x i m i t y t o t h e 
p e r f e c t i o n s o f p r o p h e t h o o d , t hen he w i l l be b l e s s e a b/ 6'rect 
d i v i r e a d d r e s s e s ; he t a l k s w i t h t h e a n g e l s , meets t h e s p i n t s 
o f t ^ e p r o p h e t s , s e e s t h e n i g h t o f m i g h t and t h e o ' e s s - n g s or 
t h e - o n t h o f Ramadan i n human f o r m i n t n e ' a l am a ' - m t h a ' . 
( S c h T - m e l , i ^ l 5 ) . 
"The i l l u m i n a t i o n o r a c t i v a t i o n o f one or -ere of t h e 
cen~e'*s may t a k e p l a c e p a r t i a l l y o r a c c i d e n i a l l y . Wren t h i s 
happe'^s, t h e i n d i v i d u a l may g a i n f o r a t i m e a ceepe '^mg ' n 
i n t u i t i v e knowledge c o r r e s p o n d i n g w i t h t h e l a t i f a i r v o W e d . 
3u t '~ t h i s i s n o t a p a ^ t o f comprehens i ve deve lcome '^ t , t h e 
mind ^ v i l l t r y , v a i n l y , t o e q u i l i b e r a t e i t s e l f a rou ' ^d t h i s 
h y p e r - r o p h y , an i m p o s s i b l e t a s k . The consequences can re ve'^.-
dange- 'Dus, and i n c l u d e - l i k e a l l o n e - s i d e d menta l one-'omena, 
e x a g g e r a t e d i d e a o f s e l f - i m p o r t a n c e , t h e s u r - a c " n g o " 
undes " ' " ab l e q u a l i t i e s , o r a d e t e r i o r a t i o n o f c c n s c i c j s n e s s 
f o l l C ' . i n g an access o f a b i l i t y . The same i s t r u e cf b r e a t h i n g 
e x e r c ' s e s o r d a n c e m o v e m e n t s c a r r i e d o u t o f " n c o r r e c i 
s u c c e s s i o n " . (Shah , 1 9 7 T \ 
~he n o n - b a l a n c e d d e / e l c p m e n t . Shah m a i n t a i n s , p'"oduces 
p e o p ' e who may have t h e i l l u s i o n t h a t t n e y a r e s e e r s o r 
s a g e s . Due t o t h e i n h e r e n t power o f t h e l a t i f a , such an 
i n d i s - c u a l may appear t o t h e w o r l d a t l a r g e t o oe .^orcny o f 
f o l l o H . -. n g . I n s u f i d i a g n o s i s , t h i s t y p e o f p e r s o n a l i t y 
acco i r cs f o r a g r e a t numoer o f f a l s e m e t a p h y s i c a l t e a c h e r s . 
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This is because the habit of self-deception deceiving 
others has not been transmitted. Rather has it been supporteo 
and magnified by the awakening but still und'irected new 
organ, the latifa". 
The areas which are involved in the activation of tne 
lataif are: self, under the navel; heart, an the clace o~ tne 
physical heart; spirit, on the side of the cody coposTie Z'e 
heart position. The secret latifa is e.^ a:;tly oetween t-Te 
heart and spirit positions. Mysterious is "n t're foreheac, 
Deeply Hidden is in the brain. 
The actual meaning of these locat'c'S "s 5ome":'"'ing 
which comes as a special realization to ::ne su-" when the 
latifa in question is being activated. 
Sufism claims 'contain a complete mez'rod of curing tre 
illnesses of the soul. Where so many modern osyc" i st*"! c ano 
psvchoanalytical methods fail, Sufism may cobably wor^. I~ 
is assumed that many of the clinica' patoclog'es are the 
resultant of a pathological self or a pathological sou'. On'y 
zhe spirit can know the psyche and illum'nate its dar^ 
zot-ners and crevasses. Only he whose soul has becofre 
integrated and illuminated has the right to cure t^e souls o"" 
others" (Nasr, 1982) . 
Just as, Freud and Jung claimed that "t was impo'tarit 
-o observe ofiself and see in wtvlch way we de:,eive -juf selves, 
zo 5uf-:5 ha>/e emphasized that self decepti or. pee vent 5 
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knowledge. This counts also for the saying: "he who krows 
himself, knows his Lord". Jung for instance, has pointed out 
how the shadow-aspect in our unconscious can prevent us -rom 
seeing whom we really are. The more this, shadow has 'osen 
split off or dissociated from the rest of our egc-
consciousness, the more it tries to get us in -its possess" :n. 
It can even start to play tricks with us so ihar we 
experience it as a kind of trickster. The suf^s have ca^'ec 
such phenomena the workings of the secondary sel f. (K'on---g, 
1985) . 
In sufism, personality development or the developn-ent 
of the self consists of a transformation from the lower ~o 
the higher self or from the physical, material, aspects of 
the se'f to the transcendent and numinous aspects of ine 
self. This transformation of the self from the lower zo 
higher self passes through various stager. 
1. Nafse Arrmara - Commanding self 
2. Nafse Lawammaa - Accusing self 
3. Nafse Aqla - Intellectual sel-f" 
4. rjafse Mulhema - Intutive self 
5. Nafse Mutmainna - Tranquil self 
6. Nafse Raa.-:ia - Satisfied and happy self 
7. Nafse Ma^zia - completely satisifed and blissf,] 
state wfiere his hapoiness ard 
God's happiness are one and ^-e 
same. 
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A c c o r d i n g t o Shah (Kl78 ) , t h e c o n d i t i o n s c~ the human 
s e l f a r e such t h a t t h e v e i l s wh ich a r e i n t h e ^ay o f h i s 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g , needs t o t h e worked a t c o n t i n u o u s ' / i n o r d e r 
t o go beyond u n a l t e r e d s e l f . The commanding sel ' r i s one o f 
t h e 7 s t a g e s o f t h e s e l f , w h i c h G o n s ~ " t u " e " h e 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n p r o c e s s . I n modem p s y c h o l o g i c a l lerTis t h i s 
m i g h t be c a l l e d t h e r e f ' J n e m e n t o f t h e e g o - p r c r e s s . The 
i n d i v i d u a t i o n p r o c e s s i n J u n g i a n t e r m s a l s o i r - ' i e s t h i s 
r e f i n e m e n t , b e f o r e one can work on t h e second s e " ~ , 'r\ Su"*^' 
t e r m i n o l o g y , t h e A c c u s i n g s e l r . T h i s i s somewhat s i m - i ' a r t o 
t h e p s y c h o a n a l y t i c c o n c e p t o f s u p e r - e g o , w h ' c h s n a r t s 
o p e r a t i n g when t h e Commanding s e l f i s b e i n g rep ' "cached f o r 
i t s s h o r t c o m i n g s . A c c o r d i n g t o Shah, "when t h e 3omnanding 
s e l f and t h e R e p r o a c h i n g or Accus ing s e l v e s have 3one t h e i r 
w o r k , t h e o r g a n o f p e r c e p L i o n becomes s u s c e p t " c " e t o t h e 
e n t r y o f p e r c e p t i o n s f o r m e r l y b l o c k e d . For t h i s reason i t i s 
te rmed t h e I n s p i r e d s e l f . I t i s i n t h i s s t a g e a l s c t h a t t he 
f i r s t i n d i c a t i o n s come i n t o b e i n g o f t h e e x i s t e r c e or t h i s 
s o - c a l l e d h i g h e r e l e m e n t w h i c h e n a b l e s t h e i n d ' - i d . . a l t o 
e x p e r i e n c e a d i f f e r e n t s t a g e o f c o n s c i o u s n e s s " . 
The s u f i t e a c h i n g s have s t r e s s e d t h e d e v e l c o m e n t o f 
m o r a l i t y a n d v i r t u e s i n m a n . The q u a l i t i e s . s ^ i c h a r e 
d e s i r a b l e f o r p e r s o n a l i t y deve lopment a re c o u r a g e , r ^a t ience , 
e n d u r a n c e , g r a t i t u d e , f o r g i v e n e s s , t o l e r a n c e , s u b t l e 
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f e e l i n g s , gene ros i t y , e t c . Knowledge and wisdom accord ing to 
Ghazal i are a t the roo t of a l l d e s i r a b l e q u a l i t i e s ( S h i b l i , 
1954, p. 64) , These are the q u a l i t i e s assoc ia ted w i t h the 
needs of 'Qa lb ' and ' R u h ' . 
The q u a l i t i e s which are dep lo rab le are assoc ia ted w i th 
the demands o f Nafse-Ammara. Some o f t h e s e a re J e a l o u s y , 
h a t r e d , lack of courage, d e p r e s s i o n , a n x i e t y p e s s i m i s m , 
ex t r avagance , m i s e r l i n e s s , e t c . The r o o t o f a l l t hese i s 
supposed t o be I n f i d e l i t y . I t i s s a i d t h a t , "a b e l i e v e r 
always has hopes, and despai r ( l o s s of hope) is equ i va len t to 
e t h e i s m ' . 
The main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f m y s t i c e x p e r i e n c e as 
o u t l i n e d by Iqba l (1934) are as f o l l o w i n g : 
1. The f i r s t p o i n t t o note i s the immediacy of t h i s 
exper ience. In t h i s respect i t does not d i f f e r from 
other l e v e l s of human exper ience which apply data 
f o r knowledge. A l l e x p e r i e n c e i s i m m e d i a t e . As 
r e g i o n s o f no rma l e x p e r i e n c e a r e s u b j e c t t o 
i n t e r r ) r e t a t ion of sense data fo r our knowledge of 
t he e x L e r n a l w o r l d , so t h e r e g i o n o f m y s t i c 
exper ie r i ce is s u b j e c t t o i n t e r p r e t a t i o n f o r our 
k n o w l e d g e o f God. The immed iacy o f m y s t i c 
exper ience s imply means t h a t we know God j u s t as we 
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know other objects. God is not a mathematical 
entity or a system of concepts mutually related to 
one another and having no reference to experience. 
2. The second point is the unanalysable wholeness of 
mystic experience. The mystic state bnngs us into 
contact with the total passage of Reality in which 
all the diverse stimuli merge into one another and 
form a single unanalysable unity in which the 
ordinary distinction of subject and object does not 
exist. 
3. The third point is that, to the mystic the mystic 
state IS a moment of intimate association with a 
unique other self, transcending, encompassing and 
momentarily suppressing the private personality of 
the subject of experience. 
4. Since the quality of mystic experience is to be 
directly experienced it is obvious that it can not 
be communicated. Mystic states are like feeling 
than thought. The interpretation which the mystic 
or the prophet puts on the content of his religious 
consciousness can be conveyed to others in the 
form of propositions but then content itself 
cannot be transmitted. Thus, in the following 
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verses of Quran, it is the psychology and not the 
content of the experience that is given. 
It is not for man, "that God should speak with him but 
by vision or from behind a veil or he sends a messenger to 
reveal by his permission what he will for He is exalted, 
wise". (42: 50). 
By the star when it setteth, your compatriot erreth 
not, nor is he led astray. 
Neither Speaketh he from mere impulse. 
The Quran is no other than the revelation revealed to 
him. 
One strong in power taught him and with wisdom. 
With even balance stood he, 
In the highest part of the horizon. 
Then he came nearer and approached, and was at the 
distance of two bowes or even closer. 
And he revealed to the servant of God, what he revealed. 
His heart falsified not what he saw. 
What! will ye then dispute with him as do what he saw. 
He had seen him also another time. 
Near the Sidhrah tree which marks the boundary. 
Near which is the garden of repose when the Sidhrah 
tree was covered with what covered it. 
His eye turned not aside, not did it wander. 
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For he saw the greatest of the signs of the Lord 
(53:10-18) 
The incommunicabality of mystice experience is due to 
the fact that it is essentially a matter of intriculate 
feeling untouched by discursive intellec*. It must however be 
noted that mystic feeling, like all feei-ng, have a cognitive 
element. 
Ibn Sina, one of the philosophers, mystics and man of 
science of his time in his book "the recital of the bird" 
describes the death of Absal . Absal synibolises the gnostic 
whose death signifies the irreversibility of the process of 
illumination. It is a mystical death, the death of al-nafs al 
ammara (carnel soul) which the sufis referred to as al mawt 
al-ikhtiyari (death by choice) and it means a spiritual 
rebirth, the return of the soul to its Divine Origin. (Bakar, 
1984). 
In the three recitals Ibn Sina employes from nature as 
well as the phenomena within the souls of man to describe the 
jouraey of the soul to its Divine Origin, the realization of 
which means the same thing as the progressive interiorization 
of the cosmos within the traveller's own self. In sufism, 
there is an elaborate scheme of correspondences between the 
soul and the cosmos. For this reason all traditional 
psychology is also a cosmology. The science of the soul goes 
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hand in hand with the science of the cosmos as in Ibn Sina's 
visionary recitals. Infact, the isomorphism of man and the 
cosmos is a basic premise of the traditional outlook. This 
emphasizes once again the inseparability between tne sciences 
of the cosmos and the levels of spiritual consciousness of 
the known. (Bakar, 1984). 
In Islam, as seen by the Sufis, the Quran is also 
symbolic, just as all of nature is symbolic. In fact, the 
Quran is like existence itself, like the universe and the 
beings who move through it. It contains all the elements of 
universal existence. Nature, which the Quran calls a book, 
is the macro-cosmic counterpart of the Quran. For this 
reason, the intimate knowledge of the inner meaning of the 
sacred text, lies in hermeneutic interpretation (ta'wil). 
The key to the inner meaning of things lies in ta'wil, in 
penetrating from the outward (Zahir) to the inward (batin) 
meaning of the Quran. 
However, the application of tawi1 to the Sacred Book to 
arrive at the inner meaning of things is inseparable from its 
application to the soul itself. The tawil of texts supposes 
the tawil of the soul: the soul cannot return the text to its 
true and original meaning unless it too reaches to its truth 
(haqiqat). What is implied here is a spiritual travel, the 
return of the soul in the visionary recitals, symbolized by 
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the flight of the bird, refers to tawil of both the cosmic 
text and the soul. 
But the role of nature as guide to man's journey to his 
Divine Origin can only be grasped, according to the Quran, 
by those who have 'aql (intellect) and who can "think" 
(tafakkur) in the true sense of the word. From "tafakkur" of 
Quran, the Sufis have developed the concept and practice of 
meditation ("Maraqba"). 
For Rumy who is considered to be one of the first rank 
mystical masters, the teachings of Quran are allegorical and 
that it has seven different meanings. 
For Jung symbols and myths have hidden meanings 
demanding interpretations. Henry Corbin has written on the 
process of interpretation a road or path leading back to its 
origin. In this process the interior meaning can reveal 
themselves. Symbols are an expression of the connection of 
the world and the transcendental world. The world of symbols 
is called "alam-al-mithai" in sufism. This world of symbols 
indicate medium between the two worlds. An example given by 
Ibn Arabi is the interpretation of the dream of Abraham. The 
symbol in the dream of Abraham is his son Isaac, who is to be 
sacrificed. The symbol of the son can be taken to meaning the 
soul. To Jung the child-archetype also symbolizes the soul. 
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The symbol, as the son will have the meaning of soul in the 
interior world, while in the exterior world it can be 
conceived as the ram. The symbol then points to both exterior 
and interior worlds, to the soul and the ram respectively. 
Ibn Arabi, when discussing the difference between soul 
and ram speaks of a refraction of the symbol "son" when they 
appear in the two worlds (ie. interior and exterior worlds). 
Just as light refracts when it passes from one medium to 
another at the surface, so that the symbol is refracted when 
entering the interior and exterior worlds. At times of 
synchronistic events, there is such a refraction meanings 
right become understandable by means of interpretation. In 
other words, the homologous structure of two realities is 
reflected by the symbol in a way which is suited to the two 
realities (De Koning 1984). 
However, this returning to the origin, this 
interpretation in the form of ta'wi 1 . is more than an 
intellectual exercise and should rather be looked upon as a 
path. 
Al-ghazali e.g., has given a mystic interpretation of 
the verse of light (XXIV. 350, of Quran). The translation of 
the Sura is as follows (Yusuf Ali) 
God is the Light 
of the heavens and the earth 
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The parable of His Light 
Is as if there were a Niche 
And within it a Lamp 
The Lamp enclosed in glass 
The glass as it were 
A brilliant star 
Lit from a blessed Tree 
An Olive, neither of the East 
Nor of the West, 
Whose Oil is well high 
Luminous, 
Though fire scare touched it 
Light upon Light! 
God doth guide 
Whom He will 
To His Light: 
God doth set forth Parables 
For men: and God 
Doth know all things. 
The mystic interpretation by Ghazali goes as foil ows: 
The human soul has five faculties or spirits: (1) the 
sensory spirit which takes in the information brought by the 
senses: (2) the imaginative spirit, which records the 
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information conveyed by the senses and presents it to the 
intelligent spirit above it, when required; (3) the 
intelligent spirit which apprehends ideas beyond the spheres 
of sense and imagination; these ideas are of universal 
application, and are symbolised by the particular that are 
known by the senses; (4) the discursive for rat i ocinat i ve 
spirit, which takes the data of pure reason, combines them, 
and deduces from them abstract knowledge; (5) the 
transcendental prophetic spirit, which is possessed by 
prophets and some saints; by it the unseen tablets and 
statutes of the law are revealed from the other world, 
together with several of the sciences of the Realms Celestial 
and Terrestial, and pre-eminently Theology, the science of 
Deity, which the intel1igential and discussive spirits cannot 
encompass. All of these are lights, for it is through them 
that every kind of existing thing is manifested, including 
objects of sense or imagination. 
These five faculties or spirits are symbolised by the 
Niche, Glass, Lamp, Tree and Oil in the verse of Light. The 
Niche is the sensory spirit, whose lights come through the 
eyes, ears, nostrils etc. The glass is the Imagination for it 
is made out of opaque substances [like sand, soda, potach 
etc.] but is clarified and refined till it becomes 
transparent to the light of a lamp and it also keeps the lamp 
from being put out by a drought or violent jerking so 
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I m a g i n a t i o n , though i t s o r i g i n i s f rom the ideas of gross 
substances, becomes c l a r i f i e d and t r a n s p a r e n t t o ideas of 
i n t e l l i g e n c e and t o the l i g h t from them, as we l l as serves to 
hold knowledge t oge the r and prevents i t f rom being d i s t u r b e d , 
u n s e t t l e d , and d i s s i p a t e d . The lamp i s i n t e l 1 i g e n t i a l s p i r i t 
which g i ves cogn izance o f d i v i n e i d e a s . The Tree i s the 
r a t i o c i n a t i v e s p i r i t , which begins w i t h a p r o p o s i t i o n , then 
branches i n t o two, which become f o u r , and so on. I t leaas to 
conc lus ions which i n t h e i r t u r n becomes germs producing l i k e 
c o n c l u s i o n s , t h e s e l a t t e r b e i n g a l s o s u s c e p t i b l e o f 
c o n t i n u a t i o n each w i t h each. The Tree i n the symbol i s the 
o l i v e , w h i c h g i v e s o i l p r o d u c i n g t h e most r a d i a n t 
i l l u m i n a t i o n . So , t h e r a t i o c i n a t i v e s p i r i t m u l t i p l e s , 
e s t a b l i s h e s , and f i x e s a l l knowledge. I l l u m i n a t i o n can be 
i n f i n i t e l y m u l t i p l i e d ; t h e r e f o r e a t r e e l i k e the o l i v e , whose 
o i l can m u l t i p l y l i g h t i n f i n i t y i s e n t i t l e d t o be c a l l e d 
"b lessed" above o the r t r ees l i k e f r u i t t r e e s , whose f r u i t i s 
consumed i n u s e . A g a i n , t h e r a m i f i c a t i o n s o f p u r e 
i n t e l 1 1 g e n t i a l p r o p o s i t i o n s dono t a d m i t o f r e l a t i o n t o 
d i r e c t i o n or d i s t a n c e , and t h e r e f o r e the symbol ica l Tree may 
we l l be sa id to be " n e i t h e r o f the East nor o f the West". 
F i n a l l y , t h e o i l i s t h e t y p e o f t r a n s c e n d e n t a l 
p rophe t i c s p i r i t , which i s a b s o l u t e l y luminous and c l e a r . The 
t h o u g h t - s p i r i t i s d i v i d e d i n t o t h a t w h i c h needs t o be 
i n s t r u c t e d , a d v i s e d and s u p p l i e d f r o m w i t h o u t , i f t h e 
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acquisition of knowledge is to be continuous; while a 
portion of it is absolutely clear, as though it were self -
luminous, and had no external source of supply. There are 
saints whose light shines so bright that it is well-nigh 
independent of what the Angels - supply. For the human soul 
there is a graded succession of lights, and this explains the 
phrase "Light upon Light". 
Ghazali had taken an important step in developing a 
theory of prophetic consciousness as a stage in the 
development of the human mind. Believing in Prophethood means 
to acknowledge that there is a stage above Reason in which an 
eyu \s opened LhuL fius petcepLion special to it which Reasoti 
is incapable of comprehending as the ear is incapable of 
perceiving the colour, (Abdul Hakim, 1959). 
Both for Rumi and Ibn al Arabi the sight of Angel 
Gabriel, or angel Michael or of any other form in the mystics 
vision is but the resultant of his own potential powers 
(Shibli, 1938). Sheikh Ibn-al Arabi in "Fusus-al-Hikam" says 
that when a person endowed with the powers of a special kind 
of intution (Kakshf) sees a human form or face which gives 
knowledge or gnosis which he was not aware, it is no other 
than his own face, he has picked up the fruit of his own tree 
(Shibli, 1938, pp. 127). 
These Sufis talk of the angelic powers in man. This 
however does not mean that they are denying the existence oT 
separate angels. It simply means that since man is the 
micro-cosrn, he contains within himself the archetype of 
everything. So long as the sufis believe in archetypes, Lhey 
are all platonists. This is in complete agreement with the 
teaching of Quran that God's signs are there in the earth and 
heaven and also in the human selves (Sura: Zariyat). 
According to Jung, Archetype are the psychic instincts 
of human species, in the form of images and symbols they 
complete instinct (spiritual instinct) by guiding it toward 
the goal of wholeness or totality (the self). 
The Sufis classify the world into the earthly, human 
world (the object of ordinary sense perception); the 
intermediary world of archetypal or visionary imagination 
(alame-mi thai or Malakut), the world of Soul (ttie object of 
imaginative perception); and the world of pure Intelligence 
or pure ideas. The world of ()ure intelligence is the true 
spiritual world. The spiritual realities expressed in certain 
forms in the a 1ame-Mitha 1 . Alame-Mithal is a kind of 
intermediary between the material world and spiritual world. 
It is more subtle than the material world, but less subtle 
than tfie world of pure intelligence. Sufism also belives that 
the eternal existence of a human being is present in all the 
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existential plane including the pure spiritual and the 
intermediary world of "Alame-Mithai". 
Thus when Rumi and Ibn Arabi say that it is no other 
than tho i mJ i v i dual ' s own "self" which he meets and get 
knowledge, they mean this archetypal image of the individual 
which exists in the alame-mithai. 
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MYSTIC STATES: 
The s u f i s d i f f e r e n t i a t e between the exper iences of the 
s e l f on t h e j o u r n e y t o w a r d s s p i r i t u a l g o a l s . These 
exper iences are o f two t ypes , permanent (Maqam) and passing 
( H a l ) . Permanent exper iences i . e . those exper iences in which 
t h e s u f i i s a b s o r b e d a l l t h e t i m e a r e c a l l e d "Maqam" 
( S t a t i o n ) . They d e n o t e more or l e s s a permanent 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c o f s u f i ' s p e r s o n a l i t y t i l l he reaches another 
Maqam. The adept ga ins a s t a t i o n w h i c h i s permanent and 
ascends in the sca le o f being t o a new l e v e l of ex is tence 
w h i c h i s e s s e n t i a l l y a new l e v e l o f c o n s c i o u s n e s s or 
awareness. 
A n o t h e r m y s t i c e x p e r i e n c e w h i c h a r e c a l l e d Hal 
( S t a t e s ) , are momentary. I t i s sa id t h a t the d i s c i p l e gets an 
o c c a s : o n a l s p a r k o f d i v i n e l i g h t w h i c h f o r a moment 
i l l u m i n a t e s h i s sou l and p u t s him i n a s t a t e o f beyond 
h i m s e l f . These s t a t e s can be b r o a d l y v i e w e d i n te rms o f 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l s t a t e concepts and p e r s o n a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
concepts (Abelson, 1977; Harre and Secold , 1972; Ossar io, 
1966, 1973, 1971, 1978; Strawson, 1959). 
Tne psycho log ica l s t a t e concepts ( e . g . angry, a f r a i d , 
e l a t e d , i n t e r e s t e d , dep ressed , c a l m , a g i t a t e d , r e l a x e d , 
abso rbed , e n t r a n c e d , h y p n o t i z e d ) c o n s t i t u t e one s e t o f a 
l a r g e r c l a s s o f d e s c r i p t i v e c o n c e p t s f o r c h a r a c t e r i z i n g 
p e r s o n s . The s u p e r o r d i n a t e c l a s s i s c a l l e d p e r s o n a l 
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c h a r a c t e r i s t i c (pc) concepts . Psycho log ica l s t a t e concepts 
d i s t i n g u i s h a pe rson ' s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s a t one t ime from t h a t 
same p e r s o n ' s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s a t o t h e r t i m e , whereas PC 
concep ts a re used t o c o n t r a s t o r compare one person w i t h 
another person, a group o f persons or a s o c i a l norm. The wide 
v a r i e t y o f PC concep ts can be encompassed under the two 
c a t e g o r i e s j o f personal powers and d i s p o s i t i o n . The nc r ion of 
power i nvo lves what a person i s ab le to do (achieverrents) , 
h i s knowledge and values ( the se t o f m o t i v a t i o n a l p n c r i t i e s 
upon which t h e person i s ab l e t o a c t ) . The c a t e g o r y o f 
d i s p o s i t i o n i n c l u d e what a pe rson g e n e r a l l y p r e f e r s or i s 
w i l l i n g t o do and encompasses c o n c e p t s as a t t i t u d e s , 
i n t e r e s t , s t y l e s e t c . ( a l l o f w h i c h can be f u r t h e r 
a r t i c u l a t e d e . g . Ossar io , 1969, 1978). In t h i s way tne Hals 
can be seen as psycho log ica l s t a t e s and Maqam as personal 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . H o w e v e r , s i n c e t h e r e i s an e l e m e n t o f 
s p i r i t u a l i t y i n t h e S u f i s t a t e s , we can c a l l i t ' p s y c h o -
s p i r i t u a l s t a t e s ' . 
The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of Hal are i t ' s being - l e e t i n g , and 
i n v o l u n t a r y . Ha l i s s a i d t o be a d i v i n e g - f t and t h e 
d i s c i p l e ' s a c t i o n or h i s rank may not deserve i t . The seeker 
can not repel i t when i t comes, or a t t r a c t i t v^nen i t goes. 
I t can come both t o the beginners upon the pat r and to the 
most advance s u f i s possess ing a h i g h s t a t i o n wnen a Hal 
becomes permanent, i t i s c a l l e d Maqam. 
These 'psycho-spiritual states' bipolar dimensions. 
These dimensions at their surface appear to be opposites, 
Inowever, it is only through one that the other exists. Also, 
It is only through the interplay of these states that a new 
meaning of existence creatively unfolds itself in the process 
of spiritual development. 
Some of these states are Qabz-Bast (Constn ct •; on-
dilatTon), Sahw-Sukr (Sobriety-Intoxication), and Fan-3aqa 
(Annihi1 at ion-persistence). 
QABZ-BAST (Constriction-Dilation) 
This IS one of the bipolar states of which the Sufis 
talk about. Bast literally means "to get wider and enlarged", 
where as Qabz means the compression, the feeling of 
loneli ness. 
According to Sheikh Shabuddin Suharwan, the writer of 
"Awarif-ul-Muarif", one of the great 'Sufi treatise'; Qabz 
and Bast are states which the mystic goes through at a 
particular stage of his journey. It cannot take place before 
that stage neither after it. This state takes place when the 
mystic is in the beginning stage of his "special love". The 
common people having faith and love of God go through the 
bipolar state of Fear and Hope. Fear and hope are the 
characteristic of "Nafs-e-Lawwama" (lower self). When an 
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ordinary person of faith reaches a higher stage - from 
ordinary love to a special love of God, he becomes the 
possessor of "hal" ( states) and qalb (heart) but retains his 
lower self. He gets qabz and bast one after the other. He is 
one step ahead of "Iman" (faith). He is in the stage of 
"Iqan" (conviction) where his faith derived from knowledge 
("Ilm-ul-Yaqin) is converted into conviction which is basec 
on experiential datum, which he arrives at. The reason of 
contraction or Qabz is the predominance of the qualities of 
lower self and expansion or Bast is the predominance of the 
qualities of Qalb. 
As long as the lower self is there, there is a 
conflict between the lower self and the Qalb, sometimes the 
lower self dominate leading to Qabz and at other times the 
Qalb dominates leading to the state of Bast. 
During the intensification and expansion of self, which 
in caused by Bast and is a quality of Qalb, the lower self 
also enters into it, Causing the happiness and joy. When this 
happens, the seeker is punished by the state of contraction. 
If the lower self is controlled and not allowed to 
intermingle with functions of the Qalb there will be no 
contraction 
Sometimes Bast may lead to "cosmic consciousness" i.e., 
the feelifig of part taking of the life of everything 
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created. It is this state that inspired the Sufi poets. 
Their poems convey the state of happiness in which the whole 
world is seen in a changed light, transparent and filled with 
exquisite beauty. 
Yunus Emeric, a Turkish Sufi poet of c.18th, is one of 
those mystics who listen to and join in the constant dhikr 
(remembrance of God) of every thing created: He says in one 
of his poems: 
With the mountains, with the stones 
Will I call thee, Lord, 0 Lord! 
With the birds in the early dawn 
Will I call Thee, Lord, 0 Lord! 
With the fishes in the sea. 
With the gazels in desert free 
With the mystics call "0 He" 
Will I call Thee Lord, 0 Lord! 
His verses often reflect the all-embracing cosmic 
consciousness. He identifies his heart and the all and sings 
in jubilant verses: 
I am the First and Last 
I am he who gave Noaha the flood 
I am the Seer," I am the taker and the Giver 
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At the state of intensification of self, the seeker is 
supposed to occupy himself in the remembrance of God. When he 
is not able to do so and goes out of bound, forgetting God^  
and his real status with the "I" dominating the emotion, it 
is said to be a subtle sin for which Qabz is the punishment. 
It implies here that during Bast (expansion) the mystic 
or Sufi goes through some experiences of a transcendental 
nature e.g., some experience whibh tells him that God craws 
him near or shows him a favour. This sometimes overtakes the 
mystic suddenly, causing an stirred up state of emotion. Al 
Qushayri says that this is a state of great dangers from 
which the sufi must seek the protection of God. Shath (claims 
made up mystics) is sometimes associated with this state. 
For Sharfuddin Yahya Maneri one of the great Sufi 
Saints, the true sufi leaves these states behind as it is all 
shared by ego (lower self) 
Sukr (Intoxication) - Sahw (Sobriety) 
The divine attributes are broadly classified under two 
headings - His attributes of Beauty (Jamal) and His 
attributes of severity (Jalal). Sukr is associated with the 
experience of the Divine attributes of Beauty (Tajalli sifate 
jamali). 
Sukr is the intense emotion caused by the experiential 
knowledge of His Beauty giving an assurance of mercy, grace. 
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and kindness to the adept. The adept or Salik reaches a state 
of self transcendence, and loses his normal consciousness. 
When the emotion is one of intense awe (Hairat) and 
bewilderness (Wahshat), it is called a state of intoxication 
(Sukr). At this stage he is still supposed to be under veils. 
But when the experience of the Beauty leads to intense 
emotion of love of God without awe & bewilderness, it is 
called Sobriety (Sahw). At the state of sobriety, the self-
forgetfulness transfers to intuitions and revelations 
(Kashf) (Bazam-e-Sufia pg 24). Therefore as far as the 
experiential reality is concerned, it is the same in both the 
states, with the difference only in the emotional reaction 
of the experiencing subject. These two states are 
complimentary to each other and not exactly the opposite. 
Ibn-ul-Farid, an Arabian mystic of the early 13th 
century distinguishes three modes of experience, which may be 
called respectively normal, abnormal and supernormal. Normal 
experience is the multiple, shifting, consciousness of 
ordinary men, abnormal experience is the loss of that 
consciousness in ecstasy and supernormal experience is the 
higher, mystical, unified consciousness which may be the 
result of ecstasy. To normal experience Ibn'l- Farid gives 
the name of "sobriety (sahw), to abnormal state the name of 
"intoxication", and to supernormal experience, the name of 
the sobriety of union" (Sahw-al-jam) or the "second sobriety" 
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(a1-sahw-al-thani). This last is necessarily preceded by 
"intoxication" but does not necessarily follow it. In most 
cases the mystic as soon as his fits of ecstasy is over, 
returns to normal consciousness. (Nicholson, t*^ "76). 
Hazarat Sheikh Fariduddin Ganj Shakr one of the great 
Sufi saints of chishti order is reported to be in a state of 
sukr for seven days and nights. Sometimes, during the state, 
he was seen as dancing out of restlessness. But at the ti"ie 
of the compulsory prayers he became conscious (Sober). After 
the prayer he would again come in the state of se'f 
forgetfulness (Bazme-e Sufia pp. 164). 
Hazarat Ba yazid Bastami believed in sukr 
(intoxication), because it obliterates the human attributes 
and annihilates man completely in the object of adoration, 
taking him out of himself. Hazrat Junaid of Baghdad and his 
followers, however, considered the second sobriety as the 
highest and preferable state. 
Sanjeri quotes Hazrat Nizamuddin Auliya that when the 
friends of Allah reveal certain secrets this is due to their 
intoxication. On the contrary the Prophets are "Ashaabe 
sahaw". It is also being said that when they start revealing 
their secrets they should not stay in the world any more. 
Also Kashf [direct cogni tiorij and karamat [mi racles) i 3 the veil 
of path and stability is the true reflection of love pg. 98], 
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Fana (self annihilation) - Baqa (Subsistence) 
The difference between Sahw - Sukr, and Fana - Baqa is 
in terms of the experience of Divine attributes and Divine 
Being. The mystic gets intoxicated or bears with sobriety 
the personal, first hand experience of divine attribute of 
beauty. The experience of Fana and Baqa is associated with 
the Sufis first hand experience of God's Being (Zat). The 
mystic here longs for union with the Being. 
Fana literally means self-annihilation. In mystic 
terminology it means the state at which the Sufi turns his 
face away from everything other than Allah. At this state a 
certain type of Divine illumination (Tajalli) makes the Sufi 
pass through a kind of death experience. Nicholson, on the 
basis of Taiyatulkubra by Ibnul Farid describes Fana as a 
process where in the soul (Ego) is striped off all its 
desires, affections, and interest, so that increasing to will 
for itself it becomes an object of the Divine will that is 
the beloved of God and that which loves is now its inward and 
real self, not the self that has "passed away". Thus the 
unified personality finds the object of worship in itself . 
According to Hazrat Kalim-ullah, man is the place of 
Divine epipheny of His attributes and His Being. He is 
supreme to all other creations including the angels. 
Therefore the limit of human perfection is that of crossing the 
limits of ego bond self, and annihilating himself in God 
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(Fana-fi11 ah) , one gains Baqa. Baqa is the state of 
persistence and subsistence in God after this union with God. 
Man is resuscitated out of nothingness completely transformed 
into an absolute self. This is Baqa. In this state of Baqa 
the mystic completely acts through God. The multiplicity 
becomes visible again but in a changed form namely the 
determination of Reality. 
"Fana is in the beginning is ethical concept, man 
becomes annihilated and takes on God's attributes. The famous 
Hadith or the saying of Prophet of Islam". "Lakhallaque bi -
aklhaq Allah" qualify yourself with the qualities of God ie. 
through constant mental struggle exchange your own base 
qualities for the praiseworthy qualities by which God has 
described Himself in the Quranic revelation. The Next stage 
in annihilation is vision, when the soul is surrounded by the 
primordial light of God. The third and final stage, then, is 
"annihilation from one's Vision of annihilation", in which 
one is immersed in the "Wajd", the "existence" of God, or 
rather, the "finding" of God" (Schimmel, 1975). 
Here, it would not be appropriate to stop and say a few 
words about "Wajd". Nwyia has rightly proposed calling the 
state of Wajd as "instasy" instead of "ecstasy" since the 
mystic is not carried out of himself, but rather into the 
depth of himself, into the ocean of the soul (Schimmel, 
p.178), psychologically speaking, the seeker during the state 
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of Wajd goes into the deeper recesses of his psyche. 
Therefore, transcendence or going beyond oneself, is actually 
going within the self. The self when purified is a mirror 
which reflects the existential possibilities. Fana is to 
cease the existence on a particular psychological plane of 
awareness. The moment one ceases to be in the world (on a 
psychological plane), it is no more there. The 'seeker' 
starts existing on some other plane of awareness (being 
unaware of his usual mode of existence). This otner mode of 
existence is again a part of him in the sense that it resides 
within the psyche of the individual. In the word of holy 
Quran: 
"My signs are there both in the external world as well 
as within the self of the individuals" (Sura 51:20,21). 
The Sufi experiences the return to the moment when God 
was, and there was nothing else. In Fana the sufi is said to 
be reaching that moment through self-experience. This is a 
state when the subject-object differenceis completely 
obliterated and the Sufi experiences the "unity of Being" 
(Wahdat-al-wajud). This is not an ordinary experience. It 
is associated with those Sufis who have been graced with 
major saintship (wilayat-kubra). 
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It seems that dualism that dominates our mental life 
also holds true for the spiritual life. Freud e.g., talked 
about such bipolar constructs as eros-thanatos, love-hate. 
Kelley believed that these constructs act as 'goggles' 
through which one perceives and experiences the world. Kelley 
e.g., talks about constriction-dilation, and submergence-
emergence (Delmonte, 1990). In constriction, the boundaries 
of one's perceptual field are deliberately drawn in, and 
reduced so that fewer elements are being dealt with at the 
time. Thus potential relationships between widely varying 
events are not seen, thereby reducing one's level of 
awareness. Dilation, on the other hand, involves the 
deliberate enlargement of one's perceptual field so that more 
elements are encompassed, and relationships between them may 
become apparent. Defensive depression and mania are examples 
of constriction and dilation respectively. 
As pointed out earlier, Kelley sees constructs as being 
bipolar. We are often conscious of both ends of a construct, 
e.g. love/hate. However, for some people only one end of the 
pole is elaborated - the other being submerged and therefore 
less actable or even unconscious e.g. the sadistic tendencies 
of a masochist, the manipulative power of the weak. In this 
way a submerged pole is akin to Jung's notion of the 'shadow' 
(Jung, 1964). 
1C2 
The myst ic s t a t es having b i p o l a r dimensions which are 
o p p o s i t e t o each o t h e r reminds us o f t h e d i a l e c t i c . A 
d i a l e c t i c a l change model assumes the p o s s i b i l i t y o f great 
p e r s o n a l changes a r i s i n g f rom a p p o s i n g i n n e r f o r c e s . The 
d i l a e c t i c a l p e r s p e c t i v e assumes t h a t a l l pe r sons possess 
cha rac te res which are oppos i te t o the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s usua l l y 
e v i d e n t i n t h e i r behav iour . The personal c h a r a c t e r s t i c s which 
i s dominant i n a person a t a g i v e n t i m e i s c a l l e d the 
" t h e s i s " . The o p p o s i t e h i d d e n c h a r a c t e r s t i c s i s t h e 
" a n t i t h e s i s " . Under the proper c o n d i t i o n , the i n t e r a c t i o n of 
these oppos i tes r e s u l t i n a " s y n t h e s i s " . Synthes is i s always 
a s tep h igher than the two c o n t r a d i c t o r y f o r c e s . 
Seen i n t h i s l i g h t any m y s t i c s t a t e w h i c h has 
c o n t r a s t i n g d imens ions l i k e (Qabz -Bas t o r Sahaw-Sukr ) 
syn thes i zed , lead t o a h igher s tage. These s t a t e s are a lso 
meant f o r the r a p i d development o f s p i r i t u a l i t y . 
J u n g , w h i l e t a l k i n g a b o u t s y n t h e s i s a n e c e s s a r y 
c o n d i t i o n f o r h e a l t h y d e v e l o p m e n t s a y s " F o r t h e 
c o l l o b o r a t i o n o f these opposing s t a tes t o be poss ib l e a t a l l , 
they must f i r s t face one another in the f u l l e s t conscious 
o p p o s i t i o n . Th is n e c e s s a r i l y e n t a i l s a v i o l e n t d i scuss ion 
w i t h o n s e l f , t o the p o i n t where t h e s i s and a n t i t h e s i s negate 
one a n o t h e r , w h i l e the ego i s f o r c e d t o acknowledge i t s 
abso lu te p a r t i c i p a t i o n in b o t h " . (Jung 1971). 
F reud ian t h e o r y , l i k e k w i s e , has b a s i c d i a l e c t i c a l 
d i m e n s i o n s . They a r e c a p t u r e d most p r o m i n e n t l y i n t h e 
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struggle between the superego and the id, with the ego 
serving as synthesizer* and mediator. 
Recently, Assagioli (1974) while emphasizing the role 
of synthesis for integration of personality, has elaborated 
the concept of "psychosynthesis" "psychosynthesis" refers to 
the integration and harmonious expression of the totality of 
our human nature - physical, emotional, mental and 
spi ritual. 
Assagioli's concept of psychosynthesis maintains that 
besides Jung's four fundamental functions, i.e. sensation, 
feeling, thought and intuition, there are others which are as 
fundamental and merit inclusion as well. The first is the 
imagination, others being instincts tendencies, desires and 
aspiration - infact all that impels to action. The later are 
the dynamic or hormic functions. Intuition as well as 
imagination as the normal psychological function of the human 
being brings psychology very close to sufism. Imagination is 
said to be a function of spirit in sufism and these 
'imaginations' when produced through the proper training and 
discipline of "Qalb", "Ruh" and other "Lataif" are real and 
far from being absurd and illusory. Thus, the sufi states 
where intution and imagination play a definite role can be 
understood in terms of psychosynthesis. They are a necessary 




MYSTIC EXPERIENCE, SELF- TRANSCENDENCE 
AND CLINICAL FINDINGS 
It has been well known for a long time that we can 
break the frame of consciousness called self, and experience 
the feeling of union with some reality beyond self and a 
feeling of full calm, joy, expanded awareness of creative 
energy. Such experience has a very close relation to 
religious discipline and creative activity. This is the 
experience which is called mystical (James, 1902), 
selflessness (Okamoto, 1976; Kitamura, 1979), cosmic-
consciousness (Bucke, 1901; Fromm et al . , 1960; Kuroda, 
1987), peak-experience (Maslow, 1962, 1971), universe's 
experience (Battista, 1978), unity consciousness (Wilber, 
1979), pure-consciousness (Farrow & Herbert, 1982). 
One trait that Maslow (1968) found characteristic of 
his self-actualizing subjects was their ability to have 
mystical or spiritual experiences. He found that most people 
had experiences of this kind, but perhaps no more than once 
or twice during their entire lives. Maslow came to call this 
experience a "peak" experience and he himself was no stranger 
to it. 
Maslow described the mystic experience in the following 
manner. "Apparently the acute mystic or peak experience is a 
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tremendous i n t e n s i f i c a t i o n o f any of the exper iences in which 
t he re i s loss o f s e l f or t ranscendance of i t , e . g . , problem 
c e n t e r i n g , i n t e n s e c o n c e n t r a t i o n , muga b e h a v i o u r , as 
d e s c r i b e d by B e n e d i c t , i n t e n s e sensous e x p e r i e n c e , s e l f -
f o r g e t f u l n e s s and in tense enjoyment o f music or a r t " . (19^0, 
p.165) . 
Maslow ( 1 9 6 9 ) has g i v e n v a r i o u s mean ings of 
t ranscendance out o f which some are discussed below. 
1 . T r a n s c e n d e n c e i n t h e sense o f : l o s s o f s e ' - -
consc iousness, of se l f -awareness of depe rsona l i za t i on and of 
s e l f - o b s e r v i n g , o f the k ind c h a r a c t e r i s t i c a l l y seen in tne 
ado lescen t . In t h i s sense, m e d i t a t i o n or concen t ra t i on on 
s o m e t h i n g o u t s i d e o n e ' s own p s y c h e can p r o d u c e s e l - -
f o r g e t f u l n e s s and t h e r e f o r e loss of se l f - consc iousness In 
t h i s p a r t i c u l a r sense transcendence i s of the ego or of the 
conscious s e l f . At l e a s t , i t can be seen as a precursor of 
the exper ience o f se l f - t r anscendence . 
2. Transcendence of c u l t u r e . In a very s p e c i f i c sense, the 
s e l f - a c t u a l i z i n g man, or the t ranscendent s e l f - a c t u a l i z i r g 
man, i s a u n i v e r s a l man. He i s a member of the human spec ies . 
He i s rooted in a p a r t i c u l a r c u l t u r e but he r i s e s above t h a t 
c u l t u r e and can be sa id in va r ious ways to be independent of 
i t . 
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3. We tr?nscend ego, self, selfishness, ego-centering, 
etc., when we respond to the demand-character of external 
tasks, duties, responsibilities to others and to the world of 
reality. When one is doing one's duty, this also can be seen 
to be under the aspect of eternity and can represent a 
transcendence of the ego, of the lower needs of the self. 
Actually, of course, it is ultimately a form f 
metamotivation, and identification with what "calls for" 
doing. This is a sensitivity to extra-psychic requiredness. 
This in turn means a kind of Taolistic attitude. The phrase 
"being in harmony with nature" implies this ability to yield, 
to be receptive to, to respond to, live with extra-psychic 
reality as if one belonged with it, or were in harmony with 
it. We then transcend our own "selfish" wishes, becoming 
receptive to the demand-character of non-self. 
4. The mystical experience. Mystic fusion, either with 
another person or with the whole cosmos or with anything in 
between. 
5. One transcends death, pain, sickness, evid^, etc., when 
one is of a level high enough to be reconciled with the 
necessity of death, pain, etc. From a Godlike or Olympian 
point of view, all these are necessary and can be understood 
as necessary. If this attitude is achieved, as for instance 
it can be in the B-cognition, then bitterness, 
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rebelliousness, anger, resentment may all disappear or at 
least be much lessened. 
6. Yet another meaning of transcendence overlaps with 
above. The word "transcendence" can describe accepting the 
natural world, the transcending the lower needs of the 
self, that is, of one's selfish within-the-skin demands, of 
one's egocentric judgements upon extra-psychic things as 
being dangerous or not dangerous, edible or not edible, 
useful, etc. This is the ultimate meaning of the phrase "to 
perceive the world objectively and impersonally". This is one 
necessary aspect of B-cognition. B-cognition implies a 
transcendence of one's ego, lower needs, selfishness, etc. 
Transcendence of the basic needs (either by gratifying 
them so that they disappear normally from consciousness, or 
by being able to give up the gratifications and to "conquer" 
the needs). This is another way of saying "to become 
primarily metamotivated'. It implies identification with the 
B-values. 
7. Transcending the present situation in the sense of 
Kurt Goldstein "to relate to existence also in terms of the 
possible as well as the actual". This is to rise above being 
stimulus-bound and here-now, situation-bound, and actuality-
bound. Goldstein's reduction to the concrete can be 
transcended. Perhaps the best phrase here is to rise to the 
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realm of the possible as well as of the actual. 
8. Transcendence of dichotomies (polarities, black and 
white oppositions, either-or, etc.). To rise from dichotomies 
to superordinate wholes. To transcend atomism in favor of 
hierachical-integraticn an-d holism. To bind together separate 
things into an integration. The ultimate limit here is the 
holistic perceiving of the cosmos as a unity rising above to 
a higher viewpoint where one can see that these mutually 
exclusive differences in opposites can be coordinated into a 
superordinate unity which would be more realistic, more 
true, more in accord with actual reality. 
9. Transcendence of one's own will (in favor of the 
spirit of "not my will be done but Thine"). To yield to one's 
destiny or fate and to fuse with it, to love it in the 
Spinozistic sense or in Taoistic sense. 
10. Transcendence can mean to live in the Realm of Being, 
speaking the language of Being, B-cognizing, high-plateau-
living. It can mean the serene B-cognition as well as the 
climactic peak-experience kind of B-cognition. After the 
insight or the great conversion or the great mystic 
experience one can caln down as the novelty disappears, and 
as one gets used to gocd things or even great things, one can 
learn to live casually in heaven and to be on easy terms with 
the eternal and the infinite. One can get over being 
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surprised and startled and then live calmly and serenely 
among the platonic essences, or among the B-values. Peak-
experiences must be transient, and in fact are transient. 
And yet an illumination or an insight remains with the 
person. He can't really become naive or innocent again or 
ignorant again in the same way that he was, he cannot ,un-see. 
And yet there must be a language to describe getting used to 
the conversion or the illumination or to living daily or even 
lounging in the Garden of Eden. Such an awakened person 
normally proceeds in a unitive way or in a B-cognitizing way 
as an everyday kind of thing, certainly whenever he wishes 
to. This B-cognition or plateau-cognition can come u nder 
one's own control. One can turn it off or on as one pleases. 
11. The (transient) attainment of full-humanness or 
perfection or of finality or being an end is an example of 
transcendence. Coming to an end-state or a total completion 
is one kind of transcendence. 
12. A transcendence of negative (which include evil, pain, 
death, etc., also include more than that) is seen in the 
report from the peak-experiences in which the world is 
accepted as good, and in which one is reconciled to the evils 
that one perceives. But this is also a transcendence of 
inhibitions, of blocks, of denials, of refusals. 
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13. transcendence of fear into the state of not-fearing or 
of courage (these are not quite the same thing). 
14. Also included in Maslow's list is cosmic consciousness. 
This is a special phenomenological state in which the person 
somehow perceives the whole cosmos, or at least the unity ard 
itegration of it and of everything in it, including his self. 
The sense of belongingness can be very strongly reportea 
here, as contrasting with the sense of ostracism, isolation, 
aloneness, of rejection, of not having, any roots, of 
belonging no place in particular. 
Transcendence refers to the very highest and most-
inclusive or holistic levels of human consciousness, behaving 
and relating, as ends rather than as means, whether to 
oneself, to significant others, to human being in general, to 
other species, to nature, or to the cosmos. 
Maslow stressed that all of these meanings of 
"transcendence" are naturalistic, empirical and not, 
supernatural or supermundane. 
Peak experience has important metaphysical implications 
because it reveals aspects of reality that are normally 
hidden or overlooked. For Maslow, it constituted what 
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religiously oriented people regarded as a genuine revelation. 
The emotion accompanying these experiences was exultation. 
Among the distinguishing characteristics of the peak 
experience found by Maslow (1970) were the following: (1) 
wholeness and concreteness: the object perceived will be seen 
as complete and as utterly unique. It is viewed in terms of 
itself and does not have to be related, or compared, to 
anything else in order to be appreciated. "It is seen as if 
it were all there was in the universe, as if it were all of 
being, synonymous with the universe" (2) It is perceived with 
care, if not love: "The caring minuteness with which a mother 
will gaze upon her infant again and again, will severely 
produce a more complete perception than the usual casual 
rubricizing which passes illegitimately for perception" (3) 
The object is seen in a non-instrumental and nonegocentric 
way, hence the peak experience "can then more readily look 
upon nature as if it were in itself and for itself, and not 
simply as if it were a human playground put there for human 
purposes". 
For Maslow the peak experience (in which stereotyped 
perception were pushed aside and the world again seen with a 
child's freshness) was able to join together the artist, the 
theologian and the scientist, at the moment of revelation or 
creative insight, extreme emotion, and at times, ecstasy. 
Indeed, the moment of discovery, whether esthetic, religious, 
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or scientific, has much in common with the peak experience 
and might even be regarded as one kind of peak experience. 
The term — "reconciliation" was used by William James 
to describe the central dimension that he had encountered in 
his own personal forays in to mystical states: "The keynote 
of it is invariably a reconciliation. It is as if the 
opposites of the world, whose contradictions and conflict 
make all our difficulties and troubles, were melted into 
unity". (James, 1962). 
Shaffer (1978) points out that for some humanistic 
psychologists, mystical or "cosmic" states of consciousness 
reveal to us the underlying unity of the entire universe. 
The experience of unity refers to a felt sense that one 
is joined to the world. It is as though a fundamental 
dualism that some have tried to challenge conceptually (the 
subject-object and being-world dichotomies) is obliterated at 
a most immediate, phenomenological level, and a person no 
longer feels separate from other people or from the universe 
at large. (Such an experience is often described as 
"mystical", though Ornstein (1972), because of the negative 
cannotations that sometimes accompany this word, prefers to 
call it "mystic" (p. 136). To give some sense of what he 
means by a mystic experience of unity, of "oneness" Ornstein 
quotes the well-known phrase from William Blake, "If the 
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quotes the well-known phrase from William Blake, "If the 
doors of perception were cleansed every thing would appear to 
man as it is, infinite" (Keynes, 1957, p.154). 
It was from this same quotations that Aldous Huxley 
drew the title for the Doors of Perception (1954), a book 
that describes the dramatically liberating effects of 
psychedelic drugs, which in the 1960s became prominently 
associated with consciousness expansion. 
Why is the experience of unity so important? Because, 
say the transformationalists, it can help us grasp dimensions 
of reality that we usually fail to perceive. It is a strongly 
holistic view that emphasizes the inter-connectedness of all 
living matter and it casts doubts on the existential view of 
man as ultimately alone. 
Cosmic consciousness may be regarded as the final stage 
in the development of consciousness (Kuroda, 1990). The 
development of cosmic consciousness is mainly due to 
meditation, and is promoted by abdominal breathing which 
brings about slow, deep breathing. 
Recent experimental data on Transcendental Meditation 
technique (TM), a sect of Mantra Yoga, support the view that 
breath suspension has a close relation to cosmic 
consciousness. Farrow and Hebert (1982) found that breath 
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s u s p e n s i o n i s a p h y s i o l o g i c a l c o r r e l a t e o f t h e p u r e 
consciousness expe r i ence . 
Of l a t e TM ( t r a n s c e n d i n t a l m e d i t a t i o n ) and i t s 
b i ochem ica l and p h y s i o l o g i c a l c o r r e l a t e s and t h e r a p e u t i c 
b e n e f i t s have been i n v e s t i g a t e d . S t u d i e s done by f o r e i g n 
expe r t s (Wal lace, 1970; B l o o m f i e l d , Cain and J a f f e , 1975; 
Smi th , 1976) and I n d i a n exper ts (S ingh, 1975; M ishra , Mishra 
and Murthy, 1974) have demonstrated i t s u t i l i t y w i t h c l i n i c a l 
c o n d i t i o n s s u c h as a n x i e t y s t a t e s , b r o n c h i a l a s t h a m a , 
hype r tens ion , psychogermic headaches, drug abuse, j u v e n i l e 
o f f e n c e c r ime and c e r t a i n p s y c h i a t r i c c o n d i t i o n s and in 
i n c reas ing c e r t a i n p e r s o n a l i t y needs l i k e n-deference, n-
i n t e r c e p t i o n , n-dominance, n-change and n-durance. 
Rao (1989) has suggested t h a t f o r r e s e a r c h pu rposes 
m e d i t a t i o n may be cons idered a process i n which a t t e n t i o n i s 
manipulated through one-po in ted concen t ra t i on which leads t o 
a l t e r a t i o n s o f c o n s c i o u s n e s s and expanded s u b j e c t i v e 
awareness. 
Rao a l s o m a i n t a i n s t h a t f u r t h e r t e x t u a l s t u d i e s o f 
c l a s s i c a l m e d i t a t i o n and t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f h i g h l y 
p r o f i c i e n t m e d i t a t o r s i n o r d e r t o u n d e r s t a n d t h e 
phenomenology o f m e d i t a t i o n i s o f g r e a t e r r e l e v a n c e t han 
r e c o r d i n g t h e p h y s i o l o g i c a l c o r r e l a t e o f " i n s t a n t " ' 
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One of the underlying assumption of transpersonal 
psychotherapy is that each human being has impulses toward 
spiritual growth, the capacity for growing and learning 
throughout life, and that this process can be facilitated and 
enhanced by psychotherapy. In this respect, it has much in 
common with growth-oriented humanistic approaches such as 
client-centered therapy, but goes beyond them in affirming 
the potentiality for self-transcendence beyond self-
actual ization. 
Like Jungian analysis, transpersonal therapy is 
essentially non-directive based on the belief that the psyche 
itself has the capacity for self-healing and that impulses 
towaras health and wholeness can be nourished and developed 
by a process of integration of unconscious aspects of the 
psyche (Clark, 1977). 
In his research with LSD psychotherapy, Stanishav Grof 
(1975) observed that all of his subjects transcended the 
psychodynamic framework and moved into transpersonal realms. 
This observation implies that a therapist operating in a 
theoretical context which does not include the transpersonal 
is necessarily limiting the potential growth of the client. 
However, Grof also point out that one of hazards of attaining 
transpersonal experiences is the tendency to value them too 
highly, and to devalue ordinary, every day life experience.by 
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Jung (1973), Ram Dass (1974) and others have noted the 
fact that a psychotherapist cannot take someone beyond where 
he/she has been. However, it is possible for theraoist and 
client to break new ground together if botn are willing to 
learn from each other as companions on the journey of self-
discovery. The therapist can also facilitate or impede tne 
clients further growth by communicating attitudes or beliefs 
concerning exploration beyond the range of his/her personal 
experience. A trans-personal therapist who follows a 
discipline which enhances inner awareness may find an 
increasing incidence of spontaneously occurring psychic 
phenomena in his/her life. The importance of extrasensory 
perception and intuition in psychotherapy is frequently 
acknowledged (Clark 1973; Cohen 1969) but in religious 
traditions extrasensory power are often considered dangerous 
and actively discouraged. Regardless of personal choice, the 
therapist who has a transpersonal perspective can work with 
the client for the integration of such, experience without 
imposing a belief system on the client. 
Just as a therapist has the responsibility for 
recognizing personal bias in personality theory, it is 
important for the transpersonal therapist to be aware of 
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personal bias in metaphysical belief systems, since beliefs 
inevitably shape perceptions and are subtly communicated to 
the client. The continuing task for the therapist is one of 
working on his/her attachment to whatever beliefs may be 
limiting his/her own capacity for clarity and transcendence. 
When a therapist is identified as having a 
transpersonal orientation, one would assume that he/she 
thereby affirms the validity and importance of the spiritual 
quest, and supports the integration of spirit, mind, emot'ons 
and body. One would also assume that he/she has had some 
meaningful transpersonal experience which has experimentally 
validated a transpersonal viewpoint. The therapist may also 
be assumed to be on his/her own path. A transpersonal 
orientation further implies a view of essential human nature 
as basically divine or transcendent. Psycho-therapy can then 
be defined as the process whereby the client gets in touch 
with his/her essential transpersonal nature. 
In a study of Glik (1988), participant observation 
among white, working a middle class spiritual healing groups 
in the Baltimore area (1981-1983) revealed distinct socio-
cultural and interpersonal patterns of action and influence. 
It is concluded that incorporation of explanatory models, 
social roles, myths, and symbols into the social, ideational, 
and ritual context of spiritual healing is essential to its 
therapeutic effect and that spiritual healing exemplifies a 
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symbolic healing system. A substantive theoretical model for 
healing research is suggested. 
Walker (1988) considered the role of induced 
experiences in spiritual development, specifically whether 
there is a particular religious experience that underlines 
all religious and that is the constitutive element o* 
religion. The importance of understanding the person and how 
that person is developing spirituality is emphasized. 
Helminiak (1988) summarizes E. Fromm's understanding of 
human nature and pinpoints his account of the human tendency 
to seek further perfection. Fromm argues that biological 
dichotomy results in contradictions that produce existential 
needs whose various resolutions determine passions and 
strivings, which are incessant and inherently unquenchable. 
Though not wholly unambiguous, his position is believed to be 
basically correct and supported by empirical evidence and 
logical argument. It presupposes a spiritual component in 
human nature that strives toward what is objectively correct 
and truly worthwhile, and so it is not only useful as a 
secular transformation of many traditionally religious 
concern but is also open to easy theistic and, ultimately, 
christian interpolation. It is concluded to be a basis for an 
account of spirituality that cuts across cultures and 
religions. 
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The " p o w e r w i t h i n " i s a h u m i n i s t i c t r a n s p e r s o n a l 
i m a g e r y t e c h n i q u e t h a t makes a c c e s s i b l e t o t h e c l i e n t 
r e s o u r c e s p r e v i o u s l y u n a v a i l a b l e f o r p e r s o n a l g r o w t h , 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g , and change. The a r t i c l e by C h a p l i n (1989) 
rev iews t he t h e o r y , t e c h n i q u e , and a p p l i c a t i o n o f t h i s 
t e c h n i q u e w i t h i n t h e c o n t e x t o f p s y c h o t h e r a p y . " n e 
l i t e r a t u r e rev iew p r e s e n t s a w ide range o f t h e o r e t i c a l 
exp lana t ions of the "power w i t h i n " exper ience . A d e t a i ' e d 
d e s c r i p t i o n o f the techn ique , p rov ides a framework by wh'ch 
i t c o u l d be e f f e c t i v e l y conduc ted w i t h i n p s y c h o t h e r a p y . 
F i n a l l y , t h r e e case examples are presented t o demonstrate -iLs 
t h e r a p e u t i c a p p l i c a t i o n . 
W i l l i a m James (1899) noted t h a t i n hypnosis one of h-s 
sub jec ts e x h i b i t e d s p l i t consciousness. While one pa r t of 
the person was aware o f what was o c c u r r i n g d u r i n g t h e 
s e s s i o n , a n o t h e r p a r t was a b s o l u t e l y u n a w a r e . I n h i s 
c o n t r o v e r s i a l work, James repor ted t h a t a sub jec t p r i cked 
w i t h a p in d u r i n g hypnosis communicated in w r i t i n g about the 
exper ience; but when quest ioned in the normal s t a t e , he was 
unaware o f the i n c i d e n t and dismissed h i s own w r i t i n g . 
Jung (1964) wrote of the p o t e n t i a l of the unconscious. 
He sa id t h a t the unconscious was the source of hidden f e a r s , 
a s o u r c e o f g r e a t s t r e n g t h , and a r e s o u r c e f o r s e l f -
a c t u a l i z a t i o n . Through the technique of a c t i v e imag ina t i on , 
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he encouraged clients to explore the symbolic representation 
of their unconscious. Jung (1970) wrote that only by coming 
to terms with the unconscious could the individual psyche 
develop and mature. 
Oyle (1976) recounted a case of how a young man's 
depression was lifted through a change in his conscious 
attitude. James (1958) referred to this processes as a 
"religious concession". According to James, the most powerful 
agent to facilitate the conversion was a vision of the 
"Livinghood". The therapeutic objective was to convince the 
client that there was a force within him through which he 
could be cured. Oyle (1976) accomplished this by guiding the 
client through a meditative process. Identifying the force, 
and receiving its advice. In the case cited, the client 
imaged a fairy who confronted his lack of personal care in 
the wake of his demanding work activities. Once confronted, 
the client changed his behaviour and the depression lifted. 
Neurologically, Oyle (1976) postulated this process as 
a method by which the two billion brain cells used for speech 
and rational thought communicate with the 11 billion other 
cells concerned with survival and adaptation. Oyle suggested 
that^healing occurs when the conscious and unconscious mind 
interact. 
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Emmons (1978) attempted to assimilate the God-directed 
and brain-directed definition of this phenomenon. He 
described this capacity as the "inner source" and defined it 
as a natural help within. Through mediation he encouraged 
clients to utilize their source of inner knowledge and to 
initiate their own self-contained systems of help. 
Allison (1980), in his work with multiple personality 
disorder, unexpectedly uncovered what he later came to call 
the "Inner-self helper". He described it as the aspect of the 
patient's consciousness that was exceptionally knowledgeable 
and competent. He said it was a helpful personality who 
guided the patient as well as assisted the clinician in 
therapy. 
Francuch (1981) wrote about the spiritual nature of 
this phenomenon. Within the context of therapy, he assisted 
clients in identifying and interacting with a "spiritual 
advisor". This he described as an ever-present entity that 
constituted the body of the "Grand Man: spiritual and natural 
world". Its function was the "Grand Man: Spiritual and 
Natural World". Its function was the continuous preservation 
of freedom by maintaining balance among affections and by 
giving continuous opportunity for choices, changes, and 
creati vity. 
Malimov (1982), a Russian psychologist, described the 
value of unconscious processes in accessing "hidden reserves" 
or "human potentials". Through group mediation, music, and 
breathing exercises, he facilitated the stimulation of 
imaginational processes that evoked archetypal inages and 
such conceptual symbols as "dignity", "f-eedcm", and 
"slavery". 
Ferrucci (1982) described a psychosynthei^ic technique 
of inner dialogue with the self. Through the process of 
vertical telepathy, he found that individua's could 
communicate with their super-consciousness ana through the 
dialogue access a powerful source of healing and nourshing 
love. 
Leuner (1984), in his work in guided affective imagery, 
also described this concept. He defined the "Inner Guide" as 
a positive symbolic figure that appears spontaneously or is 
occasionally chosen to lead the individual to creative 
therapeutic solutions on a symbolic level. 
Sheikh (1984) reported a summary of the imaging work of 
Bresler and Turbo (1979) and Rossman and Remem (1981), who 
studied the use of the "Inner Adviser" in pain management and 
persona! health. Bresler defined the "Inner ad/iser" as an 
imaginary living creative inside, suggestions, and desires. 
Rossman and Remen described it as a figure of wisdom and 
Cay I ,^  •^ 
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In 1975, Moody introudced what he called the near-
death experience (NDE) in his popular book "life - after 
life" and initiated the possibility that in some sense human 
beings may survive physical death. 
Looking at the near death experience as an altered 
state requires a general understanding of how consciousness 
operates. According to Tart (1975) what we consider as normal 
consciousness is in fact only one of countless ways of 
experiencing or, more precisely, constructing reality. Within 
the psyche a number of psychological structures operates as a 
system. The particular organization of these structures 
determines the state of consciousness and particular kind of 
reality experienced. 
Quimby (1989) developed a consciousness model of the 
near death experience (NDE) that incorporates the work of 
Tart (1975), Wilber (1980). Grof (1985), and Grosio (1984). 
This model views the NDE as an altered state of consciousnes 
triggered by the threat of imminent physical death. The 
individual is propelled without warning into modes of 
consciousness containing psychic and spiritual elements 
representing higher order developmental stages but bearing 
the particular stamp of a death related archetype. In 
temporarily visiting stages closer to full completion of his 
or her developmental possibilities, powerful but unfamiliar 
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potentials may be activated that can be fully actualized only 
through sustained spiritual work. 
According to Moody some people who had recovered from 
close encounter with death reported s strange and quite 
similar constellation of experiences. While no two people 
described what occurred in exactly the same way, most 
mentioned such events as experiencing their consciousness 
functioning outside of the physical body, traveling through a 
tunnel, seeing deceased friends and relatives, encountering a 
being of light, experiency a life review, making a decision 
to return, and having difficulty communicating what happened. 
Researchers like Ring (1980) and Sabon (1982) in turth 
confirmed that, indeed, what Moody had described as the NDE 
was reported by many other and seemed to occur in about one-
third of these instances when people come very close to 
death. 
Ring (1984) has identified additional features of the 
NDE reported by individuals who described a particularly 
profound experience. This, Ring has called the core NDE, the 
features of which, arranged to convey a coherent picture, 
include: 
(1) [an] incredible speed and sense of acceleration as one 
approches. (2) the light that (3) Glows with an over whelming 
brilliance and yet (4) does not heart one's eyes ....One 
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feels in the presence of the light {b). Hure love, ce) total 
acceptance, (7) forgiveness of sins, and (8) a sense of home 
coming .... (9) communication with the light is 
instantaneous and non verbal and the light (10) imparts 
knowledge of a universal nature as well as (11) enables one 
to see or understand he [her] entire life so that (12) it is 
clear what truly matters in life. One may be aware of (13) 
transcendental music, (14) paradisiacal environments, and 
(15) cities of light as one progresses further into the 
experience. And finally (16) once having encountered the 
light, one yearns to remain with it forever. 
That the NDE is an event within the psyche of ordinary 
people who, for what ever reasons, have had a close brush 
with death. This conclusion is very much in agreement with 
the Sufi theory which maintains that even ordinary people can 
have mystic experience because of divine grace and that the 
Sufi sees signs of God in his own psyche. 
The NDE has trigger the beginning of a transformation 
to a higher level of consciousnes that has been fully 
achieved only by a handful of the world's great mystics. To 
complete that journey sucessfully requires much work. 
As an experience intimately associated with the termination 
of life, yet having a profound impact on the subsequent 
experience of living, it qualifies par excellence as a major 
altered state of consciousness. 
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The theory o f p a r t i c l e phys ics t e l l s us t h a t the e n t i r e 
un i ve rse i s i n a cont inuous s t a t e of f l o w or f ' u x . A l l l i f e 
and mat te r are p a r t of a cont inuous cosmic t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . 
Our p resent l i f e i s on ly a f l e e t i n g moment i n tne g rea t f low 
o f r e a l i t y . I n t h i s knowledge l i e s our l i b e r a - i c n from the 
a c i e t i e s and f e a r o f l i f e and d e a t h , and our p a t h t o 
cont inued growth and s p i r i t u a l e v o l u t i o n . 
I n the west psychotherapy t r i e s t o change t r e contents 
o f consc iousness, wh i l e m e d i t a t i o n t r ans fo rm rorsc iousness 
i t s e l f . The NDE i n v o l v e s a p o w e r f u l a l t e ' - a t i o n o f 
consciousness i n which unconscious elements emerge. In using 
the term unconscious t o d iscuss a l t e r e d - s t a t e prenoema, i t 
i s impera t i ve t o make c l e a r t h a t unconscious snould not be 
u n d e r s t o o d i n F r e u d i a n sense o f r e p r e s s e d • n s t i n c t u a l 
i m p u l s e s . Such a r e d u c t i o n i s t i c app roach wou lc ce no more 
u s e f u l i n e l u c i d a t i n g near - d e a t h phenomena ' h a n models 
a t t r i b u t i n g t h e e x p e r i e n c e t o a b n o r m a l i t i e s i n b r a i n 
f u n c t i o n i n g . 
I n W i l b e r ' s view (1980) t he re i s an inherent power fu l , 
e v o l u t i o n a r y t h r u s t in the cosmos cha rac te r i zed b/ movement 
t h r o u g h what p h i l o s o p h e r s have c a l l e d t h e Grea t c h a i n o f 
Being - f rom m a t t e r t o l i f e ( b o d y ) t o mind t c s p i r i t . 
A c c o r d i n g t o W i l b e r human deve lopmen t i s a i i c r o s c o m i c 
r e p l i c a o f macrocosmic e v o l u t i o n . We come i n t o t m s wor ld a t 
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birth bearing this thrust and pattern as a pure potential 
that, given proper conditions, operaters throughout our lives 
to unfold successively higher levels or stages experienced as 
movement from sub-consciousness to self-consciousness to for 
some few, superconsciousness. Wilber turns to the world's 
great mystics and sages, particularly those of the East, who 
have personally experienced and extensively described the 
higher levels of consciousness. 
According to Wilber, as development proceeds, the 
individual moves from the low to the high subtle. This is the 
realm of high religious intitution and literal inspiration; 
of symbolic visions; the blue, gold, and whitelight; of 
illuminations and brightness upon brightness. It is the realm 
of higher presences, guides, and angelic beings, which, 
although they initially and necessarily appear are, according 
to Wilber, simply high-archetypal forms of one's own being. 
These statements of Wilber again seem to be the reminder of 
the world's great Sufis like Rumi and Ibn-Arabi that has 
already been quoted in the present work. 
Grof (1S85), a clinician, using psychedelic patients 
and "normal" individuals, extensively explored and mapped the 
unconscious. Grof discovered three great realms or levels of 
unconscious experience. He identified a psychodynamic or 
biographical unconscious containing contents once experienced 
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i n waking consciousness but f o r g o t t e n repressed. This i s the 
l e v e l o f the unconscious descr ibed by Freud. 
The p e r i n a t a l realm c h a r a c t e r i z e d by the c o n f r o n t a t i o n 
w i t h b i r t h and death i s sa id by Grof t o separate the pu re ly 
p e r s o n a l u n c o n s c i o u s d e s c r i b e d by F r e u d f r o m t h e 
t ranspersona l o r superconscious stages i n W i l b e r ' s Model. 
E n t r a n c e i n t o t h e t r a n s p e r s o n a l r e q u i r e s s u c c e s s f u l 
n e g o t i a t i o n o f t he l eve l of b i r t h and death . 
C l i n i c a l obse rva t i ons from LSD psychotherapy suggest 
t h a t the human unconscious con ta ins r e p o s i t o r i e s or ma t r i ces , 
the a c t i v a t i o n o f which leads t o the r e l i v i n g of b i o l o g i c a l 
b i r t h a n d / o r p r o f o u n d c o n f r o n t a t i o n w i t h d e a t h . The 
r e s u l t i n g p r o c e s s o f d e a t h and r e b i r t h i s t y p i c a l l y 
assoc ia ted w i t h an opening of i n t r i n s i c s p i r i t u a l areas i n 
the human mind t h a t a re i ndependen t o f t h e i n d i v i d u a l ' s 
r a c i a l , c u l t u r a l and educat iona l background. 
Ly ing a t t h e t r a n s p e r s o n a l o r deepes t l e v e l o f t h e 
unconscious as mapped by Grof are a l l v a r i e t i e s o f psychic 
and s p i r i t u a l expe r iences , i n c l u d i n g t e l e p a t h y , c l a i voyance , 
p r e c o g n i t i o n , o u t - o f - t h e - b o d y e x p e r i e n c e , as w e l l as t h e 
emergence of power fu l a rchetypa l e lements. 
G r o f a r g u e s on t h e b a s i s o f h i s work t h a t t h e s e 
m a t r i c e s can be a c t i v a t e d , no t o n l y t h r o u g h r i t u a l i s t i c 
p r a c t i c e s and e x p l o r a t i o n o f the deep unconscious but a lso by 
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any threat to the physical suvival of the organism. 
According to Grosso the near death experience act ivates 
an archetype of the c o l l e c t i v e ( transpersonal) unconscious. 
An a r c h e t y p e , as d e s c r i b e d by Jung , i s an i n h e r i t e d 
p s y c h o l o g i c a l s t r u c t u r e t h a t g i v e s shape t o u n i v e r s a l 
elements of human experience and i s exper ienced through 




It is clear from the previous chapters that there are 
two aspects of the present investigation. The first concerns 
with the development of spirituality as related to age, sex, 
and religion. The second aspect is directed at exploring if 
needs (motives) intervene in some way in the individual's 
spiritual orientation. 
Since there is no existing literature in psychology 
directly pertaining to an empirical study of "humanistic 
spirituality", only broad (general) hypotheses have been 
formulated. The hypotheses are as follows: 
1. Individuals falling in the higher age groups differ from 
those in the lower age groups in terms of their spiritual 
orientation. 
2. Men and women differ in terms of their spiritual 
orientation. 
3. Hindus and Muslims differ in terms of their spiritual 
orientation. 
4. Individuals with higti spiritual orientatKjn dilfer in 
their need configuration from those with low spiritual 
orientation. 
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5. Certain needs contribute significantly to spiritual 
orientation. 
6. The needs contributing significantly to religiosity will 
differ from the needs contributing to spirituality. 
The data was collected from the teachers of Aligarh 
Muslim University. The sample and the tools used for the 
collection of the data are described below: 
SAMPLE 
The sample consisted of two hundred and twenty teachers 
(Lecturers, Readers and Professors) of the various faculties 
of the Aligarh Muslim University. The total number of 
teachers in A.M.U., according to a recent list of teaching 
staff is eleven hundred and fifty. Originally three hundred 
teachers were randomly selected from the list and were 
requested to participate in the research work. Out of three 
hundred only two hundred and thirty subjects responded to the 
tests and inventories which were given to them. In the final 
selection only two hundred twenty samples filled up the 
spiritual orientation inventory, one subject did not fill up 
the Need test, and eleven subjects did not responded to 
religiosity scale. 
The subject belonged to both Muslims and Hindu 
communities. Both male and female subjects were included in 
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t h e sample . The age o f t h e s u b j e c t s v a r i e d f r om 24-60 y e a r s . 
I fm : ;a i i i | ) l ( i \ r. o x p o c t u c J IAJ bo i iwiLi^t iud w i t h r u s p o c L Lo 
e d u c a t i o n and i n somewhere t o s o c i o - e c o n o m i c s t a t u s . The 
'juti)|)lo bt oak i'o as f o l l o w s ; 




R e l i g i o n - w i s e b reakup o f t h e sample 
R e l i g i o n Number 
Musl im 163 
Hindu 57 
Age-wise breakup o f t h e sample 
Age Group Number 
24-29 yea rs 49 
30-39 yea rs 84 
40-49 yea rs 49 
50-60 yea rs 38 
On t h e w h o l e t h e sample i s r e p r e s e n t a t i v e o f t h e 
t e a c h i n g s t a f f p o p u l a t i o n o f A .M.U . 
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MEASURE OF SPIRITUALITY 
Spiritual Orientation Inventory (Elkins et al.) 
This inventory was constructed by Elkins et al. (1938). 
It is a measure based on humanistic model to measure 
spirituality more comprehensively without equating it with 
narrow religious believes, ritual, and practices. In -act 
Elkins et al . has made the pioneer towards operationally 
defining spirituality and constructing a test to measure it. 
The first step in the- actual construction of the 
inventory was the generation of an item pool covering our 
nine components of spirituality. Drawing on the information 
from review of the literature, and interviews with the 
highly spiritual persons, and our examination of other 
published measures. The authors initially wrote 200 items for 
the inventory. The second step was a preliminary item 
delimitation and content validity study. The 200 items were 
presented to five experts in psychology and spirituality for 
evaluation. The experts were instructed to consider their 
total reaction to an item, including, but not limited to, 
such criteria as clarity, readability, goodness of "fit" wth 
the factor of spirituality under consideration, and their own 
agreement or disagreement with the content of the item as 
being relevant to spirituality. These expert evaluations were 
used to eliminate all items that failed to achieve an average 
rating of about 4. This procedure paved the inventory down to 
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157 items. These 157 items were used in the construction of 
the preliminary form of the inventory. Thus the initial 
"research form" of the inventory consisted of 157 statements 
reflective of nine dimensions of spirituality. Through 
statistical studies, the inventory was further delimited to 
85 items. Subjects were instructed to indicate degree of 
agreement or disagreement with each item using the following 
guide: 1. Intensely disagree, 2. Strongly disagree, 3. 
Disagree, 4. Uncertain, 5. Agree, 6. Strongly agree, 7. 
Intensely agree. Below are the nine subscales of the 
spiritual orientation Inventory which are based on nine 
components of spirituality discussed in Chapter I. 
1. Transcendent Dimension subscale: This consists of thirteen 
items. 
2. Meaning and purpose subscale: This consists of ten items. 
3. Mission in life subscale: This consist of nine items. 
4. Sacredness of life subscale: This consist of fifteen 
i terns . 
5. Material values subscale: This consists of six items. 
6. Altruism subscale: This consists of seven items. 
7. Idealism subscale: This consists of ten items. 
8. Awareness of the tragic subscale: This consists of five 
1tems. 
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9. Fruits of spirituality subscale: This consists of ten 
items. 
The scoring involves simply summing the number's 
circle. There are some negatively scored items, and on these, 
the scoring is simply reversed e.g., a7 becomes a1; ae 
becomes a2 etc. 
Elkins (1987) conducted a thorough alpha reliability 
study, using data from 96 administration of the inventory. In 
this study. Alpha ranged from .81 to .98 for the nine scales. 
Laun and Elkins (1988) conducted a construct validity 
study of the inventory by comparing the scores of 24 adults 
nominated by a panel as "highly spiritual" persons ,^ ith the 
scores of 96 graduate students in psychology. The research 
hypothesis was that the "high spirituals" would score 
significantly higher on the spiritual orientation inventory 
than the graduate students. Data analysis by means of a one-
tailed t-test indicated that the total inventory and eight of 
the nine subscales significantly differentiated between the 
two groLps in the direction specified. The number of items in 
the inventory were delimited by statistical analysis. A Mann 
Whitney U was used to identify those individual items that 
signif iC3:ntly differentiated between the "high spirituals" 
and the others in the study noted in the preceding paragraph. 
Using this approach, the number of inventory items was 
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reduced t o 85 . Thus an 8 5 - i t e m " r e s e a r c h f o r m " o f t h e 
i n v e n t o r y i s now a v a i l a b l e . On t h i s s h o r t e r f o r m , a l p h a -
ranged from .75 t o .95 on the n ine s c a l e s . 
An e n l a r g e d , h u m a n i s t i c app roach t o s p i r i t u a l i t y , 
o f f e r s an o p p o r t u n i t y t o s tudy t h e s p i r i t u a l i t y o f such 
persons i n a more s e n s i t i v e manner who are i n a quest f o r a 
l i f e of depth and meaning. According t o E l k i n s e t al . the 
s p i r i t u a l development of those people deserves to be t r e a t e d 
w i t h respect and s e n s i t i v i t y by those s tudy ing s p i r i t u a l i t y . 
But i f psychology uses d e f i n i t i o n s , models, and assessment 
approaches t o s p i r i t u a l i t y t h a t confuse i t w i t h r e l i g i o u s 
b e l i e f s and p r a c t i c e s , i t w i l l o n l y d i s c o u n t and 
misunderstand the s p i r i t u a l i t y o f these people . 
I n the c l i n i c a l arena a h u m a n i s t i c s p i r i t u a l i t y can 
provide psychology w i t h a l e g i t i m a t e , n o n - r e l i g i o u s approach 
t o t h e t h e r a p u t i c t r e a t m e n t o f c l i e n t s s u f f e r i n g f r o m 
s p i r i t u a l d i s t r e s s . 
For the p resent study the r e l i a b i l i t y and v a l i d i t y o f 
t he t e s t was a l s o de te rm ined on a s m a l l sample in t h e 
f o l l o w i n g manner. 
F i f t y s u b j e c t s were r a n d o m l y p i c k e d up f o r t h e 
d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f t h e r e l i a b i l i t y . The r e l i a b i l i t y was 
determined by Kuder Richardson Method f o r the 9 dimensions o f 
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the s p i r i t u a l i t y . Th i s method g i v e s us a c o e f f i c i e n t o f 
i n t e r n a l cons is tency by i n c l u d i n g both i tem s p e c i f i c i t y and 
i tem h e t e r o g e n e i t y under e r r o r v a r i a n c e . We o b t a i n t he 
f o l l o w i n g r e l i a b i l i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r each o f t h e 9 
dimensions o f s p i r i t u a l i t y . 
R e l i a b i l i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s 
Transcendental 
Meaning and purposes 
Miss ion i n L i f e 
Sacredness 
M a t e r i a l va lues 
A l t r u i s m 
Ideal ism 
Awareness o f the t r a g i c 










Validity was determined by selecting external criteria. 
When the scoring was completed for all the subjects, 15 
subjects were picked up from the high, average and low 
spirituals determined on the basis of P25 and P-,^. In all 
these 45 subjects were then given a small questionnaire 
regarding the inc-dents of peak experience which was devised 
by Wuthrow (1978). 
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This questionnaire served as an external criteria for 
the determination of validity of the spiritual orientation 
inventory. The subjects were asked questions about 3 kinds 
of peak experiences i.e. contact with the sacred, beauty of 
nature and harmony with the universe. The questions were as 
follow: 
(1) If you ever had the feeling that you were in close 
contact with something holy or sacred. 
(2) Have you ever experienced the beauty and nature in a 
deeply moving way? 
(3) Have you ever had the feeling that you were in harmony 
with the universe? 
The subject's responses were tabulated in form of "Yes' 
and 'No'. After this the frequency of subjects giving 'Yes' 
and the frequency of subjects giving 'No' responses were 
tabulated in each of the 3 spiritual groups pertaining to 
each of the 3 kinds of peak experience. 
In each of the 3 spiritual groups, the frequency of the 
subjects giving 'Yes' and the frequency of the subjects 
giving 'No' responses to any one type of peak experience was 
tabulated. 
This way we compare the frequency of the responses from 
among the 3 spiritual groups to the 3 types of peak 
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experiences. Then the chi-square was computed to test the 
hypothesis as to whether the groups differed significantly 
from each other. The tables showing the frequency of 
subjects giving either type of responses pertaining to high, 
medium and low spirituality and their chi-square values are 
shown below. 
Contact with the sacred 
Yes No 
High spirituals 15 0 15 
Medium spirituals 9 6 15 
Low spirituals 3 12 15 
Total 27 18 45 
X^ = 20, Significant level = >.01 
Beauty of Nature 
Yes No 
High spirituals 10 5 15 
Medium spirituals 7 8 15 
Low spirituals 2 13 15 
Total 19 26 45 
2 
X =9.04, Significant level - >.05 <.01 
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Harmony with the Universe 
Yes No 
High spirituals 13 2 15 
Medium spirituals 8 7 15 
Low spi n tuals 1 1 -^  "15 
Total 22 23 45 
X^ = ig.sg, Significant level = >.01 
NEED MEASURE: Meenakshi Personality Inventory 
Among the personality theories that have stinulated 
test development, one of the most pro""-fie has been tne 
manifest need system proposed by Murray a-d his associated at 
the Harward Psychological clinic (Murra> et al . , 1923). ~o 
most ccTiprehensive inventory designed to assess the strength 
of such needs is the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
(EPPS). Beginning with 15 needs drawn from Murray's test, 
Edwards prepared sets of items whose content appeared to f-t 
each of these needs. 
T^e inventory consists of 210 pairs of statements, -n 
Which Items from each of the 15 scale are paired with iters 
fro. the other 14. w.thin each pair, the examine must 
Choose one statement as more character i sf c of himsel'. TP-e 
EPPS utilizes several in geneous internal checks. To P^ovice 
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an index of respondent consistency, 15 pairs of statement are 
repeated in identical form. 
The EPPS measuring the 15 needs was adopted in Hindi by 
Bhatnagar, Meenakshi Personality inventory is a modified 
version of EPPS in Hindi based on only ten needs. 
The ten needs and their definitions are given below: 
Abasement - Tc submit passively to external force. To accept 
injury, blame, criticism, punishment. To surrender. To become 
resigned to fate. To admit inferiority, error, wrongdoing or 
defeat. To confess and atone. To blame, belitt'e, or mutilate 
the self. To seek and enjoy pain, punishment, illness, and 
misfortune. 
Achievement - To accomplish something difficult. To master, 
manipulate, or organise physical objects, hunan beings, or 
ideas. To do this as rapidly and as independently as 
possible. To o/ercome obstacles and attain a high standard. 
To excel onese'f. To rival and surpass others. To increase 
self regard by the successful exercise of talent. 
Affiliation - To draw near and enjoyable cooperate or 
reciprocate with an allied other (an other who resembles the 
subject or whc likes the subject). To please and with 
affection of a collected object. To adhere anc remain loyal 
to a friend. 
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Aggression - To overcome opposition forcefully. To fight. To 
revenge an injury. To attack, injure, or kill another. To 
oppose forcefully or punish another. 
Autonomy - To get free, shake off restraint, breakout, of 
confinement. To resist coercion and restriction. To avoic: or 
quit activities prescribed by domineering authorities, 'z be 
independent and free to act according to impulse, 'o be 
unattached, irresponsible. To defy convention. 
Dominance - To control one's human environment. To influence 
or direct the behaviour of others by suggestion, reduction, 
persuasion, or command. To dissuade, restrain, or prohibit. 
Exhibition - To make an impression. To be seen and heard. Tc 
excite, amaze, fascinate, entertain, sheeck, intrigue, amuse, 
or entice others. 
Nurturance - To give sympathy and gratify the needs of a 
helpless object: an infant or any object that is weak, 
disabled, tired, inexperienced, infirm, defeated, 
humiliated, lonely, dejected, sick, mentally confused. To 
assist an object in danger. To feed, help, support, console, 
protect, comfort, nurse, heal. 
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Succorance - To have one's needs gratified by the sympathetic 
aid of an allied object. To be nursed, supported, sustained, 
surrounded, protected, loved, advised, guided, indulged, 
forgiven, consoled. To remain close to a devoted protector. 
To always have a supporter. 
Endurance - To persist in any task undertaken. The subjec" 
high on endurance is typically self-controllea ar.2 
responsible, but also idealistic and concerned about trut-
and justice. By nature conventional, he may nonetheless 
(because of his sense of rectitude) find himself championing 
unconventional ideas and unpopular causes. The low-scorer on 
endurance, on the other hand, is erratic and impatient, 
intolerant of prolonged effort or attention, and apt tc 
change in an abrupt and quixotic manner. 
The above written needs are measured by scale which has 
twenty statements. Each statement is based on "What a person 
likes and what he loves" i.e. each statement denotes which 
type of psychological needs are predominant in a person. 
Since, the inventory measures ten different needs of a 
person. It has ten sub-scales. 
Each subscales measures a particular need. Effort has 
been made to match the "social desirability" of the two 
statements making up a pair (the subject has to choose one of 
the statements}. 
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I n o ther words the " s o c i a l d e s i r a b i l i t y " . Of each item 
c o n s i s t i n g of two statements i s almost same. 
L ike EPPS^the inven to ry i ^ ^ - ^ U ^ : ^ - - pi-l^^^-^i^^^ ^^^--Ic^'^j 
the s t r e n g t h o f each need i s expressed, not i n absolute 
te rms, but in r e l a t i o n t o the s t r e n g t h of the i n d i v a j a l ' s 
o ther needs. The frame of re ference in i p s a t i v e sccr-ng is 
the i n d i v i d u a l r a t h e r than the normat ive sample whene/er an 
i n d i v i d u a l responds by express ing a p re fe rence f o r one item 
aga ins t another , the r e s u l t i n g score i s i psa t - ' ve . Under these 
c o n d i t i o n s , two i n d i v i d u a l s w i t h i d e n t i c a l scores on the EPPS 
may d i f f e r markedly i n the abso lu te s t r e n g t h o f t h e i r needs. 
1 s i m i l a r l y l i k e t h e EPPS i n v e n t o r y p r o v i d e s an 
-'A 
ingenuous i n t e r n a l check. To prov ide an index of respondent 
c o n s i s t e n c y , t e n p a i r s o f s t a t e m e n t s a re r e p e a t e d i n a 
i d e n t i c a l fo rm. I f the sub jec t gave a d i f f e r e n t response to 
more than th ree p a i r s of statements the answer sheet cf the 
sub jec t was r e j e c t e d . 
R e l i a b i l i t y : The s p l i t - h a l f r e l i a b i l i t y o f Meenaksh i 
p e r s o n a l i t y i n v e n t o r y f o r t he t e n s u b s c a l e s (based en t e n 
d i f f e r e n t needs) are repor ted as f o l l o w s : 
n-achievement ( . 7 0 ) , n - e x h i b i t i o n ( . 6 2 ) , 
n-autonomy ( . 7 4 ) , n - a f f i 1 i a t ion ( . 7 6 ) , 
n-succorance ( . 7 2 ) , n-dominance ( . 8 5 ) , 
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n-abasement ( . 8 0 ) , n -nur turance ( . 7 0 ) , 
n-endurance ( . 8 5 ) , and n-aggress ion ( .76) 
V a l i d i t y : U s i n g t h e h i n d i v e r s i o n o f Edward p e r s o n a l 
pr-eference schedule by Bhatnagar i s used as e x t e r n a l c r - - e n a 
f o r d e t e r m i n i n g t he v a l i d i t y o f t h e p r e s e n t s c a ^ e , The 
scores on the ten sub sca les are compared w i t h the scores on 
the same needs i n the EPPS. The f o l l o w i n g c o r - e ' s - i o n 
represen t the v a l i d i t y scores of the present t e s t . 
n-achievement ( . 6 2 ) , n - e x h i b i t i o n ( . 5 6 ) , 
n-autonomy ( . 5 0 ) , n - a f f i 1 i a t i o n ( . 4 2 ) , 
n-succorance ( . 4 0 ) , n-dominance ( . 5 5 ) , 
n-abasement ( . 4 6 ) , n -nur turance ( . 5 0 ) , 
n-endurance ( . 4 8 ) , and n-aggression ( .45) 
The i nven to ry can be used i n d i f f e r e n t s i t u a t i o n s f o r 
example, in understanding a p e r s o n a l i t y , i n terms o f needs, 
in the guidance o f s tuden ts , in understanding the d e s i r a b l e 
and u n d e s i r a b l e b e h a v i o u r r e l a t i n g t o d i s c i p l i n e and 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n and consequent ly o f f e r i n g in such a s i t u a t i o n . 
The i nven to ry can a lso be used f o r research purposes e . g . in 
the e x p l a n a t i o n o f p e r s o n a l i t y c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s as r e l a t e d to 
e d u c a t i o n a l , and business f a c t s and problems f i g u r e s . 
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RELIGIOSITY SCALE (Deka & Broota, 1985). 
The r e l i g i o s i t y s c a l e m e a s u r e s t h e e x t e n t o f an 
i n d i v i d u a l ' s d e p e n d e n c y on t h e s u p e r n a t u r a l b e i n g and 
adherence to the d o c t r i n e s of one 's f a i t h . 
The f i n a l s c a l e cons is ted o f 44 i tems ou t of which 25 
were p o s i t i v e and 19 were n e g a t i v e . The p resence c f oo th 
n e g a t i v e l y and p o s i t i v e l y worded i tems i s e s s e n t i a l , f o r i t 
avoids the tendency of the respondent t o develop a response 
s e t , t h a t might occur , were the i tems on ly p o s i t i v e or only 
n e g a t i v e . 
R e l i a b i 1 i t y 
The reliability of the final scale was established 
using the split-half technique. The reliability co-ef-icient 
of the half tests was .91 (using pearsons product moment). 
The obtained value was corrected for length using Spearman 
Brown formula and was 0.96. 
Validity of the religiosity scale 
Scales which are measures of attitudes and values are 
extremely difficult to validate against external crite'-ia or 
overt beha\iour. 
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Attitude scores need not correlate with over behaviour, 
eg. an individual who accepts the churches, temples and 
mosques as being centres of corruption, may still continue to 
visit them because of social reasons. Most attitude scales 
can only claim face validity (Freeman, 1965). 
The present religiosity scale being an attitude scale, 
also claims to have face validity, since the items that make 
up the scale are self evident, the items refer to belief in 
and dependency on God or some supernatural being. The items 
also attempt to tap the extent of a subject's adherence to 
the doctrines of his religious faith. Furthermore, the 
validity of each item has been determined by procedure of 
item analysis by setting up two criteria groups using the 
upper 27% and lower 21% of the cases from the try-out sample 
(Guilford, 1954). 
The 44 items were scored using Likert's techniques of 
weighted score (Likert, 1932). The positive statements were 
given the following weights: 
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
disagree 
5 4 3 2 1 
Negative statement were scored vice-versa. 
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DESIGN: 
Spiritual orientation constituted the deoendent 
variable in the study, and the ten needs (measured by 
Meenakshi personality Inventory) together with age, sex, and 
religion constituted the independent variables. Re"ig"^ osity 
was also another dependent variable of the study -itn the 
needs being the independent variables. 
Information with regard to age, sex, and relicicn was 
obtained from the subjects on the title of each quesfcrnaire 
since it was not necessary that each subject would f-.'.l up 
all the questionnaire. 
One of the objectives of the study was to probe :- the 
groups based on Age, sex, and religion differed in ter-.s of 
spirituality configurations as well as specific spi r"~L.al i ty 
dimensions. For this end, the coefficient of ;:rc-ile 
similarity (rp) developed by Cattell was calculated. 
Another objective of the study was to explore i- the 
individuals having degrees of spiritual orientation (-;igh, 
average and low) differed from each other in terms o" need-
configurations as well as specific individual needs. 
Therefore, on step of the investigation was to comp='-6 the 
"high spirituals" with "low spirituals" in terms c" need 
configuration P75 and P25 of the distribution of scc-es on 
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spirituality were selected as cut out points to demarcate the 
high spirituals from the low spirituals. 
In order to answer the question if the groups differed 
in need patterns, the coefficient of profile similarity (rp), 
developed by Cattell was calculated. 
The index of profile similarity (rp) Developed by 
Cattell (1949) is helpful in comparing similarity of two 
profiles with respect to shape, level and accentuation 
(steepness). According tc Cattell (1955), the rp has 
certain advantages ower other measures of profile similarity 
such as 'd' suggested Osgaad and Suci (1958). Cattell's rp 
takes account of the 'matrix' and number of dimensions and 
provides convenient functioning which is similar to r in 
distribution and varies from +1 for complete agreement of 
profiles through zero for ro relation, and to-1 for complete 
inverse relation. 
The configurational comparison among the groups 
required that scores on all the variables are transformed 
into standard scores by finding the distance of mean of the 
group on one variable frorr, the mean of all subjects and 
representing the distance into units of standard deviation, 
i.e., Z-scores. Another important aspect of group to group 
comparison is the fact that Cattell (1970) pointed out that 
members of specified groups such as those belonging to some 
no 
o 
occupation or suffering from some psychosamatic illness are 
not to considered as the matters of a sample obtained by 
using the method of random sampling. Due to the fact that 
unlike members of random sample, the members of specific 
groups formed on the basis of similarity amorg them are more 
homogenous, there is no justification for using the stanaard 
deviation of the population. Realising the aforesaia 
difficulty and the fact that standard deviation of means of 
family of groups is yet to be empirically deiiermined. Cattell 
suggested that as a first approximation there is n 
alternative but to fall back on the sigma of random groups. 
Accordingly, he proposed that standard deviation of group 
means can be approximated by considering the group S.Ds. as 
determined for random groups of 100 sjbjects. This 
estimafion led to the estimate g = 1/10. ~o compare two 
groups, therefore, the difference between means of two 
groups, ie "d' was to be multiplied by 10 or resulting 'Ed^' 
by 100. 
The coefficient of pattern similarity for the data of 
the present study could not be calculated by accepting 
Cattell'3 proposal as such. While Cattell assumed that the 
mean is based on* 100 observations, means calculated in the 
present study, were based on smaller number cf subjects. Thus 
it was considered more appropriate to consder Cattel's 
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proposal with the modification that resulting Ed'^  was to be 
multiplied by the actual number of subjects. 
The rp between any two groups was calculated through 
the following formula -
2 K - d^ 
^p 3 
2 K + d"^  
(where K is the median of chi-square distribution with 
degrees of freedom equal to the number of elements 
(dimensions of spirituality) used, d denotes the difference 
of the two groups on each dimension mean Z-score). 
The coefficient of profile similarity was computed for 
the following groups: 
Spirituality profile: 
1. The Hindu and Muslim groups 
2. The Male and Female groups 
3. The six comparison groups based on four age groups i.e. 
24-29 years (group I); 30-39 years (group II); 40-49 years 
(group III); 50-60 years (group IV). 
a) Group I and group II 
b) Group I and Group III 
c) Group I and Group IV 
d) Group II and Group m 
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e) Group II and Group IV 
f) Group III and Group IV 
Need P r o f i l e : 
4. "High S p i r i t u a l s " and the "Low s p i r i t u a l " grrups 
5. The "High S p i r i t u a l " and "Average S p i r i t u a l s " groups 
6. The "Low S p i r i t u a l " and the "Average S p i r i t u a l " groups. 
The p a t t e r n o f s i m i l a r i t y between t h e s p i r i t u a l i t y 
p r o f i l e s (and the need p r o f i l e ) of any two groups provides a 
b r o a d c o n c l u s i o n w i t h r e g a r d t o a s i n r ^ a r i t y o r 
d i s s i m i l a r i t y i n t he genera l p a t t e r n . I n o r d e r t o o b t a i n 
i n fo rma t i on about the p a r t i c u l a r s p i r i t u a l i t y d^^^ensions as 
to how they are i n f l u e n c e d by the v a r i a b l e s o f age, sex and 
r e l i g i o n , as w e l l a s , t o what e x t e n t p a r t i c u l a r need 
c o n t r i b u t e s in a s i g n i f i c a n t manner t o s p i r i t u a " i t y , o ther 
s t a t i s t i c a l p rocedu res t h a t wou ld p e r m i t more i n d e p t h , 
meaningful i n f o r m a t i o n s were a p p l i e d . 
C r i t i c a l r a t i o s (CR's) were computed in orcer to f i n d 
out whether the d i f f e r e n c e in the means of any two groups in 
terms o f t o t a l s p i r i t u a l i t y as w e l l as i n t e r . - s of n i n e 
dimensions of s p i r i t u a l i t y were s i g n i f i c a n t . S im- la r l> CR's 
were a l s o c a l c u l a t e d t o f i n d o u t whe the r t h e rr;eans, need 
scores (10 needs ; o f h i g h , average and low s p - r i t u a l i t y 
groups, d i f f e r e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y or no t . 
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In view of the large number of variables the technique 
of multivariate analysis was employed in order to reach at 
the desired conclusions. 
Multiple regression analysis was conducted to obtain 
the relationship of the independent variables (10 needs) with 
the dependent variable of religiosity and spirituality in t'ne 
various comparison groups. 
Canonical correlation was used to determine the 
relationship between the independent variables (10 needs) anc 
nine dimensions of spirituality as dependent variables. As 
Dillion and Goldstein (1984) have pointed out that canonica"" 
correlation analysis should be used in analyzing severa" 
predictor variables and several criterion variables 
simultaneously. It is particularly appropriate when the 
criterion variables are themselves correlated. 
When only one criterion variable in available, 
canonical correlation analysis reduces to multiple regression 
analysis. This raises the question, why not perform separate 
multiple regression analysis, one for each of the criterion 
variables. This approach is not recommended. Separate 
regression analysis defeat the purpose of having multiple 
criterion measures, since the information provided by the 




In multiple regression the approach to find a linear 
A 
combinat ion o f the o r i g i n a l p r e d i c t o r v a r i a b l e s t h a t best 
e x p l a i n e d t h e v a r i a t i o n i n t h e c r i t e r i o n m e a s u r e . I n 
canon ica l a n a l y s i s the idea i s much the same, except t h a t now 
we seek two l i n e a r combinat ions . One f o r the p r e d i c t o r set 
and one f o r t he c r i t e r i o n s e t , such t h a t t h e i r o r d i n a r y 
product moment c o r r e l a t i o n i s as la rge as p o s s i b l e . 
I n a c a n o n i c a l a n a l y s i s v a r i e t i e s a re computed f rom 
b o t h s e t s o f v a r i a b l e s . A v a r i a t e i s a n a l o g o u s t o a 
dimension or f a c t o r i n a p r i n c i p a l components a n a l y s i s . The 
d i f f e r e n c e i s t h a t a v a r i a t e c o n s i s t s o f a m a x i m a l l y 
c o r r e l a t e d p r e d i c t o r and a c r i t e r i o n p a r t . A maximum of M 
v a r i e t i e s can be e x t r a c t e d , where M ' s t h e number o f 
v a r i a b l e s in the s m a l l e s t s e t . As i n p r i n c i p a l components 
a n a l y s i s , the M v a r i a t e s are e x t r a c t e d so t h a t t hey are 
independent of each o the r . 
To use c a n o n i c a l c o r r e l a t i o n a n a ' y s i s s a f e l y f o r 
d e s c r i p t i v e purposes requ i res no d i s t r i b u f ' o n a l assumptions. 
In such cases the p r e d i c t o r and c r i t e r i o n v a r i a b l e s can be 
measured a t t he nominal or o r d i n a l l e v e l . To t e s t t he 
s i g m f i c a n c e of the r e l a t i o n s h i p s between canonia l v a r i a t e s , 
h o w e v e r , t h e d a t a s h o u l d meet t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s o f 
m u l t i v a r i a t e n o r m a l i t y and homogeneity o f va r iance . 
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Prediction was also made about the higher needs on the 
basis o- lower needs. This was done in order to have some 
understanding about Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Since we do 
not have an exact measure of need satisfaction, only an 




The first aspect of the study deals with the 
development of spirituality. The problem raised is whether 
spirituality is influenced by the variables of age, sex and 
religion. In other words do the groups differ in terns of 
their spirituality profile. The rp of Spirituality profile of 
the youngest age group 24-29 years (Group-I) and zhe next 
higher age group i.e., 30^39 years (Group-II) is found to be 
- 0.44 which is significant at 0.01 leveT. This rr.eans that 
the two profiles are highly but inversely similar (Table A-]). 
The rp of sprituality profile of age groups 24-29 years and 
40-49 years is found to be -0.64 which is significant beyond 
0.01 level (Table A2) • The sprituality profile of age group 
24-29 years and 50-60 years is found to be -0.65 which is 
highly significant (>0.01) (Table A3). The rp of sprituality 
profile of subjects belonging to 30-39 years and 40-43 
years is -0.73; that of age group 30-39 years and 50-60 years 
is -0.70, both these values are highly significant. (>0.01) 
(Table A4 and Ag). 
The sprituality profile of group 3 i.e., 40-49 years 
and group i.e., 50-60 years reveals a rp of 0.13 which is not 
significant (Table Ag). Thus the sprituality profiles of all 
age groups except the comparison of two oldest groups are 
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Tr = Transcendental 
MP = Meaning and Purpose in Life 
ML = Mission in Life 
S = Sacredness 
MV = Material values 
Al = Altruism 
Id = Idealism 
AT = Awareness of the Tragic 





sprituality. The sprituality profile of age groups 30-39 
years and 40-49 years show the most negative similarity. 
The rp of sprituality profile of male and female 
sjbjects is - 0,49 (Table B) which implies that the 
sprituality profile of male and female subjects is negatively 
similar (>0.01). 
The rp of sprituality profile of Hindu and Muslim 
subjects is -0.76. This value is highly significant (>0.01) 
s'rowing that the two profiles are inversely similar. 
Spirituality profile for the variables of religion, 
sex, age is also presented diagramatically (Fig.:1,2 & 3). 
The graphs can be compared for their elevation, shape and 
scatter. 
Remembering that rp as an estimation of similarity is 
ncn explanatory and does not illuminate the dynamics of 
process aspect. For this purpose other statistical techniques 
also applied. 
The CRS were computed to test the significance of 
difference between means of any two comparison group in terms 
of the nine dimensions of sprituality and ten (10) needs 
(need -- to be taken up later). CR was applied instead of t-
ralio because in each case the number of subjects was greater 
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scores was tested for its skewness. The value obtained is 
0.04 which shows that the distribution is normal and is not 
skewed, 
The comparison of means obtained by the two religious 
groups i.e., Hindus and Muslims in the nine dimensions of 
sprituality is presented in "Table D". The CR for "material 
values" and "awareness of the tragic" dimensions of 
sp-'itjality are 2.67 and 3.13 respectively. Both these C.Rs 
are significant above 0.01 level. The means of Muslim group 
is greater than that of the Hindu group in both the above 
mentioned dimensions of sprituality. 
The CR obtained for the significance of difference 
between means of male and female subjects shows that the two 
grcjps do not differ significantly in any of the nine 
d'r.e-'Bizns of spirituality. None of the CRs reached the 
si en--icance level of .05. The value required for being 
sig-^i-icant at 0.5 level is 1.97. The CR value in only one 
dTre'-s^'on i.e., "meaning a'nd purpose" came close to 
si g'-i - i cance. The value of CR in this case is 1.80 (Table E). 
Table F^  to Fg show the significance of difference 
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Group I (below 30 years) and Group II (30-39 years) 
significantly differed in "awareness of the tragic" dimension 
of spirituality. The CR value 2.40 is significant above .05 
level and below .01 level. The mean of the younger age group 
Of 
is greater than that'the other group. The means o- the two 
groups did not differ significantly in the other eight 
dimensions of spirituality. (Table F^). 
Group I (below 30 years) and Group III (40--3 yea-s) 
differed significantly in the "Transcendence" and "-ruits of 
spirituality" dimension of spirituality. The C= values 
obtained are 2.92, and 2.81 respectively; both beirg highly 
significant (>.01). The means of Group III are greater than 
the means of Group I in both dimension (Table Fp). 
Comparison of Group I, the youngest age c'-oup and 
eldest age group (50-60 years) in the present stuc.- yields 
the same results. The means of the elderly group ir greate-^. 
"Transcendance" and "Fruits of Spirituality" dimensions of 
spirituality; the CR values are 2.65, and 2.85 respectively; 
toth being highly significant (>.01). The two groups did not 
significantly differ in terms of Means in the otner seven 
dimension of spirituality and the total spiritual it, (Table 
F3) 
Table F^ tells us about the results obtained -n terms 
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years and Group III (40-49 years). The two groups 
significantly differed in "Transcendance", and "Fruits of 
Sprituality" and also in terms of their total spirituality 
scores. The values of CR are significant at >.01 level in 
case of the two dimensions of spirituality, and at >.05>.01 
level in terms of their total spirituality score. This is the 
only comparison group with the variable of age, where the 
total spirituality score has been found to vary 
significantly. In each case the mean of Group III is greater 
than the mean of Group II. 
Group II (30-39 years) and Group IV (50-60 years) 
significantly differed in the dimension of "Transcendance", 
"Altruism" and "Fruits of Spirituality" (at >.05, .01 & .01 
level respectively). In all these three dimensions the mean 
scores of Group IV were greater than the mean scores of Group 
II (Table Fg). 
The results of testing the significance of difference 
between means of Group III (40-49 yrs), and Group IV (50-60 
years) yields that the two groups do not differ significantly 
in any of the nine dimensions of spirituality (Table Fg). 
The rp of need profile of Average and Low s()irituals is 
found to be -0.786 which is highly significant (>.01) (Table 
G^). This shows that the two need profiles are negatively 
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spirituals is found to be -0,765 which is significant (>.01) 
(Table 02)1 implying that the two groups are negatively 
similar. Similarly the rp of need profile of HighgrLow 
spirituals is found to be -0.797 (Table G3) which is 
significant (>.01) showing that the two groups are negatively 
similar. The need profile for the variables of high, average 
and low spirituals is also represented diagramatical 1 y 
(Fig.4). The 3 graphs can be compared for their elevation, 
shape and scatter. 
The CR obtained for the significance of difference in 
needs between High and Low spirituals shows that the two 
group differ significantly in four out of the ten needs. 
These four needs are autonomy, nurturance, endurance and 
aggression. The two groups did not differ significantly in 
the other five needs namely achievement, exhibition, 
affiliation, succorance, dominance and abasement (Table H^). 
The CR for need autonomy is 2.215 which is significant (>.05 
<.01). The mean need autonomy score of the Low spirituals is 
greater than the mean need autonomy score of the High 
spirituals. The CR value fcr need nurturance is 2.99 which is 
significant (>.01); the mean nurturance score of High 
spiritual group is greater than the mean nurturance score of 
Low spiritual group. The CR value of need endurance is 2.83 
which is significant O.01); the mean endurance score of High 
































































































































































































































































Low spiritual group. Lastly the CR value of need aggression 
is 3.096 which is significant (>0.01); the mean need 
aggression score of the Low spirituals is greater than the 
mean need aggression score of the High spirituals. 
The CRs obtained for the significance of difference 
between High and Average spirituals are shown in Table Hg. 
The means of High and Average spirituals on the ten needs 
shows that the two groups differ significantly in need 
succorance, nurturance, endurance, and aggression. All the 
C R s are significant above 0.05 level. The CR of the need 
succorance is 2.18 which is significant (>.05 < 0.01). The 
mean of average spiritual group is greater than the mean of 
high spiritual group. The mean need nurturance score of high 
spiritual group (13.12) is greater than the mean need 
nurturance score of average spirituals (12.17). The C R . 
value is significant (>0.05 <0.01). The CR value for need 
endurance is 2.40 which is again significant (>0.05 <0.01), 
with high spirituals having more need endurance (Mean = 11.0) 
than average spirituals (Mean = 9.90). Regarding need 
aggression, the two groups significantly differ in their 
means (CR = 2.22, > 0.05 < 0.01), the mean n-aggression score 
of Average spirituals on this need is 4.88 which is greater 
than the mean need aggression score of High spirituals 
(4.02). 
190 
Table H-, shows the significance of difference between 
Average and Low spirituals in terms of needs. The C.R. values 
obtained for the ten needs show that none of the differences 
are significant. In other words the two groups i.e., Average 
and Low spirituals do not differ significantly in terms of 
any of the ten needs. 
The second aspect of the study deals with the 
relationship of needs with spirituality and religiosity. As a 
first step the product-moment correlation coefficients were 
computed. The following are the results (Table-1). 
N-achievement has been found to be negatively but 
significantly related to material values (r=-0.15) and fruits 
of spirituality (r=-0.13). Need exhibition has been found to 
be negatively but significantly related to meaning and 
purpose (-0.15), mission in life (-0.21). N-exhibition is 
also negatively related to total spirituality (-0.12). The 
relationship oT n-exf) ibi L ion w i Lfi Lhe mission i ti life and 
idealism dimension of spirituality is highly significant 
(>0.1). In case of meaning and purpose and material values, 
the obtained values are significant at >0.5 level. Need 
autonomy is found to be negatively but significantly 
correlated with fruits of spirituality (-0.16, >0.5) and 
total spirituality (-0.13, at 0.5 level). N-affi1iation is 
positively correlated with idealism. The value obtained 
(0.13) is significant at 0,5 level. The three needs i.e. n-
TABLE t:CORRELATION BETVEEN SPIRITUALITY, RELIGIOSITY AND NEEDS 
(Of) 
Dimensions of Ach Exh, Aut, Aff. Succ, Don. Abas Nurt. End, Agg. 
Spirituality 
191 








































AIARENESS OF .117 -.098 -.106 .024 .058 
THE TRAGIC 




,080 -.123 -.133* .069 .035 
RELIGIOSITY -.149* ,138* -.042 -.033 -.073 
. 036 - . 0 7 3 . 041 . 049 - . 0 7 7 
• , 0 1 9 - . 0 5 9 . 5 7 * . 1 3 2 * - . 1 3 8 
.002 - . 0 4 8 . 1 3 2 * . 1 6 5 * - . 1 0 3 
.049 - . 0 6 4 .041 , 065 .014 
- . 0 6 4 ,051 . 1 8 0 * . 1 4 8 * - . 1 1 3 
.037 - . 0 8 4 . 1 2 8 * .056 - . 0 3 3 
.007 .016 . 1 4 0 * . 093 - . 2 0 0 * 
.046 - . 1 0 3 .098 .080 - . 2 0 4 * * 
, 039 - . 0 0 3 .033 .043 .098 
.007 - . 0 2 7 . 1 4 2 * . 111 - . 1 6 9 * 
- , 0 0 4 .043 ,015 .045 - . 0 0 0 
TABLElCi>) .-CORRELATION BETKEEN RELIGIOSITY AND SPIRITUALITY 
' " MP SL S MV ALT l O f A l AW. F. TOTAL 
S P I R I T . 
h g i o s i t y -,37 ,63 -,05 .02 -.30 .05 M .0? M 
,06 
122 
succorrance, n-dominance, n-abasement do not correlate with 
any of the nine dimensions of spirituality. All the r's are 
not significant. Need nurturance is positively correlated 
with meaning and purpose (0.16), mission in life (0.13), 
material values (0.18), altruism (0.13) and idealism (0.15) 
dimensions of spirituality. Need nurturance also positively 
correlates with total spirituality score (0.14). Need 
endurance positively correlates with meaning and purpose 
(0.13), mission in life (0.16) and material values (0.15). 
All the values that have been discussed so far are 
significant at 0.05 level. Need aggression is negatively but 
significantly correlated with three dimensions of 
spirituality i.e. meaning and purpose (-0.14), idealism (-
0.20) and awareness of the tragic (-.20). There is also a 
significant but negative correlation between Aggression and 
total spirituality. 
The correlation between religiosity and needs are as 
follows: 
Religiosity is negatively but significantly related to 
need achievement (R=-.15, significant at .05 level). 
Religiosity and need exhibition are positively related 
(R=.14, significant at .05 level). The other 8 needs were not 
found to have any significant relationship with religiosity. 
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low need achievement but high need exhibition. Regarding need 
exhibition the result is quite contrary with the findings of 
correlation between spirituality and need exhibition. 
Spirituality is negatively related to need exhibition, 
meaning thereby that a highly spiritual person will be 
lacking in need exhibition. 
The correlation between religiosity and spirituality 
(table 1b). Shows a lack of relationship between religiosity 
and total spirituality (r=.06). 
None of the correlations between religiosity and the 
nine dimensions of spirituality are significant. 
Table Z and 3 presents the intercorrelation matrices 
among ten needs>and among nine dimensions of spirituality 
respectively. Multiple regression analysis was done between 
ten needs as IVS and total spirituality score as DV. This 
analysis'was done for the total sample (N=119), (Table 4a & 
4b) sample divided on the basis of religion (Table 7,8), sex 
(Table 9,10) and age (Table 11-14). Also, canonical 
correlation was computed between nine dimension of 
spirituality as DVS and ten needs as IVS (Table 4c). 
Multiple regression analysis for predicting 
spirituality (total sample) is shown in Table 4a. The 'R' is 
0.25, and the F value is 1.44 which does not reach the 
accepted level of significance. 
Table 4a : Multiple Regression Analysis for predicting Spirituality 
155 
Variable Mean 3D Correlation Regression 









































































Multiple Correlation 0.254 
2 
Multiple R 0.065 
Standard error of 67.70 
estimate 
Analysis of Variance for the regression 
!)ourc«> or Uegreett of Sum of Mnan -^vll1u^ ^ Sign. 
































































































































































































































The stepwise multiple regression analysis for 
predicting spirituality was carried out. Only one independent 
variable i.e. aggression was considered. The obtained F-value 
is 6.34 which is significant at 0.01 level (Table 4b). Only 2 
percent variance in the dependent variable is, accounted for 
by the independent variable aggression. It may be 
noted that the correlation between the DV spirituality and IV 
aggression is negative indicating that a "non-aggression" has 
a significantly greater contribution to spirituality than the 
higher scoring end of the continuum. 
The results of the multiple regression analysis 
discussed so far have taken the total score on 
spirituality asthe single DV. 
Since the dependent variable of spirituality has nine 
dimensions^ Canonical correlation has been computed between 
the ten needs and nine dimensions of spirituality (Table 4c). 
Out of the three best models presented in the table, only the 
first model yielded a significant canonical correlation. The 
value of the correlation is 0.43 and is significant at 0.05 
level. 
Multiple regression analysis for predicting 
spirituality in Muslims reveals an 'F' value of 2.30 which is 
significant at 0.01 level. The multiple "R' is 0.36. 13% of 
2C0 
TABLE 7 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING SPIRITUALITY 









































































































F = 2.30340 Sign if F = .0'51 
201 
TABLE 8 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING SPIRITUALITY 








































































































F = 1.27624 Signif F = .2710 
202 
the variatice in spirituality could be accounted for, by the 
needs. Aggression and achievement are the two best predictors 
of spirituality. The contribution of these two needs to 
spirituality is a negative one, indicating that lack of 
aggression and achievement would predict spirituality rather 
than the presence of them (Table 7). 
Multiple regression analysis for predicting 
spirituality among Hindus yields a multiple 'R' of 0.46 with 
an 'F' value of 1.27 which is not significant (Table 7-8). 
Multiple regression analysis for predicting 
spirituality in both male and females reveals 'F' values 
which are not significant (Table 9 & 10). 
Need, achievement has been found to significantly but 
negatively contribute to spirituality in the male sample 
(Table 9). In the Female sample none of the needs appear to 
make a significant contribution to spirituality. 
Multiple regression analysis for predicting 
spirituality in the various age groups shows that only in the 
age group IV i.e. 50 to 60 years, the needs appear to be 
significant predictors of spirituality (Table 14). The 
multiple R for this group is .68 and 47% of the variance in 
the dependent variable could be accounted for, by the 
Independent variables. The F value is 2.50 which is 
203 
TABLE 9 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING S P I R I T U A L I T Y 







































































































F = 1 .225S9 Signif F = .2815 
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TABLE 10 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING S P I R I T U A L I T Y 










































































































F = 1.19207 Signif F = .3091 
Ub 
TABLE 11 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR 
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F = .76329 Sign i f F = .6621 
2C6 
TABLE 12 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING S P I R I T U A L I T Y 




















































































M u l t i p l e R .28899 
R S c j a r e .08352 
A d j u s t e d R Square - . 0 4 7 4 1 
S t a n d a r d E r r o r 57 .92218 
A n a " ! / s i s of V a r i a n c e 
DF Sum o f Squares Mean Square 
R e g r e s s i o n 10 21400.91655 2140.09166 
Res -dua l 7 3 ^ 234848.51555 3354.97879 
F = .63789 S i g n i f F = .7765 
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TABLE 13 
MULTIPLE REGrtESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING SPIRITUALITY 


















































































































F = 1.07762 Signif F = .4015 
2CB 
TABLE 14 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTING SPIRITUALITY 



















































































M u l t i p l e R 
R Square 


















F = 2.50587 Sign if F = .0271 
209 
s i g n i f i c a n t a t .02 l e v e l . N-autonomy makes a unique nega t i ve , 
b u t s i g n i f i c a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o s p i r i t u a l i t y . Need 
A f f i l i a t i o n and n e e d - e x h i b i t i o n come next i n o rde r . Again 
these two needs are nega t i ve l y c o r r e l a t e d w i t h s p i r i t u a l i t y . 
The r e s u l t s o f m u l t i p l e r e g r e s s i o n a n a l y s i s f o r 
p r e d i c t i n g r e l i g i o s i t y are presented in t a b l e - 5 . The value of 
m u l t i p l e c o r r e l a t i o n i s .27 and F i s 1.58. The F-value i s not 
s i g n i f i c a n t . This means t h a t needs as TVs do not c o n t r i b u t e 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y t o r e l i g i o s i t y . l l owevGr , two IVs namely 
achievement, and e x h i b i t i o n have t h e i r unique c o n t r i b u t i o n to 
r e l i g i o s i t y , compu ted t - v a l u e s b e i n g - 2 . 5 5 and 2 . 8 0 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Both are h i g h l y s i g n i f i c a n t ( . 01 and .005 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . However, n-achievement, nega t i ve l y c o n t r i b u t e s 
t o r e l i g i o s i t y which means t h a t a lack of n-achievement has a 
s i g n i f i c a n t g r e a t e r c o n t r i b u t i o n t o r e l i g i o s i t y t h a n t h e 
h igher scor ing end of the cont inuum. 
The stepwise m u l t i p l e regress ion ana l ys i s f o r the two 
IVs namely a c h i e v e m e n t and e x h i b i t i o n f o r p r e d i c t i n g 
r e l i g i o s i t y are p resen ted i n T a b l e - 6 . The R v a l u e f o r n-
achievement i s .15 and F i s 4 .70 wh ich i s s i g n i f i c a n t 
(>.05<>01). Two percent of the var iance i s r e l i g i o s i t y are 
a c c o u n t e d f o r by t h i s v a r i a b l e ( n - a c h i e v e m e n t ) . Need-
e x h i b i t i o n y i e l d s a R value .21 w i t h F being 4.64 which is 
s i g n i f i c a n t ( . 0 1 ) . Four p e r c e n t o f t h e v a r i a n c e i n 
r e l i g i o s i t y are accounted f o r by n - e x h i b i t i o n . 
Table 5 : Multiple Regression Analysis for predicting Religiosity 
210 
Variable Mean SO Correlation Regression 









































































Multiple Correlation 0.0272 
Multiple R^ 0.074 
Standard error of 61.70 
estimate 
Analysis of Variance for the regression 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F-va1ue 
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Since Maslow has presented the concept of hierarchy of 
needs, which means that lower order need must be satisfied in 
order to enable one to function at one step higher need. 
Need-affiliation beongs to the third level in Maslow's 
hierarchy which Maslow calls Love and Belongingness needs. 
Need-achievement and need-dominance are the fourth in 
Maslow's hierarchical structure of needs, which Maslow terms 
as self-esteem needs. The self-actualization needs according 
to Maslow constitute the fifth level in the need hierarchy. 
Need endurance and need nurturance in the present study 
constitute the self-actualization needs. Maslow's writing 
show that he regarded the spiritual quest as the self-
actualization needs. He views self-transcendence and mystic-
experiences as characteristics found in the self-actualized 
personalities. However, we may add here, that Frank! views 
spirituality and related phenomenon like self-transcendence 
as separate from self-actualization, though the two concepts 
may at times be overlapping. 
The multiple regression analysis for predicting higher 
needs on the basis of lower needs (Table 15) reveals the 
e 
following results. Ned affiliation does not predict need 
achievement need-dominance. Need affiliation as a predictor 
of need endurance, fails to predict need endurance. The 
regression coefficient shows a negative direction and the F-
value is 1.38 which is not significant. However need 
13 
nf r i 1 i n 1. i on p r od i c t r, nood nu i Lu i ai»co . f ho rogr eus i oti 
coefficient is .125 with an R value of .125. The F value 
obtained is 3.48 which is significant at .05 level. Need 
affiliation as a predictor of spirituality reveals an F value 
of 1.02 which is not significant. 
Need achievement and dominance which are the self-
esteem needs are used as predictors of need-endurance and 
need-nurturance, which are a step higher than self-esteem 
needs. In this case IV's (achievement and dominance) for the 
prediction of need endurance yield multiple R of .187 with an 
F value of 3.94 which is significant above .05 level. Need 
achievement has a positive relationship with need endurance 
or contributes positively to need endurance but need 
dominance negatively contributes to need endurance. The 
regression coefficient of need dominance is much larger than 
the regression coefficient of need achievement meaning 
thereby that n-dominance contributes much more (though 
negatively) to need endurance. The IV's achievement and 
dominance for the prediction of need nurturance reveals an F 
value of 4.67 which is significant at .01 level. Need 
achievement contributes positively to need nurturance, while 
need dominance contributes negatively to need nurturnace 
meaning thereby, that low dominant individuals would have 
more need nurturance. The contributions of these self-esteem 
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Need endurance and need nurturance which are self 
actualization needs as predictor's of spirituality revealed 
an F.value of 2.80 which is significant at .06 level but not 
at the accepted .05 level. It can be seen that both needs 
yield positive coefficients. 
216 
DISCUSSION 
The s p i r i t u a l i t y p r o f i l e s o f t h e younges t age group 
(24 -29 ) and the n e x t h i g h e r age g roup (30 -39 y e a r s ) a re 
h i g h l y b u t i n v e r s e l y s i m i l a r . S i m i l a r l y t h e rp o f 
s p i r i t u a l i t y p r o f i l e s o f t he y o u n g e s t age group and t h e 
middle age group (40-49 years) i s a l so i nve r se l y s i m i l a r , and 
so are the s p i r i t u a l i t y p r o f i l e o f youngest and o l d e s t age 
group (50-60 y e a r s ) . The s p i r i t u a l i t y p r o f i l e s of 30-39 years 
and 40-49 years s u b j e c t s ; and t h a t of 30-39 y rs sub jec ts and 
50 -60 y e a r s s u b j e c t s a r e a l s o i n v e r s e l y s i m i l a r . T h i s 
negat ive s i m i l a r i t y i s most pronounced i n case of comparison 
between 30-39 years and 40-49 yea rs . The rp p r o f i l e s of 40-49 
years and 50-60 years are not s i g n i f i c a n t . 
To summarize our r e s u l t s , we f i n d t h a t s p i r i t u a l i t y 
p r o f i l e s o f a l l age groups e x c e p t t h e compar i son o f two 
o l d e s t groups are h i g h l y and n e g a t i v e l y s i m i l a r . The negat ive 
s i m i l a r i t y p o i n t s t o the f a c t t h a t the groups are oppos i te t o 
each o ther in terms o f t h e i r s p i r i t u a l i t y . This means t h a t 
age has a d e f i n i t e c o n t r i b u t i o n i n s p i r i t u a l i t y , w i t h the 
two h i g h e r age group hav ing t h e maximum s p i r i t u a l i t y , a t 
l e a s t i n terms o f few d imens ions o f s p i r i t u a l i t y e . g . , 
t ranscendence and f r u i t s o f s p i r i t u a l i t y . The o l d e s t age 
group (50-60 years) a l so shows maximum a l t r u i s m . 
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Looking at the table of CR tables, as well as graphs, 
more can be added to the interpretation of results. There is 
a definite tendency of increase in transcendental and fruits 
of spirituality dimensions with advancing age. But there is 
no significant difference in means of the two oldest age 
group in these dimensions. Infact the obtained CR values show 
that these two groups do not differ in their means in any of 
the nine dimensions of spirituality. Although there is a 
consistent increase in transcendence and fruits of 
spirituality as we go from one to another advancing age 
group, it is statistically significant only in comparison 
between age group 30-39 years and tho next, fi igher- i .e. , 40-49 
years age group. These two age groups also significantly vary 
in terms of total s^iriLuality with the higher age group 
having more spirituality. This implies that there is a 
marked development of spirituality around 40 years of age. 
This result is in absolute agreement with the sufi theory 
where the age 40 years is considered to be the hallmark of 
spiritual awakening. This does not imply that a person has 
no spiritual development below 40 yrs. It simply means that 
the experiences of transcendental nature and allied outcomes 
of spirituality are cognized fully at only or above 40 years 
though the person may be striving towards it from before. 
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Even though the rp of spirituality profile of male of 
female subjects shows a negative similarity, the CRs obtained 
are not significant for any dimension of spirituality. In 
other words; the two groups do not differ in terms of their 
means in any of the nine dimension of spirituality. The 
negative similarity of the rp profile is due to the fact that 
Females have negative Z scores (below zero) in all but one 
dimension, while males have positive scores in the 8 
dimensions of spirituality. This is more noticeable in case 
of transcendance, meaning and purpose in life and Fruits of 
spirituality dimensions of spirituality, where males have 
positive Z scores (above mean) and females score below the 
Mean Z score. 
The rp of spirituality profile of Hindus and Muslims 
shows a negative similarity. Hindus on the whole are less 
spiritual than Muslims. This could be for the simple reason 
that the size of Hindi sample was well smaller; besides most 
Hindu belonged to the lower age ranges (24-29, 30-39 year). 
Their representation in the -^ €-49 and 50-60 age range was 
very small; (only 10 cases in ^ 0-49 years and 2 cases in 50-
60 yrs. age range). As it has already been discussed that age 
has a contribution to spirituality. Therefore, the lack of 
spirituality in Hindus as compared to Muslims could be simply 
due to the fact that Hindus belonged to lower age ranges. 
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The CRs obtained for finding out the significance of 
difference between mean spirituality scores of Hindus and 
Muslim reveal that the groups differ significantly in 
"Material values" and "Awarences of tragic" dimension of 
spirituality. Muslims have scored significantly higher on 
these dimension of spirituality. Since material value "s 
negatively related to spirituality, this means that Musli""is 
have less value for materialism than Hindus. This could ce 
due to the Islamic principle (law) which is against hoardirg 
of property and great fears of punishment are evoked for ur-
conditional hoarding of wealth (without taking out a fixed 
proportion of property for charity every year and this is 
compulsory). Even though in theory Hinduism also considers 
the material world to be a Maya, but this does not seem to 
have an impact on average Hindus (those who are not mystics^. 
The dimension, awareness of the tragic, is positiveljr 
related to spirituality meaning that a feeling of prevailing 
sense of tragedy leads one towards spirituality. Muslims are 
more aware of the tragic could be due to the fact that Muslim 
of India being in minority have fears, & complexes of 
minority and hence are more sensitive to their perceived or 
real tragic dimension of life. Fear of uncertainty, 
insecurity, death and desertion are probably generalized 
from specific situations to broader, existential aspects. 
This interpretation seems to be the only a possibility as 
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there is no other valid reason to assume that existential 
tragedy (or sense of human tragedy on a broad existential 
Ifevel) is more in Muslims than in Hindus. 
Multiple regression analysis for predicting total 
spirituality on the basis of needs does not yield a 
significant result. -- r = > , -=- ^. , 
However a canonical analysis based on nine 
dimensions of spirituality as DV's and 10 needs as IV's yield 
a canonical correlation of 0.42 which is significant at 0.04 
level. Also the stepwise multiple regression analysis for 
predicting total spirituality shows the n-aggression to yield 
a negative and significant contribution to total 
spi rituality. 
The contribution of needs to spirituality becomes 
specifically apparent in the multiple regression analysis 
carried out in Muslim samples. (F-value being significant at 
0.04 level. Aggression and achievement are the best 
predictors of spirituality (making a negative contribution). 
A significant negative contribution of n-achievement is also 
revealed in the male sample. The negative contribution of n-
autonomy towards spirituality cannot be completely overlooked 
though it slightly falls short of reaching the accepted level 
of significance in the Muslim sample. The correlation between 
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aggression and autonomy is positive and highly significant. 
The picture becomes clear in the analysis of the oldest age 
group, where n-autonomy makes a significant negative 
c.ontr ibuL Ion Lu up i ( i Lua 1 I Ly . 
In conclusion, we can say that need aggression, need 
achievement and need autonomy make their unique negative 
contribution towards spirituality. In another words a lack of 
these needs (or control of these needs) would help in the 
development of spirituality and a higher score on these needs 
will interfere with the development of spirituality. Need 
endurance and n-nurturance have a high positive correlation 
with spirituality, though they fail to make a significant 
unique contribution. However, in a separate analysis taking 
the Maslow's model, these two needs as IVs yields an F-value 
which comes quite close to significance. Also in testing the 
significance of difference between Mean Needs of high and 
low spirituals, it is found that the high spirituals have 
significantly more n-nurturnace and n-endurance than low 
spi rituals. 
Since we do not have a measure of need satisfaction, 
all we can say is that the lower order needs seem to predict 
some of the higher order needs. We can say that out of the 
three levels of needs, the self-actualization needs come 
close as predictors of spirituality. Self-esteem needs could 
also predict the self-actualization needs. A number of 
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studies have shown that satisfaction of physiological (Cofer 
& Appley, 1964), Security (Maslow, Dirsh, Honigwan, McGrath, 
Plason & Stein 1952), be!ongingness (Rogers and Dymond, 
1954) and esteem needs (Maslow, 1939, 1940, 1942) facilitates 
self-actualization, there is no evidence demonstrating that 
these lower needs form the hierarchy specified by Maslow. As 
far as spirituality is concerned, it appears to be more a 
matter of control and/or transcendence of most needs as it is 
evident from their negative effect on spirituality. This 
becomes quite obvious when we look at the graph showing the 
achievement need pattern of high average and low spirituals. 
Achievement need is low in low spirituals, high in average 
spirituals and low in high spirituals, showing a 
transcendence of n-achievement among high spirituals. This 
brings us very close to Frankl's theory of self-transcendence 
as the capacity of human being, and its being different from 
self-actualization model of Maslow. Maslow looks at self-
actualization as mostly dependent upon lower order need 
satisfaction, whereas Frankl basically emphasises 
transcendence of the needs for finding "meaning in life". 
The stepwise multiple regression analysis for 
predicting religiosity on the basis of needs shows n-
achievement and n-exhibition to yield significant multiple 
correlations (Rs). Need achievement negatively contributes to 
religiosity, meaning that the lack of need-ach., has a 
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significant greater contribution to religiosity than the 
higher scoring end of the continuum. Of a special interest is 
the positive contribution of need exhibition to religiosity. 
In other words, a high religiosity is associated with high 
need-exhibition. This result is just the opposite of the 
result of regression analysis for spirituality as D.V., where 
need-exhibition has a trend towards a negative contribution 
to spirituality. These results can be interpreted in terms of 
Allport's intrinsic and extrinsic orientation to the 
religion. According to Allport a person with extrinsic 
orientation uses his religion for his own ends, where as an 
intrinsically oriented person lives his religion. A positive 
and significant prediction of religiosity by need exhibition 
may be interpreted to mean that highly religious person wants 
to show his religiosity to others in the social set up for 
the purpose of using religion for his own ends. 
Religiosity has no relationship whatsoever with any of 
the nine dimensions of spirituality. Religiosity is a multi-
dimensional trait (Ashbrook, 1966; Key and Hunt, 1975) and 
all tests of religiosity are not measuring the same 
dimension. Lawrence and Mark (1977) administrated the 
Al1port-Vernon-Lindzey study of values and the Brown 
modification of the Thouless tests of Religious Orthodoxy to 
students in introductory psychology. Measure of anxiety, 
self-esteem, authoritarianism and humanitarianism were also 
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administered to the Ss. A significant positive correlation 
was found between authoritarianism and the Thouless test, and 
between humanitarianism and the study of values religious 
measure. These findings lend support to the notion that using 
two divergent measure of rel i gi or, i ty , dooc rooult in tho 
formation of different profiles of the "religious" 
individual. The religiosity test by Deka used in the present 
study heavily draws from social aspects. These are the formal 
external aspects of religion, rather than the experiential 
dimension oft religion. 
Some of the items which had social significance are 
liable for misinterpretation. A deeply religious person may 
say yes e.g., to item no.20 which reads as "gurdwaras, 
temples and mosque have become centres of intrigue and 
politics". Similar are items no.36, 40 and 42 where an answer 
in yes to these items means low religiosity. But even a 
deeply religious person can agree with it in the present 
ci rcumstances. 
Of special relevance in the present study is the 
finding that need aggression is a significant negative 
predictor of spirituality. Too much emphasis upon achievement 
and autonomy in order to have a marked sense of individuality 
can make the modern man withdrawn from the collective life as 
well as from his "collective unconscious". Thus, it creates 
an imbalance both within and without the individual. 
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Equally important is the finding that high spirituals 
have been found to bo significantly more altruistic than the 
low. spirituals. Spirituality may lead to the control of 
undesirable and destructive motive like aggression giving 
way to a constructive motive like altruism which is love for 
humanity. 
High spirituals have also been found to have 
hvj^ ef scores OH 
significantly transcendental dimension than the low 
spirituals. This finding has therapeutic implications, as 
revealed in the introspective reports of subjects having high 
spiritual orientation in the present study. The details of 
the reports of five subjects is given at the end of this 
chapter. The reports of the mystic experiences are quite 
revealing. The therapeutic value of transcendental 
experiences are quite evident from a host of modern clinical 
studies cited earlier. They help us in enhancing and 
maintaining our mental health. 
One of the assumptions behind "psycho-synthesis" 
(Assagioli) is that it recognizes the aggressive and sexual 
urges, but considers the spiritual urges as equally basic. 
Since the two urges work in diametrically opposed directions 
as it is evident from the present study, psychosynthesis is 
needed for a balanced growth of personality. The aggressive 
instincts have to be properly controlled and channelized for 
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the benefit of the individual as well as society. Therefore, 
some sort of spiritual training is a must for the youth. 
Spiritual awareness, when given proper directions gives 
new meanings and wider horizons to one's life. Therefore a 
suitable course of spiritual awareness along with its moral 
value training will help the threatened humanity to a great 
extent. 
Suggestion for future research 
The effect of spiritual awakening on refinement of 
personality and on growth of desirable personality traits can 
be established experimentally. 
Further empirical researches particularly in the 
clinical settings might be conducted to establish the 
strength and weaknesses of 'spiritual therapy'. 
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Mystic Experience of subjects having high spiritual 
orientation: 
The subjects having high spiritual orientation 
(belonging to Pyg) were interviewed by the author. They were 
asked that since they have high scores on the spiritual 
orientation inventory, they are requested to elaborate as to 
how they came to believe in the transcendental dimensions of 
life or whether they had any experience of mystical nature, 
if so under what circumstances they had the experience and 
whether this bel ief/experience helped them in any way. The 
reports of five subjects are presented below in brief. 
Subject No. 1 (A 45 years male) 
He reported that he used to think about the mysteries 
of life particularly of death from the very childhood. Once 
he saw a funeral that had a great impact on his life. He came 
to realize the transitoriness of the world. He got himself 
attached with a Sheikh (guide). Spiritual development for 
him, means the development of certain desirable qualities, 
the most important being the peace of mind and heart. He 
also had gone through certain spiritual states which helped 
in the rapid development of spirituality. 
When he was enquired as to how it helped him to cope up 
with the fear of death, he replied, "now I don't worry about 
death any more, because most of the worries related to death 
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are caused by lack of faith. All I care now is how to spend 
a life with desirable virtues. Infact, death is seen by 
great spirituals as a pleasant moment, when the door of the 
friend's house opens". 
Subject No.2 (A 45 year old male): 
He reported that he never had any mystic experiences as 
such. However, "I feel that my prayers are heard and 
responded; things for which there is no possibility of 
occurrence come into existence due to prayer. It gives me 
great comfort and solace". 
Subject No.3: (A 55 year old male) 
He reported that though he did not have any mystic 
experience as such, but he has contacts with a person with 
high spirituality. He says that he has been witness to things 
coming true to what he says. Belief in the transcendental 
dimensions of life plus contact with the spiritual person 
have been a great source of inspiration to me and helped in 
my character building - for generating honesty, truthfulness, 
patience and forbearance in me". 
Subject No.4: (A 35 year old male) 
"I was having problem centered around my family. I had 
few personal problems also I had no strict religious 
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background. In the company of others, who used to pray I 
started praying. During those days, once, I was sleeping on 
my bed in the night, I was awake and saw myself that my body 
was lifted to some height, then in gradual steps I went 
higher and higher (three steps). There was a great joy I was 
experiencing but at the same time I was frightened because of 
the experience and felt myself quite incapable of having 
tolerance for such an experience". I had another experience 
also when while looking at the wall, I could see pictures of 
persons whom I never saw". "A third experience I have had is 
vision of green and blue light. I don't understand the exact 
meaning of these experiences, however they give me great 
solace and self-confidence". 
Subject No.5 
A 45 year old female has reported that during her 
stress periods when she concentrated on God and sincerely 
called Him, she got solace and peace in different ways. 
One such way was through dreams. She once saw herself 
to be drinking milk through a fountain which was in the midst 
of mountains. She thought for a while that the milk might 
end, but then she was told that this milk will never end. On 
getting up she felt great solace and tranquillity which she 
was missing before. She also saw another dream. She reported, 
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APPENDICES 
RELIGIOSITY SCALE 
We are presenting below a few statements of different kinds 
you may agree or disagree with what is expressed in these 
statements. After reading each statement in this proforma, 
ple&se indicate your own opinion by putting a tick mark 
(_/) under any one of the following five categories. 
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree & Strongly 
Agree Disagree. 
Example: If your agree to the following statement then you 
should mark it like this. 
1. There is a supreme being or God who controls the destinies 
of men. 
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree & Strongly 
Agree Disagree. 
Please answer all the statements in serial order without 
leaving out any statement. We should like to stress that your 
responses will be treated as 'Strictly confidential'. The 
information is needed for research work only. Please do not 
omit any item. Your answers will from a part of larger data 
that we are collecting. Before you begin answering the 
statements, kindly complete the Personal-Data-Sheet. The 
information given here shall remain confidential. 
strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 
Agree Disagree. 
1. Heaven and hall do not exist. These 
are creations of the mind. 
2. A good man is one who has complete 
faith in God, 
3. The evolution of the universe is a 
s c i e n t i f i c fact, it was not a 
creation of God. 
4. The miracles /events reported by 
the Gurus/prophets/messengers are 
the absolute truth, only man fails 
to recognise them. 
5. I t i s n e c e s s a r y t o b e l i e v e a n d 
f o l l o w , one r e l i g i o u s f a i t h or t h e 
o t h e r , in order t l i v e a good l i f e . 
6. People who s t r i v e f o r t h e good of 
a l l beings need no r e l i g i o n . 
7. The soul i s iimnortal and belongs t o 
God. 
8 . Everyone's d e s t i n y / f a t e i s i n God's 
hand. 
9 . R e l i g i o u s books a r e • • r e l y good 
l i t e r a t u r e , t h e y h a v e no o t h e r 
s i g n i f i c a n c e . 
1 0 . G o d I S t h e c r e a t o r a n d g i v e r 
t h e r e f o r e o n e ' s l i f e s h o u l d be 
g u i d e d i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h G o d ' s 
p l a n . 
1 1 . God c r e a t e d t h e u n i v e r s e f o r a 
s p e c i f i c purpose. 
1 2 . D e e p f a i t h i n God h e l p s o n e t o 
overcome a l l c r i s e s . 
13.The c r i s e s and problems of l i f e a re 
God's way to t e s t the f a i t h of man. 
1 4 . Unquest i on i ng a c c e p t a n c e o f t h e 
w r i t t e n word has made man a s lave 
of t r a t i o n . 
15. I t i s important to pray t o God in 
t h e way p r e s c r i b e d i n o n e ' s 
r e l i g i o u s f a i t h . 
16.Every person should have deep f a i t h 
in some super_natura l f o r c e h igher 
t h a n o n e s e l f , whose d e c i s i o n s one 
should not ques t ion . 
17.fl P10U3 and God f e a r i n g person w i l l 
go to heaven. 
18.A man wi thout a r e l i g i o n i s l i k e a 
student without a t eacher . 
15. There i s a suprene being or God who 
c o n t r o l s the dest iny of "Man". 
20.Gurduwaras/Teiip1e/Churche«/Mo8que8 
have become c e n t r e s of i n t r i g u e and 
p o l i t i c s . 
2 1 . P e r f o r m a n c e o f p r a y e r s and f a s t s 
p leases God. 
22. Pray ing i s a s ign of weakness and 
h e l p l e s s n e s s . 
23 .P rayer i s a means of communicating 
w i t h God and i n v i t i n g h i s grace . 
2 4 . R e l i g i o n i s t h e o n l y f o r c e w h i c h 
r e s t r a i n s man f r o m c o m m i t t i n g 
immoral a c t s . 
2 5 . S o c i a l d i s c r i m i n a t i o n s i n o u r 
s o c i e t y h a v e t h e i r r o o t i n 
r e l i g i o n . 
26 . The holy books of my f a i t h are the 
r e s u l t of d i v i n e i n s p i r a t i o n . 
2 7 . G o d s m e s s e n g e r s t o e a r t h a r e 
p r o p h e t s , s a i n t s and Gurus. 
28.Happiness cannot be gained through 
p r a y e r s , s a c r i f i c i a l o f f e r i n g s . 
2 9 . R e l i g i o n prevents the development 
o f r a t i o n a l i t y . 
3 0 . R e l i g i o n i s t h e o n l y means o f 
m a k i n g man a w a r e o f h i s own 
e s s e n t i a l goodness. 
3 1 . B e l i e f in God leads to i n a c t i o n and 
acceptance of i n j u s t i c e . 
3 2 . E v e r y man n e e d s some r e l i g i o u s 
f a i t h to help him meet the problems 
t o h e l p him meet t h e p r o b l e m s o f 
l i f e . 
3 3 . I n e v e r y r e l i g i o n p e o p l e w i t h 
l e a d e r s h i p q u a l i t i e s w e r e 
procla imed as s a i n t s and prophets . 
34.Man prays only for selfish reasons. 
3 5 . P t l 9 r i a a g e t o h o l y p l a c e s o f 
worship o f ones f a i t h i s necessary 
f o r a l l b s l i s v e r s . 
3 6 . C h u r c h e s t e m p l e s and a o s q u e s -
r e l i g i o u s p l a c e s of worsh ip , serve 
a s M e e t i n g p l a c e s f o r p e o p l e 
belonging t o the same f a i t h . They 
have only s o c i a l s i g n i f i c a n c e . 
3 7 . M a n i s t h e c r e a t o r o f h i s own 
d e s t i n y . 
3 8 . C a s u a l l y or i m p r o p e r l y p e r f o r m e d 
prayers i s d i s r e s p e c t of God. 
39. F a i t h i n God makes nan more 
humane. 
4 0 . R e l i g i o u s p laces of worship play no 
r o l e i n t h e s p i r i t u a l a n d m o r a l 
development of nan. 
41.Han 13 capable o f running h i s own 
l i f e w i t h o u t t h e i n t e r v e n t i o n o f 
any supreme b e i n g . 
4 2 . G r o s s i n j u s t i c e s h a v e b e e n 
committed in the name of God. 
4 3 . Love a n d c o m p a s s i o n f o r t h e 
c r e a t u r e s of the un iverse i s the 
h ighest form of r e l i g i o n . 
44 .There i s f o r c e or power beyond the 
understanding o f modern sc ience . 
{0[nmM)i IDevjSoualitp Mhtwtax^) 
I 5fr 3Tiq% gr^ ir srfti^ s l ^ | , ST^J?^ 5ft, ^ ^ T ariq ^ H ? ^ T ^ | m sriq ar-r^ ?i^ it H ^ ^ | , m^") 
1. (a) ^fT 3TTfr ?r^ ir f^ ^^ lf ^ ^ ^ ? ^THT ar^sj ^rnar 1 1 
(b) ^& 3{cf^  g f ?iT "^^  >JRT % ffr^ qrT:'STT r^x^i Tfff? t 1 
TO;? ^ T ^ I ariitct arrT^ ^^^^ Jf (a) arfy^ g^V | fft (a) ^> =|tH^, (b) T^ t q t ? ^Ifsr^, sf^ JT^ fr (b) 
^nx s{\^ <\^i ^ | t TO? ^X^ | eft «ft arrT^t 5^ ^t^lt ^ ^ u;^ ^"t ^ \ 3fi 3itq% f^qq n 
arfti^ ^§'> 5^ ^ ^ ; T I ^\^\ 1 ?HV sq;TT ar^ TT ariT ?\Hf ^> gt ^fi q^ '? ^ K ^ aiq?^ 'fm'^ i 5^ aiiq^ m^ 
Jt ^ ^ Hfi I "^t *ft g^H ^ tT^ ^> fsTH^t 3Tiq s):p HHH =|??m | t n i I 
q i5 T H H ^ ^ T ^ mcT ^  q^ T TIW aiJTifJT ^^^TF t I 
q<t«i it ^ ^ T K % H|l ain^i ^ivia | t ^ ^'t srf<T H f^ t 1 5ft sTFq n t ^ ^ | , ^s t q^") | 1 
^TTT tTsp 3Tviir ^ r^^ n'^ 3?5Rrtrr-q?T qz: r?f^^ ^f5t 1 ^ T q^ q^ ^ T i\ ^i^ii '^x T>n^: frqr ^n n^m 
q?> I I qcir^ ^ (a) rt«fr (b) ]it ^ i ^^ | 1 mq | T : ?> ^  & f^^ =|^fl | 7q% '^^ii •S(\T ^^^^ ^ tTTi 
5 a 
(b) 
6 ( a ) 
b 
5?f ffo 5 ^ (b) ^> ?im 6 Jf (a) qrt ^^r nm 1 1 sra: 5 n (b) r^r •<i\')x 6 it (a) vt i"i?r 
^ r R - q t qx 3B% 'iTSfx a 3t<qqr b EfTt qfA^r ^ n t ^ % •«ftdT ^ T ^ ^ I ^ W I 











































nil ?j ^TT ^> JTs '^r ^-^ 5FT-?:ir ^ t ? ^ r T^"r | 1 
if-'r 5^^: Tg=fr ^ f^  w']i irs^si 5?^^ f^ r?^ 1 
Jiir 3fT -n'r T^JT f?=7 3n^ T I irfr O'H Tft^^T H- ^•?;^ ¥> ^ C T ^ | a r 11 
irfr T '^ i T|cfr t f^  f^rr ^'TT q-fr M'TT aTfa?: J^JTI^  f 1 
5?r i i ? ^ ?|fT sfTfrr | 1 
irfr 5^^T T^a'r t f?r ir^ ^rrir ir T>f f?rT^T n ^ 1 '"- •^ 
^ q^T ^ T ^ %-r^^ WS%T. i^TcTT | fjf^Jf rT^T H^r^T^ | ^ I ' T ' - T ^ ^ f^ ^^TcTT 
Jifi ^tr fq^ ?RTH -TTr gfi t^t^r TfrTi ^ 1 
mj7^ ?r ^'i^ |ir vfr irfr i ^ r srs-gr? H T ? ^ ?> t ^ % 1 
iT7> ? ^ r T-a") ^ fqfT ^ f f ?Fr sr^^Rf fr g:=^ ^ f^y qfj>r!?T!?r ^ " 1 
53- 3rq^ firm "^r n^ f?r^?r g|TT a r ^ r ^inTr t 1 
irx> fejfr ^ fejfr CT^ n ^rq ^^ ^T% ^ t ^^tjr T^ cf> % 1 
irxt ^5j i 7^ay * % Jr^ ^\^\ irfV T^cTJTrrHr^ rT ^r ST^K J R I 
Um ^^^ 'xi sTfi'?;^  ^t ^r^ TT nfr f ^ r g'^ a't f TrJ ir^ fR-r irrr ^rj^r ^rr^f • 




















































Jrfi 5=5^ ^ ^ t t fe ^ 5m €\ ^cp; ?(t^  ' ^ sfT^  I 
?r't T^ TKi ^ t 1^ ^ai^ "^V i ^T Tgcft I r^  ^ wi^r ^FIH ff;^ S^R ^ T^H ^ rfsa 1 
^ i r ^ ^T ^ J T ^fTKm 3T=5^5T oTTrTr I F i fT^ iff ? 5 R ^ ^ r |T I 
irfr ?p- ar^  J^Tr% ^t f ^ i Tfcfr k 1 
5 ^ f3PT analt % 51^ JT ^ q r HIST I ^?rT ^ T ^ - H I T ; ^ | ^^TI T T ^ ^ | 1 
?|=T 5TT iTTT m^zi ^^ i mn nfr ^ar 1 
5^ M5-% trrT H|[5«[fcT (T^  am ^r s^ rg-fiT sr^ r^r ar^r ?m?Tr | 1 
^ =?rfTT f % 5?r ?fr "T? fir?r 1 
5r? =Tf: ^riT i^TiccT ^^ 5> 3rrai ^^ ^ ^ ir?:r f^ 3I1T ^ ^ H ^ ' I *T^ ^ S ^ ^ T ^ T I 
^^T 7T5 in ' r^ f^ TTJ ^ r F^Ti-j ^T=Ti | m irfr ^HIT <=T?JT -rrr r^jii ?'T?fl ^ 1 
^?^ ?T1-7 ^1 r<fT?ff> 5f r% ir 5^ ^ 1 sfrfr? snar ^ 1 
nf l ?^r •r^ H'r ^ ftr H^ fir^ f 5^ sn^r frs^r HJV) ^^^ i 

















( 4 ) 
a) irO f ^ r T^fr % fv ^wr. ^^^ 5 ^ 3TT% frifr sfrr 'S'T^TT ^ T ^ % f^T^r f^R 1 
b) irfV ?=53ii T^ar | f^  vii\ jffclritii^' j-O ff 1 
a) ^i\ ?>cTr I sfr *niu n t i 
b) irft ? ^ r T^ ff> I f^  "TTT'STT n^:% ^ ^ ?rrT ^r ^^H f^ms; 1 
b) Jifr qift 3rtTg-f qr ^r^r ar^ e^ r T^ICTT % srgf Trt ^>IT ^ JT^?^^ i^ ira-' 1 
a) '^rJTR "^i 3ri% qr JT^ t 5^3ir T^fr ^ f^  in: fir^ ^fr ?r^ wk 1 
a) ffar srirf ir^ 'V w^ -^ r j%n\ | f^  qpif ^ n f^ Tt^ i ?T ^n: 1 
a) "^ifV-^ m t 3Tq?r ^\ 5|cT ^ i i i i JT^^^T ^TST i 1 
b) ZT5 f?!?i^ % fe^r f^  t ^=T ^^\ f^ pMi i irfi p ^ ^ ij ^^^ ^^^ *^r ^^^i It'rr i 1 
aj 55r srqJr TR?"^ / % m^ ^TT f;^ :^ : STE^ T ?rncir 11 
b) [^^^i ^r ^'Sj^ ^ir ar^ siT frfi ?nmr 1 
a) T^ fHT % ^nff "^r ?^ -tTT?r T^'TT ^ ^ ?f^ra^ TVTT STS^ T^ ^nrar 11 
a) sTT^ T- imfcTjff qz ^tr g ^ 3TtH?ft?r ^t^r 11 
b) ^^\ ^wK ^Tf ?^TT 5'> t ^^'j ZT5 5?r?r ^C" 5^  Tr=rr 1 
a) qir ^?r ^\^ ^T^r 3^=5157 ^irii | f^ r^ if ?ftT ^mira' | '^Tl.^^ ^ fR^^r rr 
b) irfr q^- fJT^  g^r^ "^V 5^ "^  f^gir 7^3^ | 1 
b) 3I%% q^ 3T^ T^ ^^ vTTcTT I 
a) qf? qT>^  ^r f^^t^f ^i r^ ftsT ^rar t s") i^x\ sn^ TST ^ ^%^ ^rM ^r '^1? %^^, 
b) in) ?xi5r 7|cf> I % 5 ^ ^^^f ?I arFa^ ?r aifg-^  STT^TFR fK^ I 
a) wr^-%-n\ Hn^ ir 1 1 f q ^ T fT^ f T^^FCTI I 
b) r{T\ v;^^^\ x^^ % ftj arfa-^  fT sTftr^  ^^^ STT^ firff % OTT Orcrraj 1 
a) 3fq^ t^ rr^rT ^ |T Tf^r 5 ^ sps^r nii ?nrcTT 1 
( 5 ) 
48 (a) ^^ "V ^?r 5rJ7 '^^'^ €t r ^ r T^fr.* psr^^rr ^>f ^srfx fj ? ??% i 
49 (a) irft ?=s0,r T|?f> I ft: ^ m ^ ^ *Tir^m |V Jpf I 
(b) t |Hff ^ 55?f p i ^r^T ^7:=a ^ I 
50 (a ) ft5 ^ ^ *'V Ht^^r ^ HI mci^i 9FT 3T»Tr^  H^^^T |>ir 11 
(b) irf) T^ S^r X^^ t fe JTT r^? ijT * m sfrf' I 
51 (a) ^fi ?T?% Hr?T ^H cT'IT ftTrTI Sm T^ T^ T^ ^ ?J^5r T|rfr | I 
(b) ^ 3Tr^ r-qT?rT ^ t ' S ^ r arnrr STTT ^TU^ 'J^^ | I 
52 (a) irft x'^r -^nr | f^  in: Krf-?|^ irr ^ m ^ T ^ T I I 
(b) ffrer »nTi H ^ m ^.vu ii sr irfr ^^w x^^'\ | fsF if ^ ^ ^^ 4 7;=?' r?r f?-" ^r ?-7r 
53 (a) H^ rrjjj ^^ qTT^ r a r ^ r 5R?n ^ f^ r^ r^  yjf ??^r^r?rr >^ 1 
(b) F^ B" J^^r 3TS!T^  ^Tfm^ sf ^Ir ^\^ ^x^i <Tfm | ^rfr ?^^r ^^r g:nJT ^r ^3iT 
54 (a) ?fcr ^ T q-fTf^^f^qf H>TH ^ T K TC t fH r^sTi 5f ?g srrar f 1 
(b) ^"rl 3IT3T ^T T??T^^ ^ , T^f t Hf^ ^ff ^ ^ ^^^l ' • 
55 (a) irfr f^s;r T^rft t ftr TfeiT % ;?? tr^ Tf^  ir^ # m 7 T | I ^ y 
(b) ^tft-^*f> Tf =[?r itcir I F=F 51T -^ ?T^ ar^^ 11 
56 (a) ^ |T s^ftH %• Ml 3Tr5n ^ m ^ f^  w | Jrt fw r^ fi? ^ 1 
(b) JT5ra> §r STR qr vft irfr f^ ^ r^ i M | f? ^ H % fcT^ fir ?r^r ^t srr^ 1 
57 (a) in \ ?^T T^m I fap ^H t ^ *^^  ^\ ^^ ^>TT ^TK ^ ' I 
(b) sTtT'^ cT §>% T- ^rr ?r^nT | ftr t srifiTiT ^ I 
58 (a) ^ir fuH ^ m % ^ T it ^fiT ?n^T I t m ?rra-m^ ? | ^nr ?ti? 11 
(bj ?|?T w!x ^ T vnitr irrr ^iT ^{r ^ i 1 
59 (a) ^x] %^^ -fa'i I f? 5v ^^ n 3 m mfTiflf ^ ?r^r^ ^ 1 
(b) ir(\ %^J T5?f> I F^ 3J<;H frn-f % ^IJTsnsJ I 
60 (a) irfr ?^5^ T^cfl I FMT JTv ^ m i? *r? ^m ^sm 1 
(b) sf^ F^F^ f^r ^ 3>iTrfr it *fr iR> :SH^ €\^rx^jxt ^T% r^r s^gfr T c^fl ^ 1 
61 (a) n yq^ mT i^^ T ^•^^ ^=fT "^i ^SM^T. x^^\ qrs^ ^TCTT ^ 1 
(b) kii %'^w "^^ cTr t Fii' | j Hmr-FtTcTT ?*> ^?r ^^^i' 1 
ir 62 (a) iTK^  :PT^  Sfif^ ^ | t ^T=n I 
(bj H '^r % Jpfiff it | t T ^r: -i T I ^ft ??y %^^j T J^TV | I 
6 3 (a) M'H FtT^ 'f ^ F '^T^^r 5?t M^^ ^|T t^^ TI 1 
(b) spjH ^tTf:^ ^T^ ^ fvr^  ^ >ji erqf ^qr x^^\ gr^ r ^r^r =rTT^  T^TT 'J^^ 11 
















( 6 ) 
r^^m ;^t ^ laR ^ift ^ 3rT?, f^T ^IJT ?:> ^ af^^ nnrr^r f 7^ ^y? ?% ^r Jr^r 
JR> F ^ r Tgfft ^ ft: fn^li T^ 5?r srqjTiT^ ft-% i 
^f? ?fn;"lf ?T Mr xn ^ii T^^^ rfr n^'j "J^T^ ^?: arrm^^r ^ T ^ ^'r rs^f l^^f I i 
irfr T ^ i T c^fi I ft; iR ff?^ HTT q-?fi? ^ F^UT ^ T I 
kit ^'Wt ^y 3rT7^ if ?rf 1% 6^^  r ^ ^^fr t i 
^ Ht^T 55^r %% ? t ^^ B(T f^cT T c^ft I I 
^'V T ^ ^ T|cft I ftr iT^ ?TC?r Tr^ pfYfciir ^ i 
^ r^j^T^ % f?T:r fti t |^cT Tfr f ^ r i 5rO | T ^CT TT ?^=T ^rr.n 3^ ^ ^ r "^^ar t 1 
^ ;5fl *fy ^FT ft^ff STTcTT I irfr 3-7 qf\:'^ «T % PTn ^1 ^ ^ r T^^t t I 
^ t T'€!r T e^ft I ftrt ^^T ?r>fr q-fr f^rc T^FCTP ?r srfjf? s^rn I i 
7TJT: in: ir^ Sr ftfrs ^ t nr^Hi T^^'V t i 
f^ fr^r ft^r^r ^ T ^ ^ > irfr ? ^ ^ r p t | ftr fsTfr^ r m-i irfr sr^rnr ^ i 
wm ir t 7'^-2'f IT5 ^ ^ 3iicTi ^ I 
HJr 5 ^ r g??T 3frar ^ i 
( 7 ) 
80 (a) frrfr T gj^ =Tnr BTRPT % ffiST sft j ^ vft 5^ <Tt ^f ^T% r^r irO T?3;r x p t ^ I 
(b) qfe irn •^ 'rf fcr^  irrr ^r'T ^"tf c^rr | fV 5?T % r^f'T ^it s't^j i 
8 1 (a) 3r7 cT^  fTHi^ r 5'-? fT^Y ?> srmt 3? cf^  ^TI^T sf^^ ?T% T ^ ^ ifti 5^BT 
(b) if^t 5 i^5r T^FfV I f^  %x g-iTT ir^ m^ nx\ ^"tf f'T'^  T? I 
82 (a) ir7> n r^^ cT ^m ^T?r r^% ^t ffr^T 3Tr^ >^ r^ ^^^ ^'r rsfjr -?ffV ^ 1 
(b) €\m-r') ij nn ^^r T^ aV | ftr ETT % ^^ ?r>fr n^ Km-q-rT -^ 1 
8 3 (a) f j^ft TT r?7n=r 3Tr% TT f^f¥> g'f^? if^ T'Tm ^'"^r ^^ yr^r ?TJT?TT ^ i 
(b) JT^ y f^ijr T^ H> f T^ ift m^ ^x ^TxT^^T^ ir ^TT m^ f 1 
8 5 (a) 5?T % r^ nV ¥> ^^ '^V fT«TT H ^ ^ ^ Kf^  Hg> g\cfV 1 
8 6 (a) irn ?=Es;r T^ eft | f^  5?T ?r ^>f nrrrsr ^ f>.i 
(b) irf> |T 3riT| 3;?rTt H 3;7T T^^ '^V ?^ r T^ cft | i 
8 7 (a) nit f ^ r Ticft I r^ ^x ^m ^^^ ^ ^^' i 
(b) t fk:^) % 537^ ^ ?rf> Tf ^^^r i 
88 (a) IHJt W) TTr^  ETT^ T^  T|^ SfV I^ TV ? ^ r T|ffV I I 
(b) ^ |^fT ^KT ^ I 
89 (a) qJT[3T fT^T % r^iT> ^ JTTT ?^ T ST^T T^TcTI I I 
(b) 5^- ^\^ ?T<T¥r ^A €\ ar^srr %TX irr^ ?r?rr s>^ ?rTcTr | i 
^ / " / 90 (d) H^ tiTZT-jfcT % f?izr ?rTrarTT trfT^ TT ^T^r frr f^^  T^Tcrr i 
9 I (a) ?HfT r r JI?^»T ^ T ^ ^1 ir^V ^i) ^^r T^fft | I 
(b) jfrvfr-T'^ fr ^Tcir 1 1 irf?r r^ f^ r^nrr ogftR ^ i 
9 2 (a) iT<\ =^J^ \ C^ '^^  ^ ft; ^ r^ ST^ ^5^ 1 
(b) Jtrfc^ rrTift n irfr sfT^ r nr'rt r^t ^r^nrnr ^T?r '^> ?^ r Tf-f> | i 
93 (a) tF?> ff<T ^riT -TT^ T?^ TT ^J n?t «T^r^ T^^ ') t^cfV I 
(b) marfj^ yrr ^nf^^^i % Arir ff^  ^rr^ jp> ^  wi^ SJT^X r^^r f i 
94 (a) jnff Tfrr g^ rflT^ R^T^  »r gs^  5r?r 3fR;?3rmr ^ i 
(b) irT;r ufHrify % (ifl^ -R>^ JPI«T P^T^ r 55}- ^^^\ ?r»T(Tr Jt 1 
( 8 ) 
(b) ^fs^I^qff % HIK% 5 ^ ^H 5FV ijff ^^\ Z^l ?|f g\cfy I 
96 (a) ^ft ?^ e;T T^ '^V I r^ j^fr ?r=T ^ f3r?r?r ^ t t fir q '^zr ^m f fem^ »TT#' I 
9 7 (a ) T^p^\ ^ aPT^ TT^  ^rr^ 3 I « T ^ ^ ^ f?fir STT^T*? ^ 1 % rj ^IT ? t t H^>^ TS^ f im i 
(b) ^m Jf ^n {j^ TT 5?r r^^  ^^^j H{f ^nrm ft? ^>t STF^T g-rsrr T^?r i 
98 (a) Jrft %.^m >^m I Or g's^ T ^r trie irm ?f ^ ^W fsfHir ^H^'V sf^ ^^ jr km-x^ i] ^% i 
(b) ^i qlr q^ ^^ar | a^  ??:% ir ipfr ^ ?^ 5 ^ ^ sfr ?=Ei?r T f^fl | i 
(b) ^rf in fk^^ H ^i^^-m^ ^ ^ | aft irxt ^M% m^ ^xx-4\z €i ?^w |im | i 
100 (a) 5?i ^ TfrarW T^ tT^ H ^|r fRft i 
(b) ^ ^nifi ?t fe?'-ft ^?H it HIT 5fr aTFT'^  arrai | i 
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=3 : 3 C3 
< < < 
«— o< en 
t^ r-' r^ 
SPIRITUAL O R I E N T ™ INYENTORy 
/^ir /^eseorck Of^ly 
This booklet contains statements related 'o spirituality. 
Read each statement and decide whether you agree or disagree 
with the statement. In addition, decide how INTENSELY you 
ASvee or disagree with the statement. 
You are to mark your answers on the answer scale which 
follows each statement. You should circle ONLY ONE number 
on the seven-point scale to indicate how intensely you agree 
or disagree with the statement. Answer as honestly as possible 
and give only YOUR OWN opinion in regard to each statement. 
Try to give an answer to EVERY ITEM. You should circle 
"NA" (Not Applicable) only when an itea clearly does not 
apply to you. 
SAMPLE ITEM FOR PRACTICE: Please read the following statement 
n^d circle your answer on the seven-point answer scale provided. 
Circle Only One Kunber 






3 4 6 7 
1 - I n t a a s e l y d i s a g r e e , 2 - D i s a g r e e , 3 - Moderate ly d i s a g r e e , 4 - Undecided 
5 - Moderately a g r e e , 6 - A g r e e , 7 - I n t e n s e l y a g r e e , NA- Not a p p l i c a b l e 
On the «ns^»er sca le above you should have c irc loa "OHLY ONE" 
nuaber - the nuaber which »os t accurately r e f l e c t s how intensely 
you agree or disagree with the s tateaent . (Mark "HA" only it— 
«n lt©» clearljr does not apply to you). 
Have you read and do you unders tand the i n s t r u c t i o n s ? Yes No 
( I f "No." p leas© read i n s t r u c t i o n s and do sample item a g a i n ) . 
KOW OPEN THE BOOKLET AND STAKT WITH QUESTION 1 
^ 
Circle Only One Kuiber 
Intensely Intensely 
Distfree >gree 
1. There la • transcendent, spir'tual dimension to life. 1 2 3 < 5 6 7 }if 
2. Whether or not It !• always c.o«r to us. the universe is 1 ^ 2^ 3 4 5 6 7 W> 
unfoldinc in • »e«ningful. purposeful fcAnner. ^^ 
• 3, »hen I SB old *nd look bsck ••. By life. I wsnt to feel th*t 
the world is • little better j.Uce because I lived. 
4. Even such activities as eatim . work, and sex have a sacred 1 2 3 4 5 (e' 
diaension to the*. ^ 
8. My primary foal in life is to become financially secure. 
6. I feel a stronf identification with all humanity. 
7. 5r,en I see "what is." I have visions of "what can be." 
8. While one should .not ov-rdc it or beroaa norbia. I think it 
Is food for us to be aware of pain, sufferinj, and death. 
9. Our highest good lies in harao ilously adjustinr ourselves to 
the transcendent, spiritual diiension. 
10. I know how to contact the tran icendent. spiritual diaension. 
11. The universe is not yet done but is unfolding in a aeaninc-
iL.1 way. 
12. It ia iaportant to search for c-ne's purpose or aission 1 2 3 4 5 8 (T^ 















3 4 6 (g, 7 
3 4 (T) 6 7 
3 (4) 5 6 7 
3 4 [S^ 6 7 
3 ^ ^ 5 6 7 
3 (T) 5 6 7 









13. I do not divide l i f e into sacred and secular; I believe al l 1 2 3 (4^ 6 8 7 «A 
of l i f e i s infused with saoredress. ^-^ 
14. It la Buch aore iaportant to pursue spir i tual coals than 1 2 \ 3 4 5 8 7 VA 
to purrue aoney and possessions. ^ 
~ 15. I ssldoa show ay lova for huaanity through action. 1 2 3 f4^  S 6 7 lA 
18. In spite of a l l . I continue to h^vt a deep, pos i t ive bel ief 1 2 3 4 B Ci^ 7 MA 
in huaanity. K^' ** 
17. I have grown spiritually as a r isult of pain and suffering. 1 2 3 4 6 fe^ 7 MA 
18. Ccntact with the transcendent, uplritual diaension has given i 2 :i 4 (7) n -r 
ae a sense of personal power ar>:l confldenca. " •> \^ o r - A 
1». I hive had experiences in which i f e l t very close to the 1 2 i f?^ K « , 
transcendent, spiritual diaension. * j l ^ o u 7 
20. n ^ search for aeaning and purpcae i s a worthy quest. 1 2 3 4 5 e (T^ 
21. I believe l i f e presents one with a a iss ion to f u l f i l l . 1 t 3 ^ - a {^ 
22. I have experiorvied a sense of a>ie that love between faally 1 2 T i «; a /~-,*~) 
»e«bers can be to deep and special . ' * j < a B (^i XA 
23. While aoney and possessions *ra iaportant to ae. I find ay 1 2 C^ t -i o •, 
deepest satisfaction froa spir i tual factors. ^' » o B 7 KA 
24. I do not feel any sense of respo i i i b i l l t y to huaanity. 
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I 4> > beilBr perton today bec»u!iB of llf« experi»r>ce« which 
tt lh« tlB8 wore Tery painful. 
I bolleve th»t •Icoholics, drug tiddicts, and other* whose 
llvos »re out of control c»n b« l-olpftd through contact with 
th« transcendent, apiritual diserslon. 
I KIT* had transcendent, tpirituil experiences in which I 
felt alaost unbearable delifht ard joy. 
Answers can be found when one trvly searches for the aeaning 
atvl purpose of one's life. 
It is »ore iaportant to ee that I be true to ay alsslon 
tKan that I succeed in the eyes of the world. 
- - • 
I have experienced a sense of awo about the specialness of 
husan beinfs. 
Ull.isately. the sol* pursuit of loney and possessions will 
lesT* one eapty and unfulfilled. 
I feel a deep love for all huaanity. 
Z truly balleva that one person can aake a difference. 
thila *« all autt die, I think it is best to ifnora this 
fact as Ion< as posslbl*. 
Contaot with tha transcendent, sv'iritual diaension haa 
helpod reduce ay personal stress level. 
I have had transcendent, spiritual experiences which seea 
alaost iapossibls to put into words. 
If on« has a reason or purpose for which to live, one can 
bear alaost any oircuastanoa. 
I lave a sense of personal aission in life; I feel I have 
a cillinc to fulfill. 
I have naver felt a sense of sacredness. 
I have a spiritual hunger which aoney and possessions do not 
I aa often overcoae with feelings of coapassion for huaan 
DO X nf S • 
Ideillstt are usually Just roaantlc neurotics. 
«a;:r.s;^?.-s;i:;;;'r^,:;;.°'^-" —•- - - H - U. 
s;;c':5'.;';hy:ic'.r;:;i:h"''"'' """^ "^'^  ''^ ""•^ °" "^ --
5.5^'!I ^ f transcendent, spiritua experiences in which I 
f a i t deeply and intlaately loved hy soaethlng greaj.r thin 1. 
g ' j v ' r ^ r . ' n l n r t S ' r n ' f . ' ^ — ' ^ - t . spiritual diaensi . 
Jul'c::^:?"''^^ '•'"^•'^ ^° "^'^ ' — * < ! - to be a . e . n m g -
Lon 
iouid';joi:.in: "iir" '"^ "' '^ '=' ^ ^ ''•^ "» 'pintuai. i 
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I nt oris 
Disj gr 
« 
81. P«OF2« »>io VnoK se would B»7 I la very lorlnf jrxl r«»ch 
out to help others. 
61. Will* there li "vjch evil in the world, I believe goodness. 
integrity, trid loye ilso »b(urxl. 
63. Coftt»ct with the transceivlorit. spiritual di«en8ion has en-
hartcod ly eaotlorval health. 
84. 1 hare had transcerxlent, spiritual experiences in which I 
"let ffo* and surrendered ay life to something hifher. 
' 86. The Tact that we ultimately have to die shows that life is 
seanln«1eis. 
68. Husins are tosetisos 'called" to fulfill a certain spiritual 
destiny. 
67. 1 bslleva it iJ a sistake to attach sacrednoss only to rs-
lifious places, objects, and activitlss. 
68. Generally, I »alu» lovs and cooperation aor* than ooupetl-
tiveress. 
6». I belltT* husans have great >otential for foodness and 1OT».-
60. Contact with the transcendent, spiritual dimension has 
deepened sy relationships wi'.h others. 
ei. I hsTS had transcendent, spli-itual experiences in which I 
fslt an unusual oneness with and acceptance of, the 
unlTerse, 
64. Even thouth I say not always understand it. 1 do balieTe 
that life is deeply »eanin«f\il. 
63. I have jilther found or ae sei.rchin* for »y eission in life. 
"^  64. TO be honest. 1 aleoat never oxperience a sense of sacred-
rvess about aoythinf. 
-' 06. There is no hope for the huean race. 
60. Contact with the transcendent, spiritual dieension has 
help«d ee to feel closer to ity "Bifher Power." 
67. I have had transcendent, spiritual experiences in which 
deeper aspects of truth sees to have been revealed. 
> 68. I bellere people should Just »nJoy theeselves and not worry 
about such philosophical issuit as the aeaninc of life. 
., 6*. All I really want froe a Job • for it to provide ae with an 
excellent Incoee so that I oaii live well and enjoy what 
•oney can buy. 
-/ 70. In our eodern, eoiantlfio wor;,<J we should stop believing 
• in such unsciantifio ideas as "saorednesa. " 
7 71. I as very oynloal about the hd^an race. 
72. Contact with the transcendent, epiritual dieenaion has 
helped ae to sort out what ia really valuable in life 
fro* vh«t Is not. 
73. 1 >vave had transcendent, spiritual experjeocea in which I 
felt tranaforaed and 'reborn" Into new life. 
74. One can find aeaninf even in «jfferinf, pain, and death. 
V 78. lon-rellflous people who think of theeselves as bein* spiri-
tual are deceivinf theaaelves. 
o 
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76. It la food to d m * * or «h»t c»n b© •r>d to "build o s t l o s In 
tho ulr." 0 
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y 8 5 . P e r s o n s who t » l k o f l i f e b s i n f • •9»cred" s a e » a l i t t l e 1 2 3 4 ^ f T ) 
8 t r « n * e t o • « : I SIBIDIV do not e x p e r i e n c e l i f e i n t h a t w«y. ^ V 
tK 
7 7 . C o n t a c t w i t h t h e t ranscorx l en t , • p i r i t u a l d i B o n s l o n » i v e « 1 2 3 ^ 4 ) 6 G 7 IA 
Me o p t i M i s a and e n e r g y to 1 1 T » l i f e w h o l e h e a r t » d l y . 
7 8 . 1 haT» had t r a n s c e n d e n t , s p i r i t u a l e x p e r i e n c e s In w h i c h I    r4 ) 6   IA 
was overcoMo w i t h a s e n s e of awe. w o n d e r , and r e v e r e n c e . 
7 9 . R e l i r i o u s p e o p l e a r e acre s p i r i t u a l t h a n n o n - r e l i g i o u s 1 ( 2 ) 3 4 8 7 IA 
f p e o p l e . 
J 8 0 . I have n e v e r had a t r a n s c e n d e n t , s p i r i t u a l e x p e r i e n c e . 2   6 ( ^ \ 7 IA 
^ 8 1 . S p i r i t u a l i t y a e a n s b o i n t p a r t of a c h u r c h o r t e a p l e and ( ^ \ 2 3 4 5 6 7 IA 
a c t i v e l y p a r t i c i p a t i n g in r e l i g i o u s a c t i v i t i e s . . vL/ 
< 8 2 . E a o t i o n a l l y h e a l t h y people do not h a v e t r a n s c e n d e n t , s p i r i - j 2 ( ? ) 4 5 6 7 IA 
t u a l e x p e r i e n c f r . ^-^ 
8 3 . I o f t e n e x p e r i e n c e f e e l i n g s of awe, r e v e r e n c e , and g r a t i - 1 2 3 4 (^^ 6 7 IA 
tude e v e n i n n o n - r e l i g i o u s s e t t i n g s . ^-^ 
8 4 . 1 o f t e n e x p e r i e n c e f e e l i n g s of awe and g r a t i t u d e i n r e g a r d ; 2 3 4 (s^ '^ 7 IA 
t o ay c l o s e f r i e n d s h i p s . " ^ 
lA 
tKt**it/F****t^M**XZ%tg*tt*t 
